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Lots of news from
TheNational Locksmith

You asked for it, so in this case, at least, you got

it! Ever since we introduced the INSTA CODE
software, we have received an awful lot of requests

for a payment plan to make it easier for locksmiths

to purchase the program.

We know that many of you are very interested in

acquiring this product even though you may already

have other software. And a payment plan will make
this purchase easier for you.

Therefore, we've introduced the INSTA CODE
Easy Pay Plan. You pay just $59.95 a month for

twelve months. You can pay by regular debits to

your credit card or by checks.

We now accept almost every credit card known to

man, including Visa, M asterCard, Discover and
American Express. This should make your purchase
of INSTA CODE much easier to hide from your

spouse! And of course, you may pay with checks if

you prefer.

To get more information on the Easy Pay Plan,

just call us at 630-837-2044, or clip the coupon from
this month's software ad, found on pages 79-82.

The sign up form is written in plain English, and

only takes 30 seconds to fill out. You get the form
from us, fill it out and return it with your first

payment, and we send you the complete I N STA
CODE program. That's all there is to it!

So make just your first payment of $59.95 and
you'll be looking up codes, printing out code cards

and printing out your own code books just days later

with INSTA CODE!

An important new feature launched in last

month's issue of The National Locksmith. We now
print the proper code card for the code series we

N o longer do you have to wait until the card

becomes commercially available. Right from its

publication date, you'll be prepared to make keys by

code.

We like this idea so much that we're also

including a second bonus card in each edition of

TheNational Locksmith. This month's cards can be
found bound into the issue between pages 134 and

137. Clip 'em out, and be the first locksmith on your

block to collect them all! These cards are sponsored
by our INSTA CODE software.

If you do a whole lot of automotive locksmithing,

you might be interested in joining the National

Locksmith Automobile Association (NLAA).
M embership is $125, and
among other benefits, you
receive our Automotive
Edge newsletter.

The newsletter has just

gone monthly and covers a

new car in extreme detail

every month.

We still cover cars

in the magazine
more and better

than anyone. But
for those car

junkies, the

NLAA is your

fix.
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Hel p Want ed
Consumer confidence in the economy rose in

J
une to

a 29-year high, as Americans remain optimistic that

the strong labor market and healthy economic
growth will continue in coming months. According to the

"The Conference Board," a private research group, the

strong American job market continues to fuel consumer
optimism with little letup in sight.

This optimistic economic forecast is good news for

consumers, service providers and manufacturers. As the

economy grows, individual spending rises creating greater

demand for consumer goods and services, which in turn

increases employment opportunities. Should your company
be one of the fortunate ones experiencing growth due to

the bull market, and need to expand operations to meet
customer demands, the next trick is to find good people to

fill those employment opportunities.

Recently, The National Locksmith was interviewing

prospective candidates to fill a position that required

interacting and assisting myself as well as the sales &
marketing staff with daily tasks. As one who has been in the

dubious position of being on both sides of the employment
desk — as an interviewee and interviewer — I can tell you I

much prefer being the interviewer. There are few situations

in life that can cause an individual's heart to palpitate faster,

pores to excrete sweat more profusely, or nerves to be
more tense, than going on a job interview — except of

course, shopping for a new car.

As a job interviewer, there are particular criteria desired

of the employee seeking the job. Some of mine are:

• H igh moral and ethical values.

• M asters degree with a G PA of 3.75 or better.

• Clean, well dressed and groomed.
• Gregarious outgoing personality.

• Have excellent communication skills.

• Bi Lingual with any additional languages a plus.

• M ust have won the M iss America or M r. (just to be

politically correct) Universe pageant within the last five

years.

• Willing to subject oneself to a sodium pentothal and lie

detector test.

• Non smoker, drinker or drug taker.

• Type 350 words per minute.

• Know shorthand

6 • The National Locksmith

Able to take dictation

M ust have taken Dale Carnegie's "How to Win Friends

and Influence People" course as well as Evelyn Woods
"Speed Reading" courses.

Computer literate on both IBM
Personal Computers as well as

Apple M acintosh formats.

Have a phone and pager

for 24 hour
communication.

Willing to work long

hours, nights and
weekends.

Have no social life

other than work.

Be willing to travel.

Agree to return any
extra proceeds back to

the company to insure

future revenue.

Be compassionate, warm
and charming.

Ability to perk the perfect cup of

coffee.

M ust know what a Slap Shot,

Triple, Free Throw, Hail Mary,

Love, Birdie, Drafting, Half

Nelson, Iron Cross and
Bodacious, all have in

common.

There were a few other minor

qualification requirements that I

can't recall at the moment,
but they weren't anything

out of the ordinary.

Continued on
page 8.

^^>^7^^«

Greg Mango
Editor
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Continued from page 6

You would think that given the number of people out of

work plus those looking to improve their working
conditions or opportunities, that it would be easy to find a

qualified candidate for a given job. Think again. We
received numerous resumes and it's quite alarming how
many are thrown in the garbage can and how few are

considered.

Many candidates are rejected because their

qualifications don't meet our requirements. For the life of

me I don't know why! O.K., I'll admit that my expectations

may be a tad high, and maybe the job applicant doesn't

need to know that a Slap Shot, Triple, Free Throw, Hail

Mary, Love, Birdie, Drafting, Half Nelson, Iron Cross and

Bodacious, are all sports terms — well, except for

Bodacious, that means like Gnarly, The Bomb, Chillin
1

,

Doing the Do, Hanging, Dude, Coolio, — you now what I

mean? When you're offering a minimum wage salary,

however, you want to be sure to get your money's worth.

M any candidates are rejected because of common errors

found on their resume that stand out like a sore thumb.
Errors such as:

• Hand written resumes.

This should never be done, but when it's written in a

foreign language it poses a particular problem.

• Hand written notes on a typed resume.

That's bad enough, but when the notes are a grocery list!

I'll admit though, the T-bone steaks did make my mouth
water.

• Using White-Out to cover unwanted information.

Oneguytried to cover his salary requirements because they

were less than we were offering.

• Crossing out a misspelled word and then writing in the

correct spelling.

The real kicker is when the corrected spelling is still

incorrect.

• Using the prior or current employer's stationery to do

the resume on and then sending it in the company's
envelope.

Cheap people. Go figure.

• M isspelled words.

I gessweall do that once in a while.

Those are the most common mistakes we see on
resumes that are sure to eliminate a candidate. Then you

get the more extreme resume no-no's, such as:

• Including a cover letter with love and peace stickers on it.

They could at least use something current like Beanie Baby
sti ckers.

• Writing in crayon.

If you 're going to use crayons,

don't use orange, purple and
green together like a rainbow. At

least stick with one color.

•Listing previous job
experience as a pan handler.

You have to give me more
experience qualifications than

that, like pan handling and drug

dealing or pan handling and
bank robbing.

• Listing current address as

the county jail.

Wasn't looking for someone with detention lock experience

at this time. Sorry.

And last but not least, if you're going to write your

resume on a restaurant napkin, please have the courtesy to

use a clean one.

Once we weed through the dozens of resumes, then it's

time for the personal interview with the few we thought

might qualify. This is usually when the final few fall on their

face, for reasons such as:

• Arriving to the interview in shorts and sandals.

If you're going to do that, at least wear a T-shirt and leave

the sun glasses in the car.

• Arriving with a parrot on your shoulder.

That's fine, but when the parrot starts making salary and

vacation demands, I draw the line.

Then we give each job applicant a basic skills test.

We start off with the ABC's.

Then we do some basic arithmetic like 1+1=? 6+3=?

4x2=?

By now we have eliminated about half our candidates.

When you do job interviews, you have to wonder how
the larger companies can even find enough

qualified people to fill their work force demands. Probably

the number one complaint from companies that I get is they

can't find good people. I now know why. There are a

number of locksmith companies in the industry that are

currently looking for a few good men and women, who
claim they can't find dependable, conscientious candidates.

On the other side of the coin, I talk with locksmiths

looking for work who claim they can't find a good company.

It's a vicious circle and there are legitimate claims on both

sides.

Every now and then that shining star will appear.

However, finding them is like excavating for diamonds. You
have to dig and dig and dig. EH

8 • The National Locksmith
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Letters

August 19 9 8

The National Locksmith is interested in your view. We do reserve the right to edit for clarity and length.

Officer to the Rescue

The other day I watched a

Fairview Heights community service

officer open a car that a lady locked

the keys in.

Officer Cindy Fietsam first tried a

homemade Slim Jim in the passenger

door using the random excessive

thrusting method. Then the lady

noticed that her driver's window was
down just enough that the power
lock button could be hit with the

Slim Jim. Officer Fietsam did not ask

to see any ID, and did not get a tag

number, registration number, or VIN
number off the car; as required by
law.

When I talked with Officer

Fietsam after this I was told, "The
department has gotten around the

law and will continue to provide this

service within the city. If I can't open
the car with the Jim then we call a

locksmith."

I don't know if the Department of

Professional Regulation will do
anything, but I plan to tape some
friends stealing cars with the help of

l^ood."- 60107

Attn: Editor

the police. Maybe seeing the tape will

show them why the law was passed

and that they are breaking it.

Rodger Long

Illinois

Skin Them Alive

I just read Mango's Message (June

1998), and have to agree. I have been in

this trade for 19 years and have seen

this happen, especially at trade shows.

Manufacturers and distributors go
to great lengths, expense and
preparation to give us their best, and I

agree, this is an individual that our

industry can do without. If he does

these things within his trade, I can just

imagine what he does to the public.

When I go to my distributor I

always make sure that the truck is

locked because other locksmiths come
here. My distributor always thought I

was joking, until he read this article.

I have been to distributors

seminars and classes that are

presented to further our education,

and their supplies are roped off to

prevent stealing. How sad.

So, what is the answer? I believe

that if a locksmith steals from the

public by means of his cunning, he

should be flogged. If he steals from a

fellow locksmith, however, he should

be skinned alive.

All I can say to these individuals

is SHAME ON YOU. Because they

are not stealing from a manufacturer

or a distributor, they are stealing

from us. They are stealing our trust.

I have a bumper sticker that says:

Trust Your Locksmith not Thrust

Your Locksmith.
Ralph B. Martinez

Texas

A
America Online:
NATL LOCK

Use the above address

if you are on AOL.

Internet:

natllock@aol.com
U se the I nternet address

if you are not on AOL

Doctor in the House
Over a year ago I was solicited

to do work in my area for "Door
Doctor of North America. " After

agreeing to my terms for open
accounts net 30, they began calling

me.

I want my associates to know
that I have done 15 jobs for them
now and have heard every story in

the book. Phone calls are never
returned, promises are broken and
many hours of chasing them down
have been spent.

They have never once paid on
time, more often 90-120 days. The
last job was for $278.00 and
completed February 10th (almost 4

months ago).

They have been put on notice

that I will no longer accept work
from them. Who needs the hassle?

Have they called you yet? I'm

sure they will get around to you
sooner or later. Tim Nycum

Michigan

10 • The National Locksmith Continued on page 12
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Continued from page 10

Was it a Locksmith?

I just read Mango's Message (June

1998), about being ripped off. I agree

that it is most disheartening and
depressing to be violated by the ones

you trust most.

However, I wonder if your blame
might be mistaken. I have attended

many trade shows and training

seminars, etc. I have been in the

locksmith trade for 20 years and have
seen quite a bit: the part timer, the

big wigs, the hard working stiff, the

well dressers and the slobs. One
thing we all have in common is that

we love this trade. If we didn't, who
would put the money and sweat we
do into a trade?

I am not discounting your
suspicions of a locksmith walking off

with these products, but please let

me suggest one alternative.

Professional thieves. Just think about

your commercial customers and
reflect. This is their every day
nightmare. Ask anyone who has had
their truck or shop hit by thieves.

There is a market for every

imaginable item including code

books and other locksmith items.

I think the real problem may be

the lack of pre-registering and
confirming identification of those

attending. I have many times, looked

around and seen people that "didn't

fit in." After all, we are often

imparting information and
demonstrating equipment that no
one outside of the locksmith trade

has any business knowing and
seeing.

I guess this makes a good
argument for licensing. At least you
could reasonably verify to whom you
are speaking to and training.

Steve Phillips

Illinois

Commission of a Felony

This is in response to Bill

Stillwater's letter regarding "Pick

Guns and Realtors" (June 1998).

It always gives me a great sense of

pride when a constituent of the

security industry poses a good
question, and it has since I became a

"bonafide locksmith" in 1986.

Only bonafide locksmiths,

dealerships (auto), distributors, and
manufacturers are authorized to sell

to us any device that will manipulate

12 • The National Locksmith

such device in to open position, other

than a customer's key. The U.S.A
penalty for the possession of such

device, if not bonafided, is one year

in prison, a thousand dollar fine,

and/or both.

So who's liable? The Realtor, since

not only is this realtor in commission
of a felony (federal) but this Realtor

by non professional use caused

damage to the normal functional

operating of the locking device. For

more information request a copy of

this law from Congress. I did.

Willie Bowen
Virginia

Couldn't Agree More
Just received the June issue of The

National Locksmith. I wanted to let

you know that I totally agree with

Greg Mango's article "Sticky

Fingers." I have heard the same thing

from some of the distributors.

I think it would be a good idea to

have security people check bags,

backpacks, etc. Also prosecute the

thieves to the max. We do not need
people like that. That's my two cents

worth! Steve

Milhorn's Mobile Lock Shop

Key Blank Memorial
As a subscriber of The National

Locksmith since 1985, 1 would like to

use this opportunity to place a letter

in the editorial section in reference to

the Princess Diana charities.

We have produced a coined Yale

key blank of the most common
section, or profile used in the U.K.

It consists of a coin on one side

saying "The People's Princess

Diana 1961-1997," the reverse side

says "For charity and a

Locksmith's tribute." We are

selling the blank for £12.00 per 100

plus local tax, which I think is

possibly refundable if blanks go to

the States. £3.00 goes to the

Princess Diana charities.

The blank is probably not much
use in the U.S., but from a

collectors point of view might be
very collectable.

My company Market Lock &
Safe is administrating this product
free of charge with the aid of U.K.

Davenport Burgess, who are

supplying the coining free of

charge. When the project is

finished I will forward a check to

the charities which will be
presented in the U.K. I will

obviously contact The National

Locksmith on the final outcome of

how much money was raised and
handed over to charity.

I have sold 20,000 blanks so far,

and to my knowledge I am the only

person doing this type of activity

towards the Princess charities from
the Locksmith world. Hopefully your
worldwide presence will attract some
sales from places as far as Australia,

New Zealand and Europe.

Some of the Locksmith
Associations in America might like

to purchase blanks and share them
amongst their members. I am
located at 9 Vessey Path, Chrisp

Street Market, LONDON E14 6BT,

Phone: 0171-538-4161. G. Watts

London

The Fight is Over
Good news. After three years of

fighting the system in an effort to

help educate and prevent people

from having illegal burglary tools,

I'm pleased to announce that I am
giving up. Fve talked or

communicated with everyone from
the US Attorney General to the

Postmaster General. Fve made flyers

to give out locally to people I service,

communicated with our Senator, and
have provided one roadside service

with our laws on these tools and
books.

Talk about beating your head
against the wall. Fve only had one
minor victory and that was printed

in your magazine. I have totally

come to the conclusion that people

are only interested in the illegal parts

of the trade, like how fast can I get

that safe open, how can I get in

without a key, or how can I get my
own tools?

Don't get me wrong, I may be
bitter, but I still don't show or tell

people any more than I have to. But

then I don't really need to seeing as

how they can order better books than

what I have, or can get them out of

the library.

I think Fve tested the system of

law pretty well and it's flunked

miserably as far as our trade goes.

Therefore I have no plans of trying

again. Retired Optimist

Charles Osborne

Virginia

121!
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Numberall
Simplified
Marking

Key

Numberall Stamp &
Tool Co. Inc. is featuring

a line of specialized key
marking equipment. This

equipment is ideal for

hotel and motel industries,

Universities, school districts

and housing authorities as

well as locksmiths. It is

useful when large number
of keys must be stamped
with identifying numbers
and letters.

The equipment ranges
fro m the economical
Model 23 Typeholder to

the Model 137 motorized

bench- marking press.
Included is the Model 40B
which features a large

easy to read dial and a

carriage table, which
automatically advances
after each impression.

American Lock®
Padlocks With 5"
Shackles
American Lock

Company' is expanding
it's product offering to

include brass and

aluminum padlocks with 5"

long shackles. The longer

shackle length satisfies the

physical requirements of

locking up food service

equipment.

American Lock offers

this new longer length
shackle on two popular
styles of brass and
aluminum models. The
shackle is 5/16" diameter,

precision machined from
boron alloy steel. It is

case hardened for extra

protection against cutting

and chrome plated to

resist corrosion. The 1

3/4" wide lock body can
be ordered in brass or

aluminum, in a choice of

5 pin or 6 pin security

and with all the standard

American Lock keying and
service options.

Detex
Heavy
Duty
F90KR
MullionThenew
F 9 K R

heavy
duty,
keyed
removable
mullion by
Detex is

des igned
for use on

standard and fire rated

pairs of doors. The
mullion is made of 11

gauge, 2 " x 3

"

steel for strength

and durability, is

UL and Warnock
Hersey listed for

three hour rated

pairs of doors up
to 8' x 8' and
can be operated
by a standard rim

cylinder— available

anywhere.

Installation is

ABH Push Pull

Latches
The non-handed

Push-Pull Latch and
Latch with Mortise Lock
fro m Architectural
Builders Hardware can
be mounted with the
handles up, down or

horizontal without field

changes providing
maximum c lea ra nc e

between the handle and
door. Locksmiths can
also purchase trim only

for a quick 10-minute
interchange from knobs to push-pull for mortise

locks from manufacturers such as Arrow, Best,

Corbin Russwin, Falcon, Schlage, Yale, Sargent,

Marks and PDQ. The Push-Pull Latch is available

with 2 3/4", 5" or 7" backset latches; the
mortise lock is standard 2 3/4" backset latches.

All models are UL listed for fire doors and meet
ADA requirements.

simple and quick
and no drilling is

required. The
mullion is available

in 8' lengths and is

easy to cut to

desired length. It

can also be
removed in
seconds, as there

is no need to remove
screws to move large

items through door
openings. To replace the

unit you simply snap the

mullion back into the
upright position.

Threadlockers &
Retaining
Compound

Threadlocker 222 is low

strength, removable with

hand tools, and is best
for small fasteners, 1/4"

and smaller. It's ideal for

long engagement length

fasteners, set screws,
calibration and adjustment

screws. Threadlocker 242
is medium strength

,

general purpose. It is

14 • The National Locksmith

removable with hand tools

and is good for all nut

and bolt applications,
especially 1/4" or larger

fasteners. Threadlocker
290 is formulated
especially for small to

medium size pre-
assemb led fasteners .

Retaining Compound 609
augments the strength of

press-fitted assemblies and

slip fits with up to .005"

diametrical clearance.

Major
Manufacturing
HIT-44
Accessories

Major Manufacturing has

introduced a complete line

of accessories for the HIT-
Continued on page 16
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Continued from page 14 SECURITY CAFE

44 Drill Master. Available

separately or in kit form,

included are three different

strike and latch marking
tools. These tools have
features that include
blades that can be
sharpened or replaced,
and the latch marker has

adjustments for 1" or 1-

1/8" wide faces. All three

markers can be adjusted

for 7/8" or 1" latch or

strike holes. Strike
locators with replaceable

pints are also available

as multi spur and brad
point bits.

SARGENT
Introduces Center
and Top Latch
Exit Device

SARGENT Manu-
facturing, introduces its

new C enter and Top
Latch Exit Device.
Developed to provide
ease of access for the

public with particular
attention to those with

physical disabilities, the

CTL eliminates the
problems typically
associated with bottom

ro d s and floor
strikes of
traditional vertical

rod exit devices.

The CTL utilizes

traditional vertical

rod latching at the

top, and adds a

mortise lock to

secure the door at

the center,
providing three
security points on
double doors and
two security points

on a single door.

Adjustable Turning
Tools From MBA

MBA has received many
phone calls from lock-

smiths interested in the

adjustable turning tools

described by Sal
Dulcamaro in his article

Odds & Ends (The
National Locksmith,
J
anuary 1998). MBA is

pleased to announce these

tools are once again
available and are offered

as a set of four. Designed

by John Fa Me, these
stainless steel adjustable

tension tools are usually

sold as part of a larger

pick set, also available

from MBA.

Roto Zip® Drill

Bit Cuts Out
Need For Other
Bits
Roto Zip Tool

Corporation announces the

3D Zip® Bit that drills,

mills, countersinks, and
cuts wood, and wood
products, in virtually any
direction — even around
corners. Used with 3/8"

and 1/2" drills, this single

bit replaces forstner,
spade, and twist drill bits.

Detention Stops
From Stanley

Stanley Hardware has

announced the addition

of two new security
door stops to their
product line for
detention and/or
correctional facilities.

The new stops —
Model 3001, a vertical

style floor stop, and
Model 3002, a horizontal style wall stop are both

made of fire resistant, black neoprene rubber for

long wear, heavy use and for resistance to

abuse.

The 3D Zip Bit's
patented design is made
up of an oversized crown
with six cutting edges and

a slender shank. These
cutting edges allow the

3D Zip Bit to cut forward,

backward and even
sideways, while preventing

the jamming and intense

vibration associated with

other types of bits.

New Corbin
Russwin Grade 1

Key-in-Lever
Cylindrical
Lockset
Corbin Russwin

introduced the CL3300, its

newest Grade 1 Key-in-

Lever Cylindrical Lockset.

16 • The National Locksmith

The CL3300 Series

features a patented

Lever Release
fj design that allows

the lever to
disengage when
pressure is applied

in the locked
condition, the latest

^^" in vandal
resistance. The

new CL3300 Series, which

carries a 3 hour UL fire

rating , replaces the
CL3400 Series Key-in-
Lever Lockset.

Other features of the

new Grade 1 lockset
include a 3 1/2" rose to

cover the new hollow
meta I door cut out,
through bolting for solid

door attachment,
independent lever return

springs, and expanded
keying options.

39 Victory Brake
Disk Lock
ABUS Motorcycle Lock

Company, a division of

A. P. Steele Corporation
announces the introduction

of the 39 Victory Chrome
Brake Lock. Developed by
German engineers to resist

all types of professional

attack, the 39 Victory is

specially shaped and triple

chrome plated.

The unique patented
design and patented
ABUS Plus Keyway

Continued on page 18
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SECURITY CAFE

SRi and Steve
Young are working
together to bring

you the best in

locksmith tools

and supplies.

Click here for more information

Continued from page 16

System offers balanced
maximum security against

Freon® spray, bolt cutters,

drilling, picking, hammering
and cylinder pulling. The
lock body and mushroom
pin are crafted from
special high strength steel

alloy and then core
hardened to 65 Rockwell
hardness, making the lock

harder than the jaws of

bolt cutter blades.

NEBS, Inc.

Introduces New
WorkWear Line

With the introduction of

its new WorkWear line,

NEBS offers small

businesses the ability to

boost their professional

images — and
possibly their
sales— with a

diverse line of
premium-quality,
customizable
products including

classic poplin shirts,

mesh polo shirts,

industrial work
pants, coveralls,
jackets and work

coats in addition to a

wide selection of hats, T-

shirts and sweatshirts.

In addition to
assembling a collection of

the most popular colors

and styles of work wear,

the NEBS product line is

priced right for small
businesses. Customers are

never charged more for

low quantity orders. Any
customizing services are

always available— even if

a business orders only
one item.

EH
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It's your
reputation

Trust the
original.

Click here for more information
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It
seems like only a few years ago that clients needing

electric strikes had two or three manufacturers

available to choose from, and the options varied with

each strike. You needed to stock a different strike for each

voltage or application, or wait until you were awarded a

specific job before ordering the appropriate strike. Times are

now starting to change. The shrinking world has been one
reason that there are more strikes available today from a

larger field of manufacturers. While there's not really a "one

fits all" strike available quite yet, more and more field

adjustable features are becoming available.

Trimec is an architectural electric strike manufacturer

that has recently introduced its product into the U nited

States. Trimec is built in Australia where it boasted a market

share of almost 70 percent! In this article we will be viewing

three of the products that they have been manufacturing in

America: A nice compact electric strike designed to fit into 4-

7/ 8" AN SI frame prep, a larger, heavier duty electric strike

with a 7-7/ 8" faceplate and an electric lock which surface

mounts onto the door frame with a roller strike which

mounts on the door.

Both strikes are UL 1034 Burglary Resistant and rated at

1500 lbs. They are put through a Static test, followed by the

70 lb. Dynamic test. These are the greatest testing levels that

U L has established for electric locking mechanisms. The
ES600 electric lock has not been listed for U L1034. All of the

products however, have been independently tested to 3000

lbs.

Call it Fail Safe or Fail Secure; Fail Safe or Non-Fail Safe;

or Power to Lock or Power to Open, one of the features that

all three of these Trimec products have in common is that

they all can be field converted from, as they clearly refer to

it, from "Power to Lock" to "Power to Open." While most
technicians will find Power to Open the most common
application for the electric strikes, there are a number of

installations where Power to Lock might be required,

especially if the door is expected to be automatically left

unlocked longer than it is locked.

12 or 24 Volt DC requirements must be specified for the

electric strikes. The electric lock can be field converted from

24 volts DC to 12 volts DC.

ES1 OO Series - TS1
The TS102AS is designed to fit into a 4-7/ 8" AN SI prep.

( See photograph 1.) The strike is only 1-1/ 8" deep, making it

a breeze to fit in those 2" (or less) frames with sidelight that

the architects have been brewing up recently. The face of

the frame only needs to be cut back 5/ 8". It has a maximum
strike cavity of 1/ 2", making it an ideal mate for locksets

having latches with a 1/ 2" projection. It can accept a 5/ 8"

throw assuming there is no more than a 1/ 8" door gap.

2. Remove the brass colored screw
from the back of the strike and remove

the "pin tumbler stack" and spring.

August 1998* 21
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3. The "pin stack" consists of two
short and one long tumbler. A spring

keeps pressure on the pin stack
while the screw caps the top of the

chamber.

4. The solenoid moves the pin stack
to the strike keeper's shearline.

Placing the longest tumbler in first or

last determines whether the strike

will be fail safe orfail secure.

This unit can be changed from fail secure to fail safe

easily by removing the brass colored screw on the back

of the cast aluminum case (see photograph 2) and carefully

emptying the spring and three pin tumblers. ( See photograph

3.)

For fail safe operation, insert the longest tumbler first,

followed by the two short tumblers, and finally the spring.

For fail secure operation, insert the two short tumblers first,

then the long tumbler, and the spring. ( See Photograph 4.)

When the stack is inserted, replace the screw and the

change is complete.

The solenoid is rated to 1,000,000 cycles. The leads are

color coded and are indicative of the strike's DC voltage. Red

leads indicate 12 VDC and an amperage requirement of 0.25

Amp. Blue leads indicate 24 VDC and an amperage
requirement of 0.187 Amp.

*

*

^r^^^f

g

5.TheTS314 is

a more hefty

strike than the
T5102AS.
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The TS102AS has a manufacturer's list price of $116.00

which includes a three year warranty.

EB300 Series - TS31 4
The TS314 is a beefier strike with a price tag of $268.00

and a five year warranty. (See photograph 5.) It has a strike

cavity with a 5/ 8" depth,

allowing it to be mated

with virtually all

cylindrical locksets,

including ANSI Grade 1

locksets with 5/8"

latches and mortise

locksets (i.e. Adams Rite

deadlatches) designed

for aluminum style

doors. It can accept a

3.4" throw assuming

there is no more than a

1/8" door gap. (See

photograph 6.)

While other strike

plates are available, the

TS314 strike plate is 7-

7/8" long. The main

strike body is 5-7/8"

long, but the installation

prep with a faceplate

would only require a

pocket 1-1/ 4" deep and a

face cutback of 1-1/ 8".

The faceplate is

horizontally adjustable

to compensate for

door/ frame warping or

variations in latch

placement.

The solenoid in this

strike is also rated to

1,000,000 cycles. The
leads are also color

coded and are indicative

of the strike's DC
voltage. Red leads

indicate 12 VDC and an

amperage requirement

of 0.175 Amp. Blue leads

indicate 24 VDC and an

amperage requirement

of 0.88 Amp.

It's a little more
difficult to change the

fail safe/ fail secure

mode on this strike, but,

since it only needs to be

done once at most, it's

still an easy change. The

6. The installation prep with

faceplate would only require a

pocket 1-1/ 4" deep and a frame
face cutback of only 1-1/8".

ftS
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Continued from page 22

7. Gently pry off the backplate with

a flathead screwdriver.

Remove the two solenoid screws
on the side of the strike case.

stainless steel backplate pries off with a flat blade

screwdriver. (See photograph 7.) The two solenoid screws

must be removed from the side of the case (see photograph

8) and the solenoid gently lifted out of place. (See photograph

9.)

The "pin tumbler" principle that was found on the other

strike is done here as well. (See photograph 10.)

However, there are two differences:

1. There is no "top" spring that goes into the pin stack.

The spring is located out of the chamber and keeps the pin

stack from dropping into the case during operation.

2. The longest pin is dropped into the stack first for fail

secure operation and last for fail safe operation.

After the pin stack is replaced, attach the solenoid making
sure that the solenoid plunger can freely rise up and down in

the solenoid and pin chamber. Feed the solenoid wires

through the back cover and snap it into place.

It should never be necessary to remove the face plate,

however, the sample that we were provided had two different

lengths of faceplate screws, one 1/ 2" long, the other 3/ 8"

long. The shorter 1/ 2" screw should be placed behind the

solenoid. If the longer screw is placed behind the solenoid,

the screw will damage the solenoid when the faceplate is

installed.

This strike also comes in an ES3000 Series, priced at

$347.00. The ES3000 has internal monitoring switches that

can trigger a warning device, usually a lamp or alarm at a

monitoring station, that can indicate if the door lock is

latched or the strike is in the unlocked position. (To take full

use of this feature, many security specialists recommended
that an independent door position switch also be wired in

series or series-parallel with these switches to indicate if the

door is physically open. Latch position switches alone can

easily be defeated by tape, paper, or gum with the door

open.)

24 • The National Locksmith

M
The builder's hardware market in this country don't see

too many purely electrical locks with set aside magnetic

locks that are always fail safe. The ES6SL-M is electrically

monitored for swinging doors. ( See photograph 11.) (There

is aversion of the ES600for sliding doors.) It is not an

electric strike however, there is an optional manual key

override available. Here, the choice between fail safe and fail

secure is a critical decision. If the fail secure option is

chosen, and the power goes out, bear in mind that even

though this lock is not U L rated, it has been tested with a

holding force of 3000 lbs. and cycle tested 2,000,000 times!

The ES600can also open freely under 1200 lbs. of pre-load

pressure. In the fail safe operation mode, this lock could

compete virtually anywhere that a magnetic lock might be

found.

Gently remove the solenoid from
the lock case.

10. The fail safe/ fail secure pin stack is

located in the center of the case
underneath the location where the

solenoid is located. Note that if the long

faceplate screw is mounted on the side

of the solenoid, it will probably cause
damage to the solenoid.

Continued on page 26
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The lock's overall dimensions are 7-7/ 8" wide, 2-1/ 8"

high and 1-3/ 4" deep. The swinging door version is

mounted to the top or side of the door frame. The roller

strike 1-15/ 16" X 1-3/ 16" mounts on the face of the door with

through bolts for a strong installation. Except for pulling

wire, the installation seems easier than mounting a rim

deadbolt. A metal template is provided to assist in the

marking of mounting holes.

The lock we tested was received in fail safe (power to

lock) mode at 12VDC. If we needed to field change this lock

for either voltage or power to unlock, we could do so. To do

either, we would need to remove the four screws which hold

the outer cover in place. Then the stainless steel inner cover

must be snapped off. ( See photograph 12.)

To change voltage from 12VDC to 24VDC, simply

remove the jumper link from pins 2 and 3 and place it on

pins 1 and 2 on the power board. ( See photograph 13.) The
12 VDC amperage has an inrush of 0.75 amps until the

solenoid seats, then the amperage drops to 0.375 amps. At 24

VDC, inrush amperage is 0.375 amps then drops to 0.185

amps when the solenoid seats. (As a side note, if you are

responsible for specifying wire gauge, specify it according to

inrush amperage. If the solenoid does not seat properly, the

electrical demand may continuously be that of the inrush

value.)

Changing the unit from fail safe to fail secure (power to

lock to power to unlock) is a bit more complicated than it is

for the strikes. Because the instructions are written on the

side of the lock, it is however, fairly easy to do. It requires

moving the pin and toggles on the left side of the lock from

position A to position B. The mounting screw for the pin is

on the underside of the lock. It is then necessary to remove
the four screws on the right side of the lock that are in

position A. This will loosen the solenoid. M ove the solenoid

so that the mounting holes line up to position B and reinsert

the screws. ( See photograph 14.)

Check the lock to make sure that the solenoid is seated

properly. Snap your inner cover in place. Wait to install the

outer cover until you are installing the lock and strike to the

frame and door.

This lock carries a 3 year warranty and a list price of

$496.00. It shouldn't be long before you see these products

at a wholesaler near you.

All the Trimec electric strikes a re well constructed and

designed. If you need more information on Trimec products

contact: Trimec, 132 W. Maple Street, Grafton, Wl 53024,

Phone (414) 375-8330. EH
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11. The ES6SL-M is designed to be Fp
surface mounted on the frame with a r|£

roller strike to be mounted on the door, pi

Wl

12. The ES6SL-M with the main cover
removed and snapping off the inner cover.
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13. The center shows the power board.
Moving the jumper link to positions 1 & 2

from 2 & 3 changes the voltage from 12
VDC to 24 VDC. The A/ B pin and the

toggles must be changed to convert the
lock from fail safe to fail secure.
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14. The solenoid must also be
repositioned when changing from

fail safe to fail secure.
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There are customers who will want

a special function that will allow

them to give certain employees a

key that can only lock a particular door

while they keep a key that will lock or

unlock the same door. What they want

is called a directional cylinder.

There are quite a few directional

cylinders available in the marketplace,

but most of them are high security.

This is not because they have to be

high security, but because the

standard everyday use for them is in

the prison environment where high

security is the norm. In a high

security lock it is known as the

"Brink" function and must be ordered

as clockwise (CW) or counter-
clockwise (CCW).

The directional cylinder is usually

found in a minimum security prison and

the inmate actually has a key so that he

can lock his own cell door to secure his

property left inside. There is another

market for this cylinder and as

mentioned above, sometimes your
customer will figure out that he wants it

without being aware that it is available.

The operation is simple. The
cylinder can be operated by two keys

with different bittings with only one of

the keys turning the plug in one
direction. That key which only turns

one direction is said to be
unidirectional and the direction is

either CW or CCW. The operation is

the result of making a second shear

line possible within the cylinder.

Illustration 1, shows how this second

shear line is achieved for this CCW
cylinder. A part of the cylinder plug on

one side of a single pin chamber is

removed. The important part of making

one of these cylinders is the amount of

28 • The National Locksmith

the plug that needs to be removed. The
way to figure it out is to actually use

some of that plane geometry from high

school. The part that is removed forms a

triangle and the critical dimension is the

length of the hypotenuse of that

triangle. For those of you that don't

1. A part of the cylinder plug on one
side of a single pin chamber is

removed.

n

2. The relationship of the pins with
the omnidirectional key inserted.

want to go look it up, the

hypotenuse is the longest

side of the triangle. That
side can not be longer than

the pin is wide if you want the

cylinder to operate correctly.

Instead of doing the math, I'll

just tell you that the notch should
usually not be deeper than around .045"

or shallower than around .025".

This is how it works. There are two

keys with different bittings in the cut

position that corresponds with the

notch position. The omnidirectional

key is the higher depth of cut.

In Illustration 2, you can see the

relationship of the pins with the

omnidirectional key inserted. Because

the hypotenuse of our triangle is less

than the thickness of the pin, you can

see what happens when the plug is

turned a complete revolution. (See

Illustration 3.) It's as if the triangle of

metal removed from the plug was still

there because the pin bridges the gap.

3. When the plug is turned the pin

bridges the gap.

Click on border to view new company or issue
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4. TTi/s key cannot be turned in a ON
direction because the pin cant get
above the wall ofthe pin chamber.

It's a different story when the other

key is inserted in the cylinder. In

Illustration 4, you can seethe position

of the pins and note that this key
cannot be turned in a CW direction

because the pin can't get above the

wall of the pin chamber. It can move
over the new shear line when turned

CCW and even turned a full revolution

if required for lock operation.

The important thing to remember
when looking at the plug for a

directional cylinder is that the

direction can be related to the side

wall of the pin chamber which doesn't

have the notch.

5. The position of the top pin as the

plug is returned to the key
withdrawal position.

In Illustration 5, you can see the

position of the top pin as the plug is

returned to the key withdrawal position.

When the pin first starts to go past

the removed area of the plug it is in a

position that would allow it to bridge

the gap if the bottom pin were at the

upper shear line.

Because the pin isn't there, the top

pin starts to level off and seat on top of

the bottom pin at the lower shear line.

(See 1 1 lustration 6.)

It is probably a good idea not to

use spool or mushroom pins in the

modified chamber since they have a

slightly different pin geometry
which may cause them to operate

roughly or in some cases allow the

intended unidirectional key to

become omnidirectional.

The cylinder in the figures is

roughly to scale and the increment

used is .015". The notch is drawn to

be three increments deep. Therefore

the omnidirectional key has a depth

of 3 while the unidirectional key is

cut to a number 6 depth. These
cylinders may be master keyed as

long as the altered chamber is not

progressed, but they don't have to be

master keyed to operate.

Recently a locksmith on the

Clearstar Network mentioned a

customer who wanted a directional

cylinder with two different uni-

directional keys. His particular

situation required the person who
closed the store at night to only be

able to lock the door and the person

ASP
Inc.

ASP Covers the World

of Auto Locks

Click here for more information
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6. Because the pin isn't there, the
top pin starts to /eve/ off and seat
on top of the bottom pin at the
lower shear line.

Click here for more information
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7. A modified plug allowing both
omnidirectional and unidirectional

key operation.

who opened the store in the morning

to only be able to unlock the door.

Using some insight into cylinder

function and applying the principles

described here, he fabricated a

cylinder which filled the requirement.

The plug looked something like the

one in illustration 7. As you can see, it

has two notches in it. Each notch is

made in a different direction. Cutting

the keys for this example could get

confusing. As you can see the notches

are in chambers 5 and 6. The first

thing to do is pick the combination of

the omnidirectional key. Once again I

am using a notch depth of three .015"

increments. The omnidirectional key

cut should not be a zero, one, two or

three depth because that can also

affect operation. When the plug is

upside down the bottom pin can move.

Since only gravity will be causing it to

seat again when upright, a short pin

may not seat as well because it weighs

less than a long one. Therefore it

could be too high for the top pin to get

on top of it when the unidirectional

key is used.

For this cylinder I chose a

combination of 61246 for the
omnidirectional key. The notch in the

fifth chamber indicates that it controls

CCW rotation and the forth chamber
controls CW rotation. Depending on

the hand of the door, the fifth chamber
key could be the lock or the unlock

key. My door is RHR and it has an

AR1850. That means that CCW will

lock it from outside and CW will unlock

it from outside. Therefore, the

combination of the lock key will be

61249. Note that for this to work
correctly the forth chamber must
remain omnidirectional. The opposite

arrangement is required for the unlock

key, its combination will be 61276.

So for this one cylinder we have
three different keys:

61246 a omnidirectional key that

will lock or unlock the door.

61249 a unidirectional key which
will only lock the door.

61276 a unidirectional key which
will only unlock the door.

• How to make them •

Since they aren't readily available

from the distributor shelf, you will most

likely have to make the plug config-

urations yourself. Some locksmiths have

mentioned using a dremel tool or a hand

grinder, but I can't seem to be precise

enough with that method. Here's

something you can do if you have a drill

press. First put a plug holder in your

press vise then put the plug in the plug

holder. The problem now is that the plug

will still turn, put a key in it with the

unidirectional cut in the right place. Now
wedge the bow of the key so that it won't

let the plug turn and put a correct

bottom pin in the chamber. Put an end

mill in the chuck of the drill press and

set the press so the end mill is at the top

of the bottom pin. Now just slide the vice

to the side and let the mill do its work.

If that proves unacceptable, you might

order some Schlage cylinders with ward

rings. They won't be as versatile since

they won't allow 360 rotation, but work

well for similar operation requirements

on some exit devices.

Directional cylinders have been
around for a while, however their

use has been limited to a few excep-

tional circumstances. A resurgence of

interest in directional cylinders

recently, has offered wider spread

applications allowing you to offer a

customer greater lock flexibility with a

minor plug alteration. EH
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SJf you do automotive
I work, you need to be

C aware of what's
happening in the auto

industry. By keeping up with

model changes, recalls,

redesigns and new releases,

you'll be able to stay aware of

the ever-changing automo-
tive scene.

-3-nru)
An all new sport-utility is

in the works. It will be
completely separate from the

lineup of BMW's subsidiary,

Land Rover. The vehicle will

be built in BMW's
Spartanbug, S.C. factory. A
redesigned 3-series sedan
will go on sale in August in

the U.S.

^tAyiofv

In 1997, Buick was the

only brand among the top ten

sellers who didn't offer a

truck. As the truck and sport

utility vehicle segment of

the market has grown
dramatically in recent years,

brands like GMC and Lexus

are introducing new luxury

sport-utilities while Buick
will conti nue to only
manufacture cars.

The Impala nameplate will

be revived on a stretched

version of the 1999 Lumina
platform.

A new 1999 LHS sedan
will be joined by a new 300M
sedan. The 300M is a

shorter, sportier version that

grew from the demise of the

Eagle Vision, sister to the

Dodge Intrepid and Chrysler

Concorde models.

Having canceled its

American debut at the

Greater Los Angeles Auto
Show, Daewoo also dropped

plans to show at the Chicago

and Philadelphia shows.
Daewoo had planned an

aggressive assault on the

U .S. If and when they do
make an appearance,
Daewoo's most likely

approach to sales will be
factory-direct. Daewoo has

had little impact in the U.S.

with the exception of the

'80's built Pontiac LaMans.

32| • The National Locksmith
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Chrysler corporation has

recalled 25,000 Dodge
Durangos because of fires in

the engine compartments.
The first indication of a

problem occurs when the

motor quits and the ignition

key won't work. A wiring

harness is suspected of

coming loose and causing

the fires. Although only a few

fires have been reported, the

recall was issued to ensure

customer safety.

^fyul
The next U.S. F ord

Contour and European
M ondeo will be completely

redesigned using Ford's

'New Edge' design. The
redesign is not expected to

hit our shores until next year

as the 2000 model. Ford will

be releasing a four-door

version of the '99 Ranger
pickup and is also
considering development of a

hybrid car/truck along the

lines of the Subaru Outback.

ffbrw*
A new, larger minivan will

be out in October, built in

O ntario, Canada. The
Accord-related vehicle may
also spawn an Accord-based

sport-utility that could
replace the current
(imported) CRV. Honda has

three new convertibles

Continued on page 34
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Continued from page 32

scheduled. The SSM roadster in '98,

the Civic Cabrio in '99 and an Accord-

based model in 2000.

You may see fewer and fewer
Hyundai dealers soon because
Hyundai Motor Finance Corporation

has slashed the number of U .S. outlets

it serves from 220 to just 75, located in

20 states.

Infiniti -The G20 will return to the

lineup in August, built in Japan off of

the Nissan Primera platform. Infiniti

sales in 1997 climbed an impressive

17.1 percent with the QX4 selling far

ahead of its projected goals. The Q45
is due for redesign this fall and the 130

will further distance itself from its

near-identical cousin, the Nissan
M axima. Also, look for a new model to

fill the gap left by the discontinued
J
30.

(kr
The next-generation 1999 Grand

Cherokee is completely new and due
at dealers later this summer.

r<u

Korea's Kia Motor Corporation has

opened 34 dealerships in New York,

Connecticut and Ohio in the past

month. Kia currently offers the Sephia

sedan, Sportage SUV and a small

pickup. More models, including a

minivan are planned for next model
year. Like other Korean auto

manufacturers, Kia has had tough
financial times recently. Kia started

out strong on the West coast with its

own dealerships in 1994, but has had

trouble making progress in the

M idwest and East coast. Kia made the

Ford Festiva and Ford Aspire before

entering the U.S. market with its own
dealerships.

*.
The RX300 is a car-based sport-

utility that doesn't fit any existing

category. It may turn out to be as

different of a vehicle as Chrysler's

1984 release of a part cargo van, part

station wagon- the minivan. The
RX300 is sold in Japan as the Toyota

Harrier.

Go*
Will cease production of the

Lincoln M ark VIM in
J
une. It's not

totally unexpected, because the luxury

coupe was based on the same platform

as the discontinued Ford
Thunderbird. Only 16,023 Mark Vlll's

were sold in 1997. The assembly plant

that produced the car is getting ready

for production of the new 1999 Lincoln

LS6 and LS8 luxury/ sport sedans.

Lincoln Mercury is relocating its

headquarters from Detroit to Irvine,

California later this year.

"J^e^cede^
Strong sales of the M class sport-

utility vehicle has Mercedes planning

to boost capacity of the SUV by 20

percent, or 15,000 vehicles a year. The
Alabama-built truck may be joined in

the future by a M ercedes minivan
adopting the layout of the still-new A-

class.

Wi
In mid-May, 1998 wefl see an all

new 1999 Cougar coupe, but there is

no plan for a look-alike version for the

Ford Division. Seventy-two percent of

the new car is common to the

M odeo/ Contour/ M ystique family.

All new '99 Grand Am due this

spring or summer. It will share its

platform with the new Oldsmobile
Alero which replaces the Achieva in

the lineup.

Interested parties in the sale of

Rolls-Royce are reported to be
Volkswagen, BMW and Toyota.

7W£
The new Lana Cruiser 100 is now

on sale in Japan and the U.S. version

made its first appearance at the

Chicago Auto Show in February. M ore

American-made than ever before, over

sixty percent of the 1.23 million

Toyota and Lexus vehicles sold last

year were built in North America. A
total of 838,069 Toyota vehicles were
built at their plants in Kentucky,
California and Canada. A new Camry
derived coupe, the Solara, will hit this

summer as a 1999 model. Features

include side-impact airbags and
keyless entry. Also, 300,000 Toyota
Camry's are being recalled for a

solenoid defect that allows removal of

the ignition key even when the shift

lever is not in "park". The danger is

that a motorist can remove the key-

thinking the vehicle is in "park"-and it

can roll away.

ifiz&ttoAjatZi

The New Beetle is a water-cooled,

front-engine, front-wheel drive version

of the hottest car of the '60s. Based on

the Golf, it sells for around $16,000+

and utilizes side-impact airbags.

Volvo will bring its two smallest

cars, the S40 sedan and S40 station

wagon, to the U.S. market in late 1999

as 2000 models. Produced in Europe
as a joint venture with M itsubishi, the

cars will be aimed at the buyers of

Ford Taurus, Honda Accord and
Toyota Camry.

Following are some of the vehicles

you will see the most, because they

are the bestsellers.

tffri. /&* io7*

/• Ford F-Series pickup

^. Chevrolet C/K pickup

•?. Toyota Camry

T . Honda Accord

^. Ford Explorer

^. Ford Taurus

'. Dodge Ram pickup

O. Honda Civic

f . Chevrolet Cavalier

(O. Ford Ranger

EH
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^ Wk DodgeA 9 Intrepid is

^E jfa popular
^*^^ mid-size car

with the rental car
companies and I'm sure you
will be seeing many of them
on the road.

VEHICLE
OPENING

This car uses
vertical linkage

rods which are
unshielded.

36 • The National Locksmith
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On this car
we lowered
a horizontal

slide linkage tool

into the drivers

door with a couple
of good wedges.
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You should be able to easily make
contact with the inside locking button

linkage rod and raise it to unlock.

The door lock cylinders on this car are
mounted into the outside door handles.

be removed
held in place

To be a World Leader You Need Quality Products,

Innovative Technology and Strong Partners.

Click here for more information
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Remove the metal screw located in the
door release handle trim.

Remove the metal screw located in the
door pull cavity.

«b Remove the metal screws that hold on
the small speaker that sits on the top
forward corner of the panel. Unsnap

the wire connector to the speaker.

Remove the two metal screws on the
upper forward section of the panel.

I

There are three metal screws located on
1 the bottom of the panel that must be
removed.

%Down lower on the door is a larger

speaker that is covered by a speaker
grille.

38 • The National Locksmith
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The door
panel can now be
removed. Make
sure you
remember to

disconnect the
electrical wire
connectors.

% Gently remove the speaker grill

and underneath there are
three metal screws that must

be removed also. G©
The door handle is held in place by two bolts,

remove them so you can tilt up the handle. A
wire clip holds in the door lock cylinder.

Remove the wire clip and slide out the lock.

HPC has it all :

Key Machines, Software, Books, Car
Openers, Pick Sets, Tool s, Door Guards,

and Key Cabinets

Click here for more information
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1^*/ Caution should be taken when
removing the door lock cylinder. This

model has a very fragile alarm switch. The lock

cylinder and the alarm switch should be removed as
one unit and disassembled carefully.

X^jr A very small wire clip is what actually

holds the alarm switch to the lock
cylinder. Pulling the switch off without moving the
clip aside will break the thin plastic that holds it in

place. The switch must be replaced if broken.

The door lock cylinder contains 7
tumblers in positions 2 through

A closer look at the alarm switch as
it is mounted to the lock cylinder.

The lock cylinder with the alarm switch
and tailpiece removed. The face cap is

41 \ reusable.

LOCKMASTERS
SECURITY
MANAGEMENT

Providing quality tools,

parts, and service for the

security professional.

Click here for more information

LOCKMASTERS
SECURITY
MANAGEMENT

40 • The National Locksmith
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To remove the ignition cylinder,

first remove the 2 Tone screws on
the underside of the column shroud The Tone screws are T15's.

Unsnap and remove the top portion
1 of the plastic shroud.

I To remove the lower shroud you
must first remove the tilt column

lever. A Tone #30 holds on the lever screw.

aior
ANUFACTURING, INC.

Click here for more information

Every Installation

Is a Self-Portrait of the

Person Who Did It.

Autograph Your Work

with Excellence.
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Once the bottom shroud is removed
you can service the ignition cylinder.

There is a small trim ring that
surrounds the cylinder.

s

^o

This car uses an active retainer and
a working key is needed to remove
without damage. If you do not have a
working key and need to remove the
cylinder, first remove the trim piece. Place a large

set of vise-grips on the front section of the cylinder

face and rock it back and forth until you force the
plug to the "ON" position to depress the retainer.

The lock cylinder will be damaged and must be
replaced. Do not re-use the damaged cylinder.

Great care should be taken on this procedure as to

not do other damage to the steering column. This
method is done at your own risk.

The ignition lock cylinder removed
from the car.

To re-code the lock
cylinder insert a working
key and depress the stop

pin to allow the plug to
travel farther than it

normally would.

42 • The National Locksmith Continued on page 44
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Continued from page 42

Slide the plug out of the
cylinder housing

r

I

f
liWtt

|k^-J<

:'l \i*
llU

^O

The ignition lock cylinder contains
all 8 tumblers and uses a side-bar.

The cylinder plug uses a small
actuator that must be not be lost.

ffffira
The new types of

ignition tumblers are
pictured. Strattec part

numbers are #1 depth-
322691, #2-322692,
#3-322693, #4-322694,
Springs: 46970.

tP^

j

p^ j " t'ie p'u^ actuator "s not "n *e
x*/r «4rff plug when you re-assemble it, the

^^-^ anti-theft device located in the rear

of the plug will not properly engage the security

components in the steering column. The car will not
start if there is no contact.

The trunk lock
cylinder has a small

face when viewed from the
outside.

44 • The National Locksmith
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To service the trunk lock cylinder, you
must remove the cloth-like liner on
the inside trunk lid. The liner uses

small plastic push-in style fasteners.

To remove the
lock, first

'

remove the two
10mm bolts that hold
the lock cylinder bracket. Next,

remove the plastic tailpiece

linkage connector. That's right,

they are now using plastic

linkage rods.

The cylinder can now be
removed from the bracket by
removing the horseshoe style

clip.

medeco
HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

Integrity. Ingenuity....

security solutions.

Click here for more information
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The trunk lock cylinder.

The face cap can be reused.

The face cap for the trunk lock
cylinder is staked on. Use a small
flat blade screwdriver to gently un-

stake the cap.

The trunk lock cylinder
|

warded and requires a working
to be removed. There is no side

lock so it can be picked also.

plug is^ ICTV
cingkeyX^JPW 9
ide bar in this ^^Jr

m The trunk lock cylinder contains 7
tumblers in positions 2 through 8.

m
The trunk lock
disassembled.

46 • The National Locksmith
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To service the glove box lock,

remove the 6 phi I lips-head screws
and gently separate the inner and outer

sections of the door,

Remove the screws that hold

'

the handle/lock assembly in ^-\ t&
place and remove. ^to A view of the assembly.

N A T 1 N A L
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

Nati<
ra

Autoi

progra
service

anal Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a
nge of equipment and services for t

motive Locksmith. From tools and h.

find key blanks to transponder
mming, we can take the mystery ou
. We accept credit card orders, and c

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com

wide
he
ard to

t of car
:an ship
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1^ JL « E^er insert a working key or pick to the

^-^^ y lock position and depress the "Stop"^^tumbler to allow the plug to rotate

further for removal. The glove box lock plug contains

three tumblers in positions 5, 6 & 7 from the bow.

MAKING FIRST KEY
Method #1
Check owners manual for codes, written in by the dealer.

Method #2
Use a tool called an 'EEZ-Reader' to determine the cuts in the

door for positions 2 through 8 from the door. You will then only

need to progression the first cut in the ignition

Method #3
Use Try-Out Keys in the door or trunk to determine

cuts 2 through 8. You will then only need to progression

the first cut in the ignition.

Method #4
You must remove a door or trunk cylinder and decode it. Once
you have those seven cuts, in positions 2 through 8, you will

then only need to progression the first cut in the ignition.

Code Series - M001-M2618

Key Blanks: Curtis - Y157, llco - Y157, Y159,

Silca- CY22, CY24,Jet- Y157

HPC 1200CM: #CX102

Framon: Lay tip stop clip flat against leftside of vise,

then tip stop key against clip.

Framon Starting Cut: .310

Spacings: 1-.941, 2-. 849, 3-. 757, 4-. 665,

5-. 573, 6-.481, 7-. 389, 8-.297

Depths: 1=340, 2=315, 3=290, 4=265

Gauged: Tip

Cut to Cut Spacing: .092

Cut: Bow to Tip

M.A.C.S.:2 EH ^^^ - £J

Choose S&G Comptronic
electronic safe locks for...security.

technology-tradition.

Click here for more information
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EXHIBITOR
LISTINGS

September 1-3, Jacob L. Javits Convention Center, New York

EXHIBITOR BOOTH # II EXHIBITOR BOOTH # II EXHIBITOR BOOTH # II EXHIBITOR BOOTH #

1800 Dummy Camera, Inc 1369

3R Technologies 2504

8X8, Inc 1552

Abloy Canada Inc 2142

ABM Data Systems 1225

Accele Electronics, Inc 1764

Access Control & Security 1264

Active Control Technology Inc 1670

Addm Marketing 1172

Ademco 1803

Ademco Integrated Technologies 1815

ADI 1703

Adrian Steel Company 2075

ADT Security Services, Inc 2057

Advanced Electronics Group Inc 2353

Advanced Research & Robotics 1243

Advanced Technology Video, Inc 2404

Advanta Business Services 1573

AES Corporation 1167

Affiliated Central Inc 1118

Aiphone Communication Systems 1775

AirTaser Inc 1974

AIT Corporation 1865

Alarm Central, Inc 2249

Alarm Insurance Agency Mss/lnc 1972

Alarm Tech Central Svcs., Inc 2022

Alarmguard Security Service 1320

Alarmsoftlnc 2220

Allied Central Services 1348

Allsafe Company, Inc 1240

Allstate Insurance Company 2253

Alpha Communication Inc 1104

Alpha Systems Labs, Inc 2340

Altronix Corporation 1757

AmcatTeleprofit 311

Amcest Corporation 1213

Amco Engineering Co 1268

Ameba Technology Inc 2326

Ameracar Instrument Of Canada 1241

American Access Systems Inc 1164

American Fibertek Inc 2400

American Security Distribution 1774

American Video Equipment 2325

Amseco 1923

Anicomlnc 1465

Anti Wire Tap Devices 1773

Apiklnc 2123

Apollo 2251

Applied Integration Corp 2322

Appro Technology, Inc 2408

Architectural Control Systems 2041

ArkSolutions 2550

ASC-Ademco Sensor Co 1713

Asia Pacific Carol & System 1149

Associated Locksmiths Of Ameri 1271

Atlantek, Inc 413

Atlas Wire & Cable 1223

ATW/Alarm Technology Worldwide 2138

Audiogard International 1647

Auratek Security, Inc 2145

Automatic Control Systems 2042

AV Tech Corporation 2066

Awid 1248

B&B Battery (USA), Inc 2124

B.E.S. Manufacturing 1168

50 • The National Locksmith

Baraka Intracom 1345

Barantec 2043

Belden Wire & Cable Company 2225

Best Access Systems 1675

Bi-tronics Inc 2211

Bold Technologies Ltd 510

Bon Electro Telecom Inc 1787

C&K Systems, Inc 1531

CO. P. S. Monitoring 1956

Caddx Controls Inc 1411

Cameo International 2510

Canadian Flexi Drills 2038

Canon U.S.A. Inc 1947

Capricorn Electronics Inc 1937

Cardkey Systems, inc 1538

Carol Products Co 1315

CCTMA 2413

CCTV Corporation 1301

CCTVSoftware 2517

Cellular-alarm Products, Ltd 1917

Celstarlnc 1475

Central One Monitoring 1571

Channel Vision Technology 2021

Channelplus/Multiplex Tech 2120

Checkfree 1373

Checkpoint Systems, Inc 1111

Chugai Boyeki (America) Corp 1931

CIC Inc 1473

Clark Security Products 1147

Clifford Of Vermont Inc 1106

Climax Technology Co., Ltd 2222

Code Blue Corporation 1468

Communications Specialities 2309

Computerized Monitoring Svcs 2163

Continental Instruments Lie 1143

Contractors Supply 2451

Corby Industries, Inc 1131

Courtaulds Performance Films 2012

CRN Telemetry Devices Inc 1371

Crow Electronic Eng. Inc 1425

C S l/S peco/P ro-video 1457

Cyclovision Technologies 2317

D/BCameras-Microcheck 1420

Darim Vision Co. Ltd 1451

Dedicated Micros Ltd 1841

Del-tron Precision, inc 2437

Delta Information Systems Inc 2515

Deltavision 2421

Detex Corporation 2238

DiceCorp 1363

DigispecCorp 1969

Digital Monitoring Products 1431

Digital Processing Systems, inc 1551

Digital Security Controls Ltd 1579

Digital Security Controls Ltd 1639

Digital Security Controls Ltd 1674

Digital Security Controls Ltd 1739

DirectPlus 1367

Diteklnc 2207

Divecon Protection Systems 2324

DMAC 1257

Door King 1220

Dorado Systems Corp 1352

Dortronics Systems, Inc 2074

DSX Access Systems, Inc 1366

Dynabrade, Incorporated 2051

Eagle Picher Industries, Inc 2040

EASEM 1587

Eastman Kodak Company 2445

Eastman Telebell 2519

EchoStar Communications Corp 305

ECSI-international, Inc 2250

Edwards Signal & Fire Alarm 2247

E Ibex America Inc 2203

Electronic Security Devices 2541

Electronics Line 1439

Elite Access Systems 2257

Elk Products, Inc 2063

Elmo Manufacturing Corp 2422

Eltron International 1140

Emergency 24 2241

Empire Scientific 2144

Europlex Technologies USA Inc 2212

EvaxSystems 1686

Everfocus Electronic Corp 2412

Extreme Cctv Surveillance 2522

Falcon Electronics Inc 2015

Faraday Distribution Center 2549

Fargo Electronics, Inc 2540

FiberOptions 2420

FiberOptions 2425

Financial Security Services 1344

Fire. lite Alarms Inc 1513

Flair Electronics, Inc 2008

Forerunner 2508

Fujinon, Inc 1887

Garrett Metal Detectors 705

General Cable Electronics Grp 2046

Genesis Cable Systems, L.I.C 2152

Gentex Corporation 1125

Golden State Instrument Co 1116

Golden Technologies, Inc 2013

GoyoOptical 2454

GRITelemark Corporation 1134

GS Battery USA, Inc 2048

Guardall 1148

GYYRJnc 1666

Hamamatsu Corporation 2323

HanchettEntry Systems, Inc 1447

Hanita Coatings 1968

Hayden Manufacturing 2214

Hid Corporation 1103

Hirsch Electronics Corp 1212

HolySmoke 1986

Homeowners Marketing Services 1472

Hotroniclnc 1350

Hypergraphic Impressions 2223

ID Systems 701

IDC 2333

Ideal Industries Inc 2252

Identification Resources 1466

Idesco Corporation 1256

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc 2133

llco Unican Inc 1351

Impac Technologies 1768

Innovative Business Software 2118

InovonicsCorp 1544

Institutional Locksmith's 2067

Interactive Technologies Inc 1721

International Electronics, Inc 1231

International Integrated 2115

Interstate Battery 2122

IPSS 2349

IR-TEC International Ltd 2224

Iso/Rainbow 2233

Ivec International Inc 2350

J.C.GuryCo 1123

J. P. Freeman And Co 2125

JJ Communications 2308

Jim Wholesale Inc 1114

J
P Industries 2509

JVC Corporation 2501

Kalatel, Inc 1335

Kantech Systems Inc 1547

Keltron Corporation 1161

Kenwood Communications 411

Keri Systems, Inc 2532

KeySystemsInc 1144

Keystone Wire & Cable Co 1218

Keyware Technologies 1246

KingCentral 1203

Knogo North America And Video 2069

KowaOptimed, Inc 2500

KP Electronics Inc 1575

L-G Honeywell Focus Security 1669

Labor Saving Devices 1874

Law Enforcement Imaging Sys 2547

LCCIark 2072

Lease Acceptance Corp 2166

Leasecomm Corp 1668

Lee Dan Communications Inc 1286

Legal View 1586

Leviton Manufacturing 2215

Linear Corporation 1503

Litton Poly Scientific 2312

Locknetics Security Products 2033

Loronix Information Systems 2114

Louroe Electronics 2109

Lucasey Mfg. Corp 2539

Lyle Signs Inc 1260

Macurcojnc 1166

Manton Technology 2146

Marlee Electronics Corporation 1269

Marshall Electronics 2546

Martco 1970

Mas-hamilton Group 1857

Maxwell Alarm Screen Mfg 1941

May Advertising 2444

Mayflower Sales Co Inc 1239

MBM Corporation 1157

MCDI 2219

Micro Key Software, Inc 1869

Midwest Wholesale Hardware 2036

Mircom Technologies Ltd 1667

Mirtone 505

Monaco LockCompany, Inc 2348

Monital Signal Corporation 1421

Moniteq Research Labs 1146

Monitor Dynamics Incorporated 1963

Monitoring Automation Systems 2103

Monitronics International, Inc 1141

Morse Watchmans, Inc 1170

Motorola/lndala Corp 1151

MycapUSA 2068

Mythos Systems 2450

Click on border to view new company or issue
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EXHIBITOR BOOTH # II EXHIBITOR BOOTH # II EXHIBITOR BOOTH # II EXHIBITOR BOOTH #

Napco Security Group, Inc 1603

Network Video Technologies 2524

Noritake Co., Inc 1372

North American Cable 415

Northern Computers 1903

Northern Information Tech 2319

Northern Video Systems Inc 1951

NTSI 304

Numerex Services 1324

Odyssey Technologies 2554

Omron Electronics Inc 2119

Opcomlnc 1162

Optex(USA) Inc 1403

Opticom Technologies, Inc 2443

Osborne-hoffman Inc 1346

OSI Security Devices 1321

Packetware 509

Panasonic Video Imagingsystems 1821

Panavise Products, Inc 2307

Paradox 405

Pelco 1831

Pentax Corporation 2208

Pentax Technologies 1156

Philips Business Electronics 2157

Pivot 1253

Potter Electric Signal Co 1273

Power-Sonic Corp 2113

Premier Wireless, Inc 2419

Primary Image Inc 1262

Prism Video 1913

Protech /Protection Tech 2535

ProtectionOne 1375

Pulnix America, Inc 1962

Quantum Group Inc 1121

Quartermaster 2441

Racewood Enterprises 2409

Radionics 1521

Ramtech Corp 1274

Ranger Security Detectors, Inc 1564

Rapid Response Monitoring Serv 1108

Recognition Systems, Inc 1245

Record/Playtek, Inc 1386

Red Alertlnc 1160

Rees Scientific Corp 1374

Remee Products Corp 2218

Research Electronics 2455

Resource Technology Int 2344

Ria Electronic, Inc 2448

RibS.R.L 2014

Richardson Electronics 2009

Ring Communications, Inc 2351

Robotec 604

Rokonet Industries 1557

RS&I 2255

RTLTechnology Inc 2023

Rume Corp./Sound Threshold Sys 2213

Rutherford Controls Inc 1316

SAC Technologies Inc 1272

Safety Technology Internat'l 1856

Salley Cor.min. Snc 2520

Samsong 2514

Samsung Electronics 1747

Sanyo Fisher USA Corp 1565

Sdm And Security Magazines 605

Se-Kure Controls, Inc 1175

Secura Key 1100

Securitech Group, Inc 2037

Securitron MagnalockCorp 1631

Security DoorControls 1957

Security Information Systems 1115

Security Lock Dist 1875

Security Technology & Design 2269

Securitylink From Ameritech 2155

Select Engineered Systems, Inc 1130

Sensormatic Electronics Corp 1657

Senstar-stellarjnc 1418

Sentrol/ESI 1621

Shepherd Surveillance Solution 2316

Siedle Communications 2346

Signal Cable Co 1322

Signal Communication 1287

Signal Communications Ltd 2423

Silent Knight Security Systems 1309

Silent Witness USA 2357

Sims 1319

Smartlinc 2020

Smith&Wesson 1207

SmokecloakUSA 2553

Sonntag 2545

Southwest Microwave 1772

Sprint North Supply 1731

STA Products 2027

StatResources 1919

Stealth Laboratories 2544

Strategic Vista Corporation 2024

Street Smart Security 1871

Superior Security Products Inc 1975

Superscope Technologies, inc 2306

Supra Products 1249

Synergistics 1872

SystemSensor 1613

Sytron Security Products, Inc 1105

Taiwan
J
a ntek Electronics Inc 1247

Talk-a-PhoneCo 1265

Tamron Industries, Inc 1331

Tane Alarm Products 1340

Tectonlnc 2403

Telesite USA Inc 2433

Telular Corporation 2347

Texecom, Inc 1325

The Mechanic Group 1967

The Vision Factory 2521

Tiscor 1342

Tokina Industrial, Inc 2407

Tomsed Corporation 2245

Toshiba America Information 2302

Totevision 2447

Trango Systems 2452

Trine Products Company 1973

TrinusSystems 2516

Ultra Electronics Card Systems 1277

Ultrak 1847

Underwriter's Laboratories 1542

Union Battery Corp 2248

United Security Products 1310

Uplink Security 2262

Vanguard Security Engineering 1469

VCR Inc 2416

Viconlnd. Inc 2003

Video Mount Products 2246

Videolarm Incorporated 2062

Vision Research Co 2505

Visionics Corp 1250

Visions Televideo Technologies 2209

Visiontech 2112

Visoniclnc 1539

Von Duprin, Inc 1765

Vynckier Enclosure Systems Inc 2551

Watec America Corp 2341

WestPennWire/Cdt 2418

Westinghouse Security Elect 1357

Wheelock, Inc 1217

Winfield 1244

Wing Enterprises Inc 1238

Winland Electronics 1568

Winsted Corporation 1921

Wood Surveillance Technologies 1275

World Security Central Station 1786

Wren Associates 2313

X-lOPro 1339

Xantech 2019

Xetron 1414

Yale Security Group Americas 2141

Yale Security Inc 2141A

Yuasa-Exide, Inc 1572

Zero/Emi/Stantron 2301

eh

SCHWAB CORR
Ftre protection for yourvitzf records.

Tree freight!!

No middle man!!

Click here for more information
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Securitron Introduces
New Light Monitoring
Panels

Securitron Magnalock Corporation

introduces the ZLP family of Zone Light

Panels. The ZLP is used for signaling

door status position, Magnalock® lock

monitoring status, delayed exit status or

alarm conditions.

Attractively

mounted on a

stainless steel plate,

the ZLP comes with

long-lasting Red and

Green LEDs (Light

Emitting Diodes)

indicators. Both

standard and tamper
proof screws are included.

Locknetics PRO-Line
Offers Sophisticated
Features

PRO5100 cylindrical and

PRO5500 mortise-style,

microprocessor-controlled electro-

mechanical PRO-Line locks from

Locknetics Security Engineering

feature easy programming of 20

individual user codes. Users can be

added or deleted in

seconds right at the

lock. The capability to

store 150 individual

user codes is optional.

The stand-alone

design requires no

additional wiring and is

easily installed in

cylindrical or mortise

lock preps with only

minor modifications.

STI Multi-Purpose
Push-Button Units

to store more resident names and
offer control via up to eight entry

points, all from a single system.

DoorKing's model 1815 and
1817 PC programmable telephone

entry systems now offer expanded

Bssjri bnTQH ."

^^^^^

**a HELtAS!

In a major expansion of its well

known Stopper® Line, Safety

Technology International, Inc. has

introduced a full line of multi-

purpose, push-button units that

cover a wide range of applications.

The customer can select the

type of switch/button activation

desired-including push & latch,

push & release, key & push or

almost anything else the customer
may specify. Each STI Stopper
Station unit is available in the

customer's choice of color for the

button/key portion of the unit as

well as the super tough faceplate

that is molded of polycarbonate.

DoorKing Expands
System Capabilities

DoorKing Inc. has expanded the

capabilities of its popular "PC

Programmable" series of telephone

entry systems allowing these systems

memory capacity allowing users to

store up to 3000 resident names
and telephone

numbers, and up to

8000 card or

transmitter codes.

The transaction# memory in these

units has also been
expanded and will

now store up to

8000 events in the

history buffer.

Full Featured and Low
Cost Fire Control

Optex's Genesys 824Fire Package
establishes new standards for small

to medium sized fire/burglary panels.

Advanced features allow the 824 Fire

Package to meet a wider range of

applications than ever before possible

52 • The National Locksmith
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on a low cost fire panel. The
Genesys 824 Fire Package accepts

2 wire smoke detectors, has eight

zones (expandable to 24), two
partitions and a two amp bell circuit

(expandable to five amps, 12 or 24
V dc to drive additional horns,

strobes or bells.)

7200 Digital Entry
Keypad

DynaLock introduces the 7200
Digital Entry Keypad System
featuring a narrow, rugged weather
resistant design incorporating a

concealed mounting plate to defeat

tampering.

Additional features include 11

active buttons, 60 user codes,

microprocessor based controller

with audible and visual feedback, a

pre-wired 16 ft. cable and user

friendly programming.

Von Duprin Power
Supply for Access
Control

A new power supply option from

Von Duprin® provides access
control and delayed egress

functions for a wide variety of

electrical products, including EL

(electric latch retraction) exit

devices.

The 873-AC provides

supervision of one zone using an

electromagnetic lock. It requires

input signals from access control

contact, motion detector contact,

and motion detector override

contact. The 873-DE delayed

egress function is also available as

a factory installed circuit card. It is

ideal for electromagnetic locks and
will operate two
zones

simultaneously.

Streamlight,
Inc. Introduces
Rechargeable
Vulcan

Officials of

Streamlight, Inc. have

announced the

introduction of the

rechargeable Vulcan

lantern.

The Vulcan was
designed to meet the

market's desire for a

smaller, powerful, waterproof lantern.

The compact Vulcan is waterproof to

100 feet, weighs less than 3-1/2

pounds with battery and is only 7-1/2

inches long.

The Vulcan is available in a

Standard or Vehicle

Mount system. Both

systems are

equipped with a

high-intensity

halogen bi-pin bulb,

which provides a

spot beam of up to

40,000 candlepower.

IDEAL E-Z
Check
Identifiers

Speed Circuit Tracing
E-Z Check Circuit Identifiers from

IDEAL allow one person, working

alone, to identify the fuse or power
breaker protecting any energized

single-phase 110/120V AC electrical

circuit. Operation is easy, simply plug

the transmitter into a live outlet and

SRi and
Tech Train

Productions
are the

automotive
specialists -

your best

source for

automotive
tools,

manuals,
and videos.

Click here for more information
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sweep the receiver over the circuit

breaker or a fuse panel. A flashing

LED and audio indicator on the

receiver announce a positive

identification of the traced circuit,

requiring no power shutdown.

Heavy Duty Outdoor
Programmable Keypad

Corby Industries, Inc. has

introduced a rugged outdoor keypad

JZHI2J 3]

amis

O 09

The world's largest

producer of

automotive locks

and keys.

Click here for more information

with heavy-duty cast metal keys. This

unit is weatherproof and suitable for

all environments. The programmable
keypad (Model 6066) controls access

to one door for up to 36 people. It

can be programmed, from the

keypad, using a three to six digit

code length.

The Programmable Keypad
provides up to four input conditions,

supporting Request-To-Exit, a silent

panic input, and with the addition of a

magnetic door contact, it will report a

"door ajar" and or forced entry

condition.

Rutherford and effeff

Announce Optimum
Security

Rutherford Controls announces
the advent of the effeff P neumatic

Strike. Now hazardous areas can be

secured with a strike which allows

ingress and egress utilizing an air-

pressurized system. It performs the

same way the electric strike does, but

is safer to use around highly

combustible materials, due to the

elimination of an electrical spark.

ASP- Your Auto

Service Center

for the VUbrid

Click here for more information
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Paint rooms, chemical storage

areas and hospitals will benefit greatly

from this new product, as they can

now control access and still exit

freely. Available in either fail locked or

fail unlocked, Rutherford's Pneumatic

Strike is part of its heavy-duty 4

series and includes a Warnock-

Hersey fire listing.

Schlage e.Primus
Electronic Key Control
System

Technologically advanced yet

simple to operate and manage,
ePrimus system components include:

A "touch key," made of durable

stainless steel and mounted on a

plastic fob, that features an

embedded, electronic serial number
which cannot be duplicated or

compromised.

The system's lock includes a

miniature, implanted computer,

programmed to accept only

approved electronic serial numbers
embedded in the touch keys. Like

other Schlage locks, each e. Primus

system lock is designed to withstand

the toughest environmental

conditions and has been tested for

resistance to extreme temperature,

humidity, shock, vibration and

electro-static discharge.

To open the lock, users simply

place the touch key onto the lock's

touch port. The computer scans the

touch key for its unique serial

number. If the serial number matches
one in the lock's database, the lock

opens. This entire process takes less

than one-and-a-half seconds to

complete. EH

Schlage Lock Company's new
e. Primus Key Control System, a

programmable stand-alone electronic

entry system, sets new standards for

security, key control and access

flexibility.

We have it all.

Quality,

Value,

& Service.

iCIick here for more information

The I nnovation You
Expect, with the

Flexibility You Need!

Click here for more information
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The production plant of Armor Safe

Company is located in Southern

California in the city of Vista.

Their safe sales catalog contains a large

variety of safe models and applications.

They hold the bragging rights to the

most complete manufacturing facility

on the west coast. Their in house
products include custom designed safes

for government, military, post office,

and ATM 's to name just a few

Their residential and
commercial safe line will

match or exceed many
other safe manufacturers.

Armor Safes are used by

many chain accounts
around the country.

One such account is

the merchandiser of auto

parts. A safe designed for

these stores is shown in

Photograph 1. In this

particular store location,

a left-hand door suited

the requirements. This
rather plain 'B' rated

door is outfitted with an

S&G 6730 lock. The
distance from the center

of the dial to the center of

the handle shaft is four

inches. What is your
guess for the handing of

the lock?

A look at Photograph

2, answers the question,

it's left handed. The small

diameter handle cam
allows room for the left

handing (left-hand door)

of the combination lock. Also, while

looking at the door, if you thought the

locking bolts would extend to the

opening edge, you would have been

wrong. This locking mechanism is a

little deceptive! Armor Safe purchased

Armadillo Safe a few years ago. This

bolt work design is the same, or a

close facsimile of, that used in the

Armadillo Safes.

The reason for my contact with this

particular safe, was a call for a lock

out. The handle spun around and
wouldn't retract the locking bolts. By
the time of my arrival, the handle had

been pulled out of the safe door. The
store manager said there had been a

'ka-thunk' of something falling inside

The front view of the open door of the
Armor Safe. The safe is a left hand
application with a S&G right hand lock
mounted left hand.

A small diameter handle
cam moved the locking
bolts vertical up and down.

56 • The National Locksmith
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the safe just before the handle pulled

out. A view into the handle shaft hole

provided nothing but an empty hole.

My initial thought on opening this

safe was to locate a center

locking bolt, drill a small hole through

the body and push the bolt and bolt

bar back to release the door. I ran a

business card all the way down the

opening edge of the door and didn't

find any bolts! Hmmm.
I am not too bash-

ful to ask for help or

suggestions on an

unknown safe. I called

Armor and spoke with a

very helpful individual.

H e answered my
questions and explained

how to solve the
problem without any
drilling of the safe.

Photograph 3, shows the

culprit that came loose

from the end of the

handle shaft.

The shaft slips into

the hole in the center

of this flange. The two

holes in the 'ears' fit

over the two pins in the

handle cam. The unit is secured to the

handle shaft with an Allen set screw.

Photograph 4, is a side view of the

door when everything is connected.

The handle shaft passes through the

door and the handle cam and then

extends inward to accept the flange.

When the set screw loosened, the

flange worked its way off the end of

the shaft and fell to the bottom of the

This formed flange is secured to the handle
shaft by the Allen head screw. The two
holes in the 'ears' fit over the two pins on
the cam.

Door edge view of the
handle cam and locking bolt

assembly.

a

HPC, Inc.

Designing Excellence and Manufacturing
Quality since 1956

Click here for more information
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The handle cam in the
locked position. The two
wings of the toggle bolt
have expanded outward and
can be used to rotate the
cam to unlock the safe.

safe —-the sound the manager heard.

The four locking bolt guides cause
sufficient friction to prevent the cam
and bolt assembly from sliding down
the inner face of the door.

The handle cam has been
turn clockwise to the un-
locked position, retracting

the two vertical

locking bolts.

Photograph 5, shows the secret for

the opening of the safe. A quarter inch

toggle bolt is pushed into the handle

shaft hole. The 'wings' of the bolt

expand outward. The turning of the

toggle bolt butted the wings against

the two extending pins and rotated the

cam to retract the locking bolts. The
cam needed to be turned clockwise to

open the safe ( see Photograph 6)

.

The toggle bolt needed to be
slightly modified. Even with the

'wings' folded, the corners had to be

filed away to enter the handle shaft

hole. The threads on the end of the

bolt were burred to prevent the wing

end from threading off. In addition,

two nuts were run down the length of

the bolt to the base of the wings to

prevent it from threading up the bolt.

The repair included drilling and
tapping a 10/32 hole in the center of

the handle shaft. A machine screw
held a washer on the end of the shaft

to prevent the flange coming off. An
extra dab of 'thread tite' was applied to

both securing screws.

Should you encounter a locked

Armor safe with the handle gone,
break out the old toggle bolt and in no

time the door will be open. EH
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Direct drive safes have a large place

in the history of safe mechanisms.

This simple design was used in

vault doors, money chests, fire safes

and has been used in toy safes for

untold years. The Hall Safe Company
was a vast user of direct drive safes,

and even introduced false gates on the

drive wheel.

Today, we still see direct drive

safes in units made by Sentry, and
more recently Sisco Safes under the

name of The Fire Protector Safe.

Additionally, there are many other

labeled units, usually made outside of

the United States.

No matter who makes the safes,

they have many things in common.
They are the simplest type of

combination lock mechanism because

the gates of the wheels ride directly

against one edge of the opening bolt

bar. When pressure is put on the

opening handle or cam lock, the edge
of the wheels can be felt when the

combination lock is turned.

This article will not go into

manipulation of this type of lock. It is

very easy to accomplish with minimal

tools. However, is manipulation the

best or most elementary, rudimentary,

and uncomplicated way of opening
these locks? It depends on many
things, such as time constraints,

repair, and the skill level of the

safecracker, as we will shortly see.

There are many other less pro-

fessional but more effective ways to

defeat these elementary type locks.

Photograph 1, shows a popular
miniature toy type safe bank. It has an

60 • The National Locksmith

by
Dale W. Libby, CMS

1. Typical direct

drive type

"toy" safe.

2. Inside the toy

wheel and

locking bolt.
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3. Small Sisco safe using

the bolt retraction.

key for

operating handle and two wheels. By
putting pressure on the handle, the

edge of both wheels can be felt when
the dial is turned. Although incredibly

simple, the manipulation of this toy

lock is the same as opening the larger

Sentry and Sisco safes.

Photograph 2, shows the inside of

the safe with the bolt and wheel.
Simple but effective.

In photograph 3, we see the outside

of a small Sisco fire resistant safe,

M odel 1058. To open, the combination

is dialed and a key is inserted to move
the single locking bar into the wheel

pack. Pulling the key opens the door.

The cover of the lock has a slot in it

for the safe technician to see the

edge of the wheels. This is a

reverse view of the wheels with the

drive cam on the outside. Dialing the

safe open through this hole wastes a

lot of time, so I do not advise side

drilling to view through this slot on

the back cover. ( See photograph 4.)

I have removed the back cover to

this lock to show the wheel pack of this

basic Sisco safe. The gates of the

wheels are aligned to accept the edge

of the opening bar. (See photograph 5.)

I n this picture, the opening bolt is at the

4. Inside door

has bolt edge

viewing hole.

ri

1
a J

w
J

or
UFACTURING, INC.

Installation Tools

The

Professionals

Choice

Click here for more information
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medeco
HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

The market

leader in

locking

systems for

security,

safety, and
control.

Click here for more information

5. Direct drive

wheel is held on

with cotter key.

3:00 o'clock position. From the outside,

it would be at the 9:00 o'clock position.

This lock has three wheels and a

drive wheel, which makes it a four

number combination. Sentry safes

have two wheels and a drive wheel
making it a three number combination.

Photographs 6, show a method for

manipulating this safe open when
you do not have a key. A tension or

turning wrench is used in con-

junction with a magnetic indicator.

For best results, a rigid turning
wrench should be used.

To manipulate open, insert the

turning wrench and pick the lock.

Once picked, turn the cylinder in the

clockwise direction until it stops.

Note where the turning wrench
indicates on the magnetic indicator.

While applying light turning
pressure to the turning wrench,
slowly turn the dial, taking note of

any changes in the indicator
readings. When a wheel is aligned

with the opening bar, the wrench will

move as the bar moves further into

the wheel pack.

This difference, although small, can

be measured. Once finding a gate, the

correct wheel must then be deter-

mined. A general manipulation of this

lock would take between 15 to 45

62 • The National Locksmith

6. Picking lock

for manipulation

with turning

wrench. Wrench

moves to higher

number when

gate aligns.
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7. Repair of door with 3/16 inch pop rivet at *80.

8. Larger Sisco

Protector with

handle and key

lock and com-

bination dial.

9. 1/2 inch

hole drilled at

9:00 o'clock at

opening site.

NATIONAL
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

National Auto Lock

Service, Inc. offers

a wide range of

equipment and

services for the

Automotive

Locksmith. From

tools and hard to

find key blanks to

transponder pro-

gramming, we can

take the mystery

outofcarservice.

We accept credit

card orders, and

can ship COD.

Contact us for the

latest in automo-

tive technology.

www.laserkey.com
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Make Sargent

StGreenleaf 's

Comptronic

locks your

choice for

electronic

safe locking

solutions.

.Click here for more information

10. Inside of door is similar to smaller version door.

minutes. Depending on the tolerances

in manufacturing, you may have to

pick the lock each time you want to

take a reading. This can be a real pain.

The easiest way to open any Sisco or

direct type drive safe is to drill a small

hole near the opening position.

Photograph 7, shows a simple
outside pop rivet repair that was
made after drilling at the drop-in

position. The hole was drilled with a

battery operated Makita drill and a

sharp 3/16 inch drill bit. I angled in

slightly and broke through the inside

sheet metal layer. I viewed the edge
of the wheels at the drop-in position

with a simple otoscope (straight in

view). The proper position is about

#80 on the dial, or just slightly above

the 9:00 o'clock position.

Sfter opening the safe, I pop riveted

both the inside and the outside

hole. Total time to open and
repair, about 3 minutes. Sometimes
being less proficient at manipulation is

easier and better, for both the client

and locksmith/ safe technician.

A second type of Sisco safe is

shown in photograph 8. This safe uses

an actual handle to withdraw the lock

bolt. A key lock is added for dual

locking protection, or non
combination lock operation. With this

setup, either the key lock or the

combination lock can be used to lock

the safe, or both together.

This safe had been axed and
punched and hammered into sub-

mission. Believe it or not, whoever
brutalized this safe did not get the

unit open.

Since the safe was trashed, and the

customer wanted the safe opened now
and didn't plan on using the safe

again, I chose the easiest way
possible. I drilled a 1/2 inch hole at

9:00 o'clock to open the safe. (See

photograph 9.)

Photograph 10, shows the interior

of this safe. With the addition of the

handle cam, the configuration is

basically the same as the first one.

The Sisco safe brand is a generic

brand. M any people use this safe style

and put their own name on it.

Sisco also features an electronic

lock on some of the Protector model

lines. On this unit there is a hidden

keyhole that accesses an override

lock. Should you encounter a

malfunction on this unit, locate the

two screws between the keypad and

turn knob or key lock. It may be
hidden under a small cover plate

under the escutcheon or a decal

sticker. Once the cover plate is

removed there will be a keyhole which

is to the override lock. Pick the lock to

open the safe.

Opening procedures for direct

entry locks can be rather quick and

easy. The first step in opening such a

lock configuration is to determine if

in fact you are working on a direct

drive type lock. To do so put pressure

on the opening handle or cam, and

see if you can feel the edge of the

wheels when turning the combination

dial. Once determined that the unit is

a direct drive type lock, you can
either manipulate the lock or drill it

open. Your skill level will determine

what is the easiest and fastest for

you, however it has been my
experience that in most situations,

drilling such a lock will prove to be

the quickest procedure.

Drill, Open and Prosper! EH
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When the original concept for Automotive Service

Kits was developed, we planned to bring you a

concise listing of all the service kits and parts available

for all foreign and domestic automobiles. Soon after

compiling the material from Auto Security Products

(ASP), Borg Warner Division (BWD), and Strattec, for

this article, we quickly learned that we were biting off

more than we could chew. To accomplish the task at

hand, we would literally have to supply you with a book

of information requiring hours and hours of data input.

We also learned that even though ASP, BWD and

Strattec share similarities in the manufacture and
supply of automotive products, each company is vastly

different in the way they market and supply such

products, making our task even more difficult. While

BWD bundles many of their parts into service kits

including the lock, housings, tumblers tailpieces,

facecaps and such, ASP and Strattec sell few service

kits, focusing more on individual parts kits. And while

Strattec is strong in the domestic automotive market,

ASP's strengths lie in the foreign automotive market.

To make things a tad easier, we asked each
company to supply us with a product list and
description of their most popular products. This is by

no means a complete product listing from either of the

companies listed. For a complete listing of either or all

manufacturers offerings, I suggest contacting each

company for a product catalog.

Strattec Security Corporation SERVICE KITS

Strattec

3333 West Good Hope Road • Milwaukee, Wl 53209

Phone: (414) 247-3333 • Fax: (414) 247-3329

STRATpack Part #

GM -AM C-Ford-Chrysler Original 35 Pinning Kit 608771

AM C-Jeep Single-Bitted Pinning Kit 608796

Chrysler Single-Bitted Pinning Kit 608798

Chrysler-Jeep-Eagle Double Bitted Pinning Kit 702962

Ford 5-Cut Pinning Kit 608800

Ford 8 Cut Pinning Kit 703373

General M otors Single Bitted Pinning Kit 608796

General M otors Double Bitted Pinning Kit 702767

General Motors AM C Cap Kit 701035

General M otors Key Boot Kit 700953

GM -AM C-Glove Box Pinning Kit 609862

General M otors Pawl Kit (1974-1982) 701036

General M otors Pawl Kit (1980-1988) 701039

General Motors Truck/ Van Pawl Kit 701037

General M otors M iscellaneous Pawl Kit 701038

Heavy Truck Single Bitted Pinning Kit 609647

Heavy Truck Double Bitted Pinning Kit 703292

M arine/ Industrial Pinning Kit 701936

M arine/ Industrial Service Kit 701937
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Auto Security Products (ASP) SERVICE KITS

ASP
P.O. Box 10 • Redmond, WA 98073

Phone: (425) 556-1900 • Fax: (425) 558-1205 • Web: www.carlocks.com

Item Code Description IM, Mover

A-00-100 European Combo Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-00-102 European Car Keying Kit H-Turbo

A-00-140 US Car Fastener Assortment Kit H-Fasteners only (Door)

A-00-141 US Car Fastener Assortment Kit H -Fasteners Only (Door)

A-00-142 Door Panel Fastener Import Car H-Fasteners Only (Door)

A-00-151 Door Panel Fastener Import Car H -Fastener

A-00-202 1993 Cap Kit 87 Different Caps A-FaceCapKit

A-00-232 1995 Asian Shutter Parts Kit B-Dust Shutters Only

A-00-310
J
apanese Door LK Parts Asst. H -Oops Kit

A-00-311
J
apanese Tailpiece Asst. (2 Box) H-Tailpiece's Only

A-13-101 BMW/ Pontiac Lemans Keying Kit B-Tumblers

A-13-102 BMW Deadlock Door Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-13-103 BMW 4Track Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-13-104 BMW Motorcycle Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-14-101 Range Rover/ Sterling Keying Kit X-Tumblers

A-14-103 Jaguar X177 Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-14-104 Range Rover Door Keying Kit X-Tumblers

A-14-105 JaguarXJ6Door& Trunk Key Kit H-Tumblers

A-14-106 Rover Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-14-107 Range Rover Keying Kit (.03) H-Tumblers

A-14-108 J aguar Tibbe Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-14-230 British Car Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-16-100 Datsun Combo Keying Kit A-Tumblers

A-16-104 Datsun Door & Trunk Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-16-105 Datsun Ignition Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-16-106 Nissan X/Y Keying Kit (X123) A-Tumblers

A-16-107 Infiniti Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-16-202 N issan/ Subaru Face Cap Assortment H -Face Caps

A-17-111 Fiat/ Italian Keying Kit H -Face Caps

A-17-112 Fiat Keying KitGT15R/FI4 H -Face Caps

A-18-106 European Ford Keying Kit H -Face Caps

A-18-107 European Ford Keying Kit H -Face Caps

A-18-108 Ford/ M erkur Scorpio Tibbe Kit E-Tumblers

A-19-100 Honda Combo Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-19-101 Honda Door & Trunk Keying Kit H-Tumblers

A-19-102 Honda Ign. Kit (X71, X129, X130) H-Tumblers

A-19-103 Honda Ign. Keying Kit (X128) H-Tumblers

A-19-104 Honda Keying Kit 1988 Civic B-Tumblers

A-19-202 Honda/ Acura Face Cap Assortment H -Face Caps

A-20-100 M azda Combination Keying Kit B-Tumblers

A-20-101 Mazda Keying Kit B-Tumblers

A-20-102 M azda New Style Tumbler Kit B-Tumblers

A-20-202 Mazda/ Asian Ford Face Caps H -Face Caps

A-21-101 M ercedes Benz Keying Kit H -Face Caps

A-21-102 Mercedes 2 Track Keying Kit H -Face Caps

A-21-103 Mercedes 4 Track Keying Kit H -Face Caps
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Borg Warner Division (BWD) SERVICE/ PINNING KITS

BWD • 900Ravenwood Dr. • Selrna, AL 36701 • Phone: (334) 874-9001 • Fax: (334) 874-6011 • Web: www/.Alllock.com

MFG Years Key System Key Codes Locks Effected Kit Contents

Chrysler 1949-1990 Single Sided

5-Cut

EP 1-3000

ES 1-3000

All Locks SK6015 Tumblers/ Springs/ Caps only. Pin tumblers.

Chrysler 1967-1990 Single Sided

5 cut

EP 1-3000 (Sidebar) SK6150 Tumblers/ Springs/ Caps. Wafer tumblers for

TiltWheeKGM Style) ignition.

Chrysler 1994-1997 Double-Sided

7 cut

F 0-1384

G 0-1384

J
1-3580

L 1-3580

All Locks SK7072 Tumblers/ Springs/ Caps/ Facecaps and

selection of lock components.

Chrysler 1998+ Double-Sided

8Cut
M 1-2618 All Locks SK6949 Tumbler/ Springs/ Caps/ Facecaps and

selection of lock components.

Chrysler 1998+ Double Sided

8Cut
M 1-2618 Ignition SK6400 Tumblers. Springs for CSS ignition

lock. Used on Full Size Vans only.

Ford 1952-1965 Single Sided

5Cut
FE 0-999

FN 0-999

All Locks SK6060 Tumblers. Springs/ Caps only.

Ford 1965-1997 Double Sided

5 Cut

FAO-1863

FB 0-1863

All Locks SK6000 Tumblers/ Springs/ Caps only.

Ford 19841/2-

1997

Double Sided

10 Cut

A-B-C-D-E Ignition SK6100 Tumblers/ Springs/ Caps only.

All ignitions except Ford import.

Ford 1984 1/ 2-

1997

Double Sided

10 Cut

A-B-C-D-E Doors

Deck

SK6700 Tumblers/ Springs/ Caps Only.

Ford 19841/2-

1997

Double Sided

10 Cut

N/A Doors Deck SK7056 Facecap selection for 10-cut Fords.

Ford 1996+ Double Sided

8Cut
1-1706X All Locks SK5011 Tumblers/ Springs/ Caps/ Facecaps and

selection of lock components.

Ford 1996+ Double-Sided

8Cut
1-1706X Door

Glove Box

SK6949 Glove Box Tumblers/ Plastic

Facecaps for Huf equipped Fords.

General Motors 1935-1998 Single-Sided

5-Cut

A,B,C,D,E
;H,

J,K,L,M,N,P,

R,S,T,U

#000-#999

0#00-9#99

00#0-99#9

All Locks SK6035 Tumblers/ Springs/ Caps only.

General Motors 1969-1998 Single-Sided

5Cut
Ignition SK7071 Kiwi Kit. Selection of common uncoded

ignitions, door and deck locks, and

tumblers/ springs/ caps.

General Motors 1969-1998 Single-Sided

5Cut
Key Blank

Boots

SK6250 Selection of Primary and

Secondary key blank boots in

Black, Blue, Gray and Red.

General Motors 1994-P resent Double-Sided

10-Cut

AA00-7N45 All Locks SK6400 Tumblers/ Springs/ Caps/ Facecaps and

selection of lock components.

Saturn 1991-1996 Double Sided All Locks SK7070 Tumblers/ Springs/ Caps/

Facecaps and selection of lock components.

Saturn 1991-1996 Double-Sided All Locks S6900 U pgrades the old A6900 K it to

the current SK 7070 Kit.

Mazda 1983-P resent M azda M Z13A All Locks SK6800 Tumblers. Springs only.

Toyota 1970-P resent Toyota All All Locks SK6800 Tumblers. Springs only.

Nissan/ Datsun 1982-P resent Nissan/ Datsun All Locks SK7102 Tumblers. Springs only.

Honda 1980-P resent HondaAII All Locks SK7103 Tumblers. Springs only.

Import Various N/A N/A SK7101 Foreign "OOP" Kit. Misc. clips,

gaskets and springs.

Import Various N/A N/A SK7057 Foreign Cap Kit Selection of

facecaps for most
J
apanese

import vehicles.

Import Various N/A N/A SK7073 Foreign Pawl Kit. Selection of

pawls for most
J
apanese import

vehicles.

Cam Lock N/A PK Code Series Cam Locks SK6050 Complete cam lock assortment, components

and storage cabinet.

Cam Lock N/A PK Code Series Cam Locks SK6070 Tumblers/ Springs/ Key Blanks/ misc.

components. egg
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There are more pinning kits

available than you can

imagine. They came in

every conceivably size and

configuration for any type

of lock made. However, the possibility

of carrying every kit made for every

lock would be impossible. In choosing

a pinning kit for standard pin tumbler

locks alone, there are more choices of

styles, sizes and configurations than

you would believe. To help narrow the

search for the kit that will best

suite your needs, the following

manufacturers and suppliers of

pinning kits are sure to have what you

need.

ESP Pinning Kits

ESP Lock Products has an

assortment of pinning kits from the

classic wooden kit to the heavy-duty,

leakproof metal universal kit to

specialty kits. The classic KK-80 anti-

spill laminated wood pin kit features a

Formica covered lid and sliding

bottom drawer. Complete with a

locking latch and extra deep
compartments, the kit holds over a

gross of pins and comes loaded with

40 different color-coded bottom pins

and 39 various color-coded top and
master pins. A reference chart inside

the kit's lid indicates what pin sizes

are used by various lock

manufacturers. Locksmiths can

purchase pins only, the box only, or

the loaded kit.

Contact ESP at 978-537-6121 or

Fax978-537-1699.

HPCTubular Pin Kit

The HPC Tubular Pin Kit (APS-
077), contains 800 Combination Pins,

100 Driver Pins, 144 Cylinder Springs

and 20 Retainer Pins, all .077"

diameter. The included plug follower

and depth key make this a complete

re-keying kit when used with a tubular

key machine such as HPC's Pocket

Cut-Up or either of the

HPC/Scotsman Tubular Key
M achines. The Tubular Pin Kit comes
in a divided plastic box for easy use.

The pin dimensions and the Ace and

Fort pin designations are listed inside

the box lid. Replacement pins and
springs can be ordered through your

Authorized HPC Distributor.

For more information on HPC pins, pin

kits, and key machines contact

847-671-6280 or www.hpcworld.com

ILCO-Unican 796-00-8X
The ILCO-Unican 796-00-8X pin kit

contains bottom pins from .160" to

.360" and top pins from .010" to .200"

in increments of .005". There is a pull-

out drawer on the side of the metal

carrying case that provides storage for

the included waffle tray as well as

other cylinder tools. The newly
updated and revised data table on the

inside of the lid provides current
pinning parameters for two dozen of

the most popular models of lock

cylinders. It supplies key root depth

information, bottom pin lengths,

master pin sizes and top pin

requirements to allow use of pins from

this kit to closely match original lock

manufacturer's specifications.

For more information contact

ILCO-Unican at 919-446-3321 or

Fax 919-446-4702.

LAB Wedge® Pro
The Wedge Pro offers more

features than any single pinning kit

available anywhere. The Wedge Pro

*^~rrjr^~z-?z
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was redesigned from the ground up,

offering several features never before

imagined in a pinning kit. The unique

patented wedge design, finished in a

show car quality metallic green paint,

is the only one of its kind. The
purpose of the wedge design allows

angling of the pinning tray towards

the user, making it easier to see and

use.

The Dura-View™ pin tray is a clear

heavy-duty plastic tray allowing the

pin numbers to be stamped under
each pin pocket. The Pocket View
allows clear visibility of each pins

number reference in not just one, but

two locations - at the top of each
pocket and in the back of each pocket
- allowing pin number visibility from

any angle. The other unique
advantage of a clear view tray with pin

numbers stamped under the tray is

that after repeated use, the numbers
will not rub or wear off like those that

are stamped on the surface of the tray.

The pin numbers will be clearly visible

for a lifetime. No other pin kit

available offers this unique pin tray

and numbering system.

The Color Passport™ pin chart is

plastic coated, protecting the chart

from being soiled, worn or tore. It can

also be written on with a non-

permanent marker and then erased.

All pin numbers on the chart are color-

coded to match the actual color of the

pins in the kit, making your pin search

easier.

For more information on LAB pin kits,

pins or tools and accessories, contact

LAB at: Phone: 800-243-8242,

Fax: (860) 583-7838.

Septon Kits

Septon, Inc. has original pins in kits

which contain 100 each of all

necessary pins and springs for

particular brands. Kits are bright red

with draw pull catch and are available

for Arrow, Best, Dexter, Falcon
Interchange, Corbin Cabinet, Chicago,

Rockford, Master, Kwikset, Sargent,

Schlage, Weiser, and Yale. Over 124

gross of pins come in the 3/ 1000 or

5/1000 kits, which contain an up-to-

date pinning chart and sturdy eyelets

for easy fastening and removal from

the service vehicle.

For more information contact

Septon, Inc. at 800-537-8752,

Fax 914-246-3416, or

E-mail septonic@juno.com.

121!

&SCHWABCORR
re protection for your yHfJ records

It's not

safe unless it's

Schwab Safe.

Click here for more information
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I

have noticed over the
years that there are

some locksmiths who seem
to have a slight attitude

problem. Now, when I say

"slight," I mean it in the

same sense th at th e

Titanic had a "slight"
leakage problem. It seems
that many locksmiths are

going out there and acting

like Mr. Goodwrench after

undergoing a botched
hernia operation. I'm not

going to name names, but

you know who I am... I

mean you are.

Now, I realize that
dealing with the public can

sometimes be about as

much fun as getting a

razor shave from a blind

barber. But remember, you

chose to go into a service

industry — even though
that decision may have
been made at a bachelor

party between generous
servings of Thunderbird
wine, tainted brownies, and

rubbing alcohol.

I think that as
locksmiths, we often lose

track of the fact that we
should provide our service

in a manner that shows
appreciation for the fact

th at th e customer i s

providing us with a way to

support our families and
our doughnut habits. We
shouldn't treat those
customers in the same
manner as a baby treats a

diaper.

We should also
understand that if we did not get

the helpless, mechanically declined

type of customer, then our
business would slow down to a

trickle. Most of the self-sufficient

types find a way to take care of

their own lock problems, cleverly

utilizing either a crowbar, a

hammer or a forklift. That leaves

us with the complainers, bless

their whiny little hearts.

Remember, potential customers
only come in limited numbers. A
lot like the goony-bird, which by

the way, finally became extinct

because it had a habit of

wandering onto air strips while
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forgetting that it hasn't been able

to actually fly for about 95,000
years.

Now, I am not suggesting that

our customers are threatened with

extinction — because I'm sure
someone has put fences around
those airstrips by now — but my
point is, we have to be careful to

maintain their patronage by not

treating them like the brother-in-

law who stopped by for lunch and

stayed through the next
presidential administration.

Now, some of you are probably

saying to yourselves, "How can I,

Wi

as a locksmith, attain a

better attitude towards my
customers and co-
workers?"

Others of you might be

saying, "I don't see a

problem with my attitude,

you sniveling little mama's
boy!"

Fortunately, in this age

of enlightenment, there
are methods available to

help deal with the
pressures of our job. Here
are a few you might try:

Positive Affirmations.

ith this method you
would start each day

by looking in the mirror

(for many of you, this in

itself should be enough to

drastically change your
attitude) and say to

yourself something positive

such as: "I am a

competent locksmith,
dedicated to the service of

others and darn it, people

like me; and I h ave
almost no desire whatso-
ever to squeeze someone's

earlobe with a pair of

pliers."

Or you could say: "All

of my customers are
magnificent cosmic
creations, even the difficult

ones, and I definitely do
not think that someone
should heavily medicate
their water supply."

Now some of you hard-

core grumps might want
to try weaning yourself off

your crankiness by
attempting something more
attainable such as: "I will try the

decaffeinated coffee and will not be

charged with assault or brandishing

of a key-cutting machine until well

into the afternoon."

Meditation

This is the process by which you

repeat to yourself a relaxing,

personalized mantra, given to you

by a certified meditation instructor.

My mantra, which I find very
relaxing is: "Why yes Mr.
McMahon, I did enter th e

Publishers' Clearinghouse
Sweepstakes. Are those TV
cameras behind you?"

m
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Visualization

With this method you would take a

moment off during a stressful

situation and picture yourself in more
pleasant surroundings. My favorite is

to picture myself on a sunny beach,

having a pina-colada, while managing

a very successful mail-order bride

business.

Another visualization you might
use, would be to imagine that you
have entered your mother-in-law in a

snooping contest and she wins the

first prize, which consists of a one-

way trip to the constellation Orion via

the Hale-Bopp comet, plus, a case of

beer, which she graciously gives to

you before she leaves on her trip.

You might picture yourself in a

casino playing the dollar slot

machines. You are down to your last

dollar when all of a sudden you
notice that the woman who was
playing the machine next to you,

forgot her beer and it is almost
completely full. You cannot believe

your good fortune.

A final method for relaxation

which some have used, but I do not

recommend, is to take a couple of

snorts of WD40, and then hold your

breath for about four minutes. Most
of those that have utilized this

method are once again living with

their parents and having their meals

spoon fed to them, but they seem
very relaxed.

Since we are in a service oriented

business, it might be helpful to look

at the origins of the word "service"

itself. Service is derived from the

Latin word "sirvoso," which is the

name of a large green hat worn by

maidens during a pig-roasting
ceremony. OK, no help there. Let's

check the dictionary under "service"

which says:

1. The occupation or duties of a

servant;

2. To wait on or be a servant to.

No, I think I'd need to get paid a

little more money to act like that.

Let's not get carried away with this.

How about a modern definition of

service? Something like: The
performance of a task for someone,
done in a pleasant, polite manner, in

exchange for cash or a check, that

hopefully does not display the same
physical properties as an over-inflated

basketball dropped from the roof of a

twelve story building.

Perhaps some concrete examples

of how we might better serve our

customers would be helpful. Let's

start with how we answer the phone.

Right way: "Acme Lock, your tour

guide in the wonderland of home
security needs, hopes and fantasies."

Wrong way: "Acme Lock, where
time is money and I ain't got much
of either so make it fast."

From a consumer's point of view,

the mark of a good business is how
it handles the customer's complaints.

Here are some examples of

telephone etiquette when responding

to those concerns:

Right Way: "Acme Lock, what's

that Ma'am, You say you don't like

the color of the keys we made for

your car? I'll be right over to make
you a new set, if I can figure out

how to unhook myself from this

kidney dialysis machine."

Wrong Way: "The Steering
wheel we worked on came off your

car at 70 miles an hour going
around a curve? But the key we
made for the car works OK! So

SRI and Steve Young are

working together to

you the best in

tools and supplies.

Click here for more information
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what's the problem?"

Right Way: "You say your house

is sinking ever since we re-keyed

your locks? Well, we'll be happy to

replace the entire foundation plus

rotate your car tires for no extra

charge."

Wrong way: "The lock we
installed yesterday fell off and killed

your pet weasel? That sounds like a

personal problem to me."

When servicing a lockout, the

locksmith must keep in mind that

the customer's biggest concern is not

the expense, but the embarrassment

of having put himself in that

situation. Therefore you should put

the customer at ease by making him

feel that he is not the only one that

this has ever happened to.

For example, you could say: "Oh
don't feel embarrassed, I have to

service lockouts all the time down at

the rest home."

The wrong way to handle this

situation would be the following:

It's your
reputation

Trust the
original.

"Geez, you must feel like quite a

shlemozel leaving your keys inside

like that. You'd probably forget your

hair too, if it wasn't glued on your

head."

No, we must be more sensitive

than this if we expect to retain our

customer base, because the next

time that customer goes to call a

locksmith, he will say to himself,

"Let's see, was I well treated by that

last guy, or did he act like he was
in a hurry to get to his Charles

Manson fan club meeting?"

Sometimes we must provide a

service that is not taught at

locksmithing school. One of my
actual customers was an elderly

man who walked with a cane. While

he stood there watching me rekey

his locks, he had occasion to

cough, at which point his pants fell

to his ankles without the benefit of

undergarments.

Since he could not bend over, I

had to hike up and cinch his pants

for him. No matter how tightly I

cinched the belt, the pants would
fall back down every time he
coughed. I felt bad for him, so

when I finished the job I knocked

$20.00 off the bill and suggested

that he should consider investing

that money in a pair of suspenders

or a large supply of cough drops.

I have to admit, though, that

some of the customers are just

outright impossible, such as the

lady who had me change the keys

to her lock and then for some
reason accused me of switching not

just the tumblers, but the entire

lock and strike plate for an inferior

brand. Nothing I said could
convince her that this was the same
lock that she had been using for

twenty-five years. She kept insisting

that I should put her original lock

back on the door. Finally I gave in

and confessed.

"You're right. I stole your lock

and I planned to sell it to a band of

traveling gypsies and then use the

money to buy out Bill Gates'
interest in the Microsoft
Corporation," I said.

"You'll be hearing from my
lawyer," she said.

"Why, does he need his locks

changed too?" I asked.

Chalk up another satisfied

customer. EH

—
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Vehicle cargo theft is a low-risk,

high profit business that is

costing service and delivery
companies millions of dollars in lost

merchandise and equipment every

year. As a result, vehicle operators

are increasing their security

measures and turning to locksmiths

for specialty propose cargo locks.

Cargo thieves see delivery vans

and service trucks as easy targets.

Too often, the only thing between a

thief and a vehicle's contents is a

standard door lock or padlock,

ineffective devices against a

determined crook with a crowbar.
Within seconds a thief can dismantle

a traditional lock, grab the goods and

flee the scene.

Lock manufacturers like Esmet
are responding to this problem by
designing special devices that thwart

smash and grab cargo thieves.

Recommending these products can

be helpful to vehicle operators and
profitable for locksmiths. TUFLOC, is

one such product.

TUFLOC was developed with

utility, service, and delivery vehicles

in mind. Although no lock device

guarantees that criminals won't
attempt entry, TUFLOC was
developed with all these
characteristics in mind (see
Photograph 1).

Eliminating the shackle and hasp,

TUFLOC does not have the weak
points of conventional padlocks. The
device has two interlocking wings
made from nickel plated investment

cast 304 stainless steel. The wings
are compatible with a variety of

vehicle and building closures,

including inward, outward, double-

76 • The National Locksmith
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swinging, sliding and roll-up doors. It

can be mounted flush, at a 90-degree

corner or even on an outside corner

(see Photograph 2). TUFLOC's bolt

holes are recessed to resist

tampering. Carriage bolts are

positioned low within the wings
reducing the possibility of forced

entry.

The rekeyable Medeco high-

security lock cylinder can be keyed

different, keyed alike or master
keyed. The cylinder is built into one

of the wings and engages and
disengages the bolt assembly. It is

strategically positioned near the

device's main body and has hidden

hardened steel head crosspins that

provide added drill resistance (see

1

S "Y

u

TUFLOC was developed with utility, service, and delivery
vehicles in mind.
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The TUFLOC can be mounted flush, at a 90-
degree corner or even on an outside
corner.

fo
^
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The rekeyable Medeco high-security lock
cylinder can be keyed different, keyed alike

or master keyed.

ASP Covers the World

of Auto Locks

Click here for more information

Don't panic!

We have

Security Exit

Devices.

Click here for more information
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Photograph 3). The bolt head rotates

and has a tungsten carbide insert that

resists cutting at the locking point. In

fact, saw attacks on TUFLOC take

longer than all other ASTM -tested

locks.

The TUFLOC 50 series is perfect

for high-security, and the 60 series,

fabricated from Ilium alloy, meets
military specifications. Left and right

hand models are available.

Interestingly, all of TUFLOC's
physical features make a strong

and clear statement to criminals:

Those attempting to beat the product

face a very difficult challenge. In

communicating that message,
TUFLOC creates an emotional
barrier most criminals are reluctant

to cross.

There are other vehicle lock

products on the market to consider,

however, each has its own weak link.

I nt er nal I y
mount ed I ocks

Internally mounted electronic

deadbolt locks are available. However,

a thief might not realize that an internal

lock has been installed until he attempts

to break into the vehicle. Even if the

To be a World Leader
You Need Quality

Products, Innovative
Technology and
Strong Partners.

Click here for more information

attempt fails, the vehicle owner could be

left with hundreds of dollars in door and

paint repair.

I nt egr al I

y

mount ed locks
Although integrally mounted locks

offer a clean exterior look to a door,

installation is often difficult and
reliability suspect. Installation

sometimes involves drilling larger

holes through doors and installing

cumbersome hardware. Because
these locks are vulnerable to

jamming, often by shifting cargo, it is

important to assure that nothing can

interfere with the lock mechanism.
Also, because the exposed lock

cylinder lends itself to slam-hammer
attacks, customers vulnerable to this

type of attack may want to look at

alternate products. Locks that employ
the chassis or bumper for security

are more difficult to install. All

integral locks lack the visible security

that inhibits break in attempts.

St andar d Padl ocks
Some people will insist on using

inexpensive padlocks. There is a bit

of advice that you can give them to

make a padlock more effective:

Position the lock in an odd place on

the vehicle making it difficult for a

thief to access. Example: A roll- up
door can be creatively locked by
drilling a hole in the vehicle's floor,

passing a chain through the opening

and securing it to the backside of a

bumper with the padlock . This
placement makes the padlock
somewhat difficult to pry off,

especially on moving vehicles.

A cargo lock should be a visible

thief deterrent, not an attraction,

because most thieves look for

vehicles equipped with standard
locks. When they see specialty locks,

they realize that quick entry will be

extremely difficult and move on.

Operators report that specialty

locks are effective. TUFLOC is

significantly reducing cargo theft for

major overnight delivery companies
and numerous fleet and service

businesses.

As long as thieves see fleet and
delivery vehicles as easy targets,

protecting cargo remains an ongoing

challenge. The best advice to

customers looking for specialty door

locks: use a device that makes a

criminal's job difficult, if not,

impossible. TUFLOC is a good option

to consider. EH
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Making public buildings accessible to the nearly

49 million Americans with a disability is no

longer a matter of convenience — or

conscience. It's the law. Changes in building code
requirements have made it necessary to provide access

for the handicapped on exterior and interior entryways

in public buildings and institutions. Throughout the

country, individuals and associations are filing

numerous lawsuits to promote compliance with the

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Professionals

who work daily with ADA issues agree that an owner is

more likely to be sued by a person with a disability or

by an advocacy group rather than by the Department of

J
ustice (DOJ ), and access cases typically originate with

complaints by customers or employees who feel they

were denied access.

According to the Architectural and Transportation

Barriers Compliance Board, the agency who wrote

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines, any

new construction or renovation of a public building

after 1993 must comply with the United States

Department of Justice's requirements for accessibility.

The guidelines, as published in the Federal Register,

encompass more than 170 pages of detailed

regulations. The guidelines include requirements for

1. The Senior-Swing is a
heavy duty, versatile two-in-

one door operator
exceptional for its smooth
electro-mechanical

operation.

2. Middle-Swing is a cost-

effective, low-energy powered
door operator designed to make it

easy to comply with ADA.

3. The J unior-

I

Swing is a lighter

duty door operator.
This system is

quiet and requires
little energy to

operate.
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door size, positioning, mounting
height for controls and operating

force for accessible public
entranceways.

The most basic requirement is

that doors are wide enough for

wheelchair-bound persons to

swing the door open without
hitting the chair and allows him or

her to maneuver through the
doorway. With standard construc-

tion and tolerances, a 36-inch door

is the narrowest a door can be to

comply if standard hardware is

used. However, when complying
with ADA standards and codes,

much more than the width of the

door opening needs to be
considered. For instance, door
stops and thresholds can prove
very hazardous.

The question for many
becomes how to provide
accessibility without diminishing

the effectiveness of the entrance

design while still retaining low

cost and offering optimum
versatility. And, how can
contractors and construction
engineers keep up with all the

requirements of ADA?

HPC has it all:

Key Machines, Software,

Books, Car Openers,

Pick Sets, Tools, Door
Guards, and Key Cabinets

Click here for more information

Denny Lawson, vice president

of sales and marketing for Dor-O-

Matic, Automatic Door Division

recommends that architects and

contractors familiarize
themselves with the product
lines of reputable manufacturers

whose products have already
been designed and constructed

to comply with ADA.

"It's our responsibility as the

manufacturer of a full line of

automatic door systems to assure

that our products meet with rigid

ADA requirements," said
Lawson. "Dor-O-Matic is

committed to helping provide the

physically disabled with equal

access to public buildings and
retail stores. And, we are equally

committed to helping the
building construction industry

meet ADA guidelines with

minimal cost and reconstruction.

M ore than forty years ago Dor-O-

Matic started as a pioneer in the

automation industry. From the

very beginning the company's
philosophy has been value with

safety - and it still is. All of our

systems are characterized by
careful craftsmanship and
superior safety features that

make them far safer than
industry standards," Lawson
added. "And it's important that

we offer several types of reliable

automatic systems that can not

only handle large traffic flow but

can accommodate the special

needs of many."

Section 4.13.12 of the ADA
Guidelines is very specific in

its requirements regarding
access power door openers and
Dor-O-Matic offers some specific

products that are suitable for

both interior and exterior

installations. The Senior-Swing is

a heavy duty, versatile two-in-one

door operator exceptional for its

smooth electro-mechanical
operation. (See photograph 1.)

Usually, pedestrians walk up to

the Senior-Swing door and push

the door open as if it was a

manual door. After the door is

manually opened approximately 5

degrees, the Push-N-Go feature

takes over and continues to open
the door — slowly and
automatically to the full open
position as the pedestrian walks

unimpeded through the open

84 • The National Locksmith
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doorway. When the door is

opened as a result of Push-N-Go,

the door will stay fully open from

1 to 30 seconds depending on the

time delay chosen. Therefore, the

door can be used by both the
handicapped and pedestrian
traffic, but the door will be
automated only as needed by the

handicapped when one of the
push buttons or push plate

actuating switches is actuated.

And, the door will operate as a

manual door for pedestrians who
do not use any of the actuating

switches. Because Senior-Swing

is a low energy power door
operator as defined by ANSI
A156.19, it does not require
carpets, guide rails or other
safety devices.

Built for rugged conditions,

Senior Swing can handle
doors up to 200 lbs. on
applications such as hospitals,

schools, universities, libraries,

banks, shopping malls, office

buildings or restaurants. It is

easily installed on practically any

door frame including aluminum,
wood and laminate plastic. The
Senior-Swing operator can be
mounted overhead for center
pivot doors or surface applied for

center pivot, butt hung or offset

pivot doors.

Another Dor-O-Matic product

that is especially well suited for

retrofitting is the M iddle Swing.

(See photograph 2.) Middle-
Swing is a cost-effective, low-

energy powered door operator
designed to make it easy to

comply with ADA. With similar

features as the Senior-Swing, this

door will safely stop and return

slowly to a closed position if an

object is encountered during the

opening cycle.

For ideal interior accessibility,

Dor-O-M atic offers the
J
unior-

Swing, a lighter duty door
operator. (See photograph 3.)

This system is quiet, requires
little energy to operate, and like

the Senior-Swing, does not

require the numerous safety

guards needed for most
commercial automatic doors.

Beyond manufacturing a full

line of automatic, swinging,

sliding and folding doors, Dor-O-

Matic products have superior

safety features that surpass
industry standards, and the
company's commitment to value

provides performance levels that

exceed customer expectations.

11

B ecause D or-O-M atic's
products meet all ADA and
ANSI/BHMA standards, we can

help take the guesswork out of

entry door design and
construction," Lawson said.

For more information on the

American with Disabilities Act or

American National Standards

Institute building codes and
regulations, please call the U.S.

Architectural and Transportation

Barriers Compliance Board at 1-

800-USA-ABLE.

For more information on Dor-O-

Matic products contact:

Dor-O-M atic Automatic Door Systems

7350 West Wilson Avenue
Harwood Heights, IL 60656
Phone: (708) 867-7400,

800-543-4635

Fax: (708) 867-0291

Web: www.doromatic.com EH

LOCKMASTERS
SECURITY
MANAGEMENT

TM

LOCKMASTERS
SECURITY
MANAGEMENT

TM

Click here

for more
information

Providing

quality tools,

parts, and

service

for the

security

professional.
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BEGINNER'S CORNER
The Singertech Lever Neutralizer

by

J im
Langston

r

\~s

1. The Neutralizer is made up of two main parts, the Lever Neutralizer
Retainer Press and the Lever Neutralizer Puller.

The Lever Neutralizer is the latest

hot tool on the market. This tool

will change your outlook on opening

and disassembling Grade 1 and Grade
2 levers that have no available

working key or that have been

vandalized and could not be opened
with a key. I have encountered lever

locks that I could not pick or

impression a key for. This tool will

enable you to remove the lever and

open the door with a screwdriver.

2. The Lever Neutralizer Press has
a hardened steel pin designed to
depress the lever retainer pin.

3. The Lever Neutralizer Press must first be fitted in

the retainer hole on the lever.

86 • The National Locksmith

4. The knurled knob is tightened until the pin shoulders
against the lever.
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5. Install the Lever Neutralizer Puller onto the lever.

Removal generally takes about 60

seconds and results in no damage to

the lock.

The Neutralizer will open a large

variety of grades 1 and 2 levers

such as Schlage Rhodes, Schlage Al

Series, Schlage Oly, Schlage S Saturn,

Schlage Vandalguard, Sargent,

Baldwin, Cal Royal, and many others.

Of course, repetitive use may cause

the lock retainer to lose its

effectiveness, but for a one time use,

there will be no
noticeable damage
to the lever

retainer.

6. It is important to
puller to insure the

Just think, if you have a lever

handle with a M edeco cylinder in it

and it was locked on a door, all you

would need is the lever Neutralizer to

open it. H ere is how it works:

The Neutralizer is made up of two

main parts, the Lever Neutralizer

Retainer Press (LNRP) (on right in

adjust the four adjusters on the
straightest possible pull on the lever.

photograph 1), and the Lever
Neutralizer Puller (LNP) (on left in

photograph 1).

The Lever Neutralizer Press, (see

photograph 2), has a hardened steel

pin designed to depress the lever

retainer pin. The Lever Neutralizer

Press must first be fitted in the

retainer hole on the lever. (See

aior
ANUFACTURING, INC

Every Instal I ation

Is a Sel f-Portrait
Of the Person Who D id It.

Autograph Your Workwith Excel I ence

Click here for more information
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7. A plastic foot that makes contact with the lock
cylinder which puts pressure on the face.

photograph 3.) The knurled knob is

then tightened until the pin shoulders

against the lever. ( See photograph 4.)

Next, install the Lever Neutralizer

Puller onto the lever. (See
photograph 5.) It will be necessary to

install it upside down if it is being

used on a left handed door.

It is important to adjust the four

adjusters on the puller to insure the

straightest possible

pull on the lever. 8. Turn the four pronged hand knob clockwise until the

( See photograph 6.) plastic foot on the puller shaft contacts the cylinder.

The set screws, or

adjusters, have a plastic backing to

prevent scratching the lock.

Now, if you look at photograph 7,

you can see a plastic foot that makes
contact with the lock cylinder which

puts pressure on
the face.

As demonstrated in photograph 8,

turn the four pronged hand knob
clockwise until the plastic foot on the

puller shaft contacts the cylinder.

Continue to turn and the lever will be

pulled past the retainer, removing it

HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

Integrity. Ingenuity....

security solutions.

Click here for more information
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10. the lever after it has been removed from the lock.

9. The lever will be pulled past the retainer,

removing it from the spindle.

from the spindle. (See photograph 9.)

Notice also in photograph 9 that the

cylinder is left in the lock body. You
can now remove the cylinder and open

the lever with a screwdriver.

Photograph 10, shows the lever

after it has been removed from

the lock. You
can see in

photograph 11,

how the plastic

foot fits inside

the lever
handle.

^^^f

j4 ' -—- ""^^1

fr

1

11. This is how the plastic foot fits inside the lever handle.

N A T 1 N A L
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

Nati<
ra

Autoi

progra
service

anal Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a
nge of equipment and services for t

motive Locksmith. From tools and h.

find key blanks to transponder
mming, we can take the mystery ou
. We accept credit card orders, and c

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com

wide
he
ard to

t of car
:an ship
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Choose S&G
Comptronic

electronic safe
locks for.. .security.

technology...
tradition.

Click here for more information

Caution must be exercised when
using this tool on any lock which has

been disassembled by some forceful

technique prior to using the LNRP
and the LNP. Damaged retainers may
not be capable of being fully

depressed. In some cases, as stated

above, repeated use on the same lock

could cause damage to the retainer.

NOTE: The neutralizer is not

recommended for use on Corbin
Russwin levers because of a potential

for damage to the retainer.

Singertech is currently working on

a solution to this problem and also for

the knob locks.

All in all, in my opinion, this is a

very good tool when used properly.

For more information on the

Singertech Lever Neutralizer contact:

Singertech

1925 Verne Roberts Circle

Antioch, CA 94509-7910

Phone: (925) 777-0401

Fax: (925) 625-6130

POINT TO PONDER: Don't make the

mistake of looking too far ahead. Only

one link in the chain of destiny can be

handled at a time.

EH

4SCHWABCORR

Free
freight!!

No middle
man!!

.Click here for more information
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Grand Prize

Silca Bravo Duplicator

4th Prize

SDC Magnetic Lock,
Keypad and Exit Switch

STRATTEC

8th Prize

$500 in StrattecAuto
Products

12th Prize

Securitron DK-26
Touchpad and Cpu

Board for Magnetic Lock

92 • The National Locksmith

1st Prize

HPCS1200PCH
Punch Machine

[c^
BdJaaBEB

5th Prize

LaGard "Smart
Guard"®

j
9th Prize

Arrow Exit Device
and Mounting Kit

13th Prize

Foley-Belsaw 200
Key Machine

2nd Prize

Mas Hamilton's Auditcon
2100 & Certification Class

6th Prize

$500 in All Lock Products

\

10th Prize

Dewalt Cordless Drill

+

%
14th Prize

Accu-Mark™ Key
Stamping Machine

3rd Prize

Curtis 2100 Duplicator

r
7th Prize

$500 in ASP
Auto Locks

11th Prize

Detex ECL-8010W
Wetlock®

15th Prize

S&G 6120
Electronic Safe Lock

Click on border to view new company or issue



These Prizes Awarded Each Month!
• Tech Train Training Video•All Lock Ford or GMKwikit

• Aero LockTryout Key Set

• Strattec Racing J acket

• HPC Pistol Pick™

• SargentAnd Greenleaf

4400 Series Safe Deposit Box Lock

• A-l Security Products

• llco Key Blanks (100 Blanks)

•PRO-LOK®Pkl5
Professional Lock Pick Set

• Sieveking Products

GmE-Z Wheel Puller

• Major Manufacturing Products

• Slide Lock's '2" Tool Opening Set

• The Sieveking Auto Key Guide

•Jet Key Blanks (50 Blanks)

•High Tech Tools

• LaGard Combo Guard

16th Prize

High Tech Tools
2500 Pro Set

17th Prize

Slide Lock's
Master "Z" Tool Set

ESP Products Sampler

P4REICH CAR CODES

19th Prize

Baxter J V-l and
J V-5 Code Books

20th Prize

Major
Manufacturing's

HIT-111 Drill Guide

Falle Pick Set From Mark
Bates Associates

22nd Prize

Sieveking Products
Squeeze Play

ABUS Padlock's Marine
Padlock Display

24th Prize

Rodan's AV 100 Heavy
Duty Door Annunciator

25th Prize

A-l J -50

Installation J ig

26th Prize

M.A.G. Engineering
Sampler

27th Prize

Framon Impressioning
Handle

Send in your tips, and win!

How To Enter

Simply send in your tip about how to do

any aspect of locks mithing. Certainly, you

have a favorite way of doing things that

you'd like to share with other locksmiths.

Write your tip down and send it to:

J
akej akubuwski, Technitips Editor,

The National Locksmith,

1533 Burgundy Parkway, Streamwood,

IL 60107-1861 or send your tips via

E-mail to: Natllock@aol.com

Every Tip Published Wins
If your tip is published you will win one of

the monthly prizes listed. At the end of

the year, we choose winners from all the

monthly tips published, that will be

awarded one of the fabulous year end

prizes. All you have to do to win is enter.

By entering, your chances are greater

than ever that you will win one of the

prizes listed. This is the biggest

Technitips prize year ever.

Prizes are arranged according to

suggested retail price value.

The 15

Minute

Safe

Opening
Technique

28th Prize

Book — 15
Minute Safe
Opening
Technique by
Jake
J akubuwski
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BWDKWIK1IT WINNER:
Volvo Ignition
Removal

The Laserkey ignition

lock with diecast tumblers used on 1988

Volvo 760 and 780 models through late

1992 vehicles have had problems with

the metal fatiguing and the tumblers

breaking. Late in the '92 model year,

Volvo changed this ignition to plate-style

tumblers which are not subject to the

fatigue problems of the diecast tumblers.

The ignition styles are similar

although the new ignition (which carries

a cost of about $50.00) has a different

looking tailpiece then the older style

ignition. However, the newer style is

designed to work in both the new and

the older housings. To repair either style

follow these simple steps:

1. Disconnect the battery cable.

2. Remove the shroud. There are

Torx screws holding the two pieces of

the shroud together. Remove the tilt

lever from the column. There is only one

screw holding it in place.

3. Remove the ignition face cap. The
cap is thin and if you use a hacksaw to

score a groove on it, you can use your

face cap pliers or a screwdriver to

remove the cap.

4. This is where the fun starts. You
have to remove the face of the cylinder. It

is held in place by a "C" ring under the lip

of the housing. As shown in illustration 1,

you can drill a small hole or two in the lip

of the housing to gain access to the "C"

clip. When you do pry the clip out, the

face of the cylinder and the two roller

bearings will also come out.

5 Use a 1/4" drill bit and drill at the

twelve o'clock position right under the

first detent. (See illustration 1A.) Drill

that hole to a depth of one inch.

6. Now you can push the retainer pin

down to remove the cylinder. DO NOT
force the retainer down (if you try to

Lock retainer

Keyway with 2
roller bearings

Ignition

cylinder
housing

Drill the
housing lip

away to
expose "C"
ring to where

you can
pry it out

byj ake

J akubuwski

A Few Words From J ake...
A while back, I was invited up to Virginia to speak to a

group of locksmiths. The topic of conversation was to be the

importance of knowledge and education. I'm not going to

bore you with a word-by-word recounting of that speech,

but I will give you a brief summary of what was said.

I told the assembled locksmiths that not only is it

important to seek out and acquire all the knowledge that

they can, but that it is equally important to share that

knowledge with others. Sharing knowledge is like

physically exercising a muscle. The more exercise, the

stronger and more beneficial the muscle becomes. Stop

exercising, and the muscle begins to lose its tone, and then, its strength, and

finally, it withers and becomes virtually useless.

Unshared knowledge is like a book that has been written and never read: it

might be one heck of a great story, but nobody knows about it.

Sharing knowledge is what this column is all about. Somebody gets an

idea or finds a better way to do something and they send it in to me. I print it,

somebody else reads it and puts it to use. The next thing you know,
thousands of locksmiths across the country (actually, around the world) are

doing their job easier because one person decided to share an idea,

experience or experiment with you.

On the other hand, if no one was willing to share their knowledge, ideas

and tricks, this column would make for some really dull reading. Fortunately,

I have many educated readers who are willing to share their knowledge with

other locksmiths. This enables me to cobble together a column that is a

learning experience for a lot of locksmiths — new and old — every month.

To those tipsters that send me their tips, I say a very grateful "Thank You!"

To those who have been "thinking" about sending something in for

publication, I say: "J ust do it!" Besides, if you do send me a usable tip, when I

print it, you'll probably get a warm and fuzzy feeling inside knowing that

you've helped other locksmiths. And, even if you don't, you'll get some great

prizes and you'll qualify for our fabulous year-end prize drawing!

Y'all heah what I'm sayin', now?

force the retainer down, it will break into

two pieces and you will have to drill the

lock housing apart to remove it). If it

doesn't go down easily at first, drill a little

deeper to give the retainer room to drop.

7. After removing the old ignition, use

a screwdriver to turn the electrical

switch inside the column to the "ON"
position and insert your new lock. The
entire procedure takes me less than half

an hour. ASP has a kit for this. It is ASP
LockKit#\32-102.

TomTusing
Florida

^ _rnnri T

Drill here on
cylinder, 1" in,

to create a cavity
for retainer to

fall into.

Illustration 1.
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AERO LOCK TRY-OUT
KEY SET WINNER:
Clip Removal tool

Here's a handy tool that I made that

proves useful for removing nearly all

types of lock clips which are a 1/ 2" or so

in diameter. It is an easy to make tool

that can save you a lot of time in the

field.

To fabricate this clip removal tool you

will need an old hacksaw blade (do not

use the unbreakable type as they will not

keep the bend you need), a five inch

piece of 5/8" diameter wooden dowel,

and a 1/2 " (inside diameter) piece of

copper or aluminum tubing.

In Illustration 2, you can see how I

cut the blade down to 3-1/2" long,

ground the teeth off and ground a 1-1/ 2"

long tang. Before assembling the tool, I

ground a half-moon shape in the end of

the blade as you can see. Next, cut a slot

in the end of the dowel (for the tang of

the blade), slip the tube over the dowel

and grind flush with the end. The tube

prevents the dowel from splitting.

Click on border to view new company or issue



Next, put the modified hacksaw blade

in a vise (with the tang pointing upward,

line it up with the slot in the dowel and

drive the tang into the dowel until the

"shoulders" of the blade rest against the

dowel. Finally, bend the blade to a

shallow angle (about 25-30°).

1-1-1/2"

Blade should
be less than
.020" thick

Grind teeth off

I
3- 3-1/2"

S M-3/4" File or grind totubing
fit 1/2" copper

I

Cut slot for tang

3-1/2"

3

Assembled tool

I originally made this to remove the

clips on the new M aster deadbolts. You
have to loosen the screws slightly but

you do not have to remove them. I found

that the tool is handy for most clip

removal chores on Kwikset, Schlage "F"

series and others.

J.M.Cozby
Texas

[Editor's Note: J ay sent me one of his tools.

Ifs neat simple, compact, and it works!]

Remove the "C" clip, tailpiece and spring

from the cylinder and then remove the

plug.

Use an uncut blank inserted in the

plug to read the wafers and cut a new
key by code. The entire process takes

me about fifteen minutes.

Chuck Donnelly, CRL
E-Mail

ra

Illustration 2.

STRATTEC RACING
JACKET WINNER:
Altima Key
Origination

I think I've found the

easiest way to originate

the keys for a N issan Altima. Release the

trunk using the trunk lock release on the

side of the driver's seat. Remove the lock

retaining clip (which has a handy
extension on it) and the entire assembly,

including the decorative Nissan

emblem, which pops right off the trunk

lid. There isn't even any linkage to

remove!

Once you have the assembly out,

swing the emblem cover out of the way.

You will see a black insert around the

lock plug which just snaps in place. Use
a small screwdriver to unsnap this insert.

* HPC PISTOL PICK
WINNER:
Child Safety Switch
Neutralization

A friend called and asked if I could

help him with a problem vehicle lockout.

When I got to him, I found that the child

safety locks on a 1994 Lincoln had been

activated and with a damaged outside

handle, the rear door could not be
opened from the inside or outside. Being

unable to see or feel any way to

deactivate the safety switch through the

top of the door cavity, we decided to

remove the entire back seat of the

vehicle.

Illustration 3, shows the door, and

the door's jamb, which has a plastic trim

panel. We carefully removed the trim

panel and found an insulated lip that

stuck out about an inch. After carefully

removing the weather stripping and

getting down to bare metal, we

SRi and Tech Train Productions are
the automotive special ists - your best

source for automotive tool s,

manual s, and videos.

Click here for more information
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Safety
Switch

Body

Door

Remove
panel to reveal
switch & door
channel

Metal lip

hides switch

Drill 1/2" hole
to make switch
visible. Flip

switch down.

Illustration 3.

measured the location of the child

safety switch on the other door and

transferred that measurement to the

inoperative door.

At that point we drilled a half inch

hole, looked through the hole and
could see the switch and linkage. We
used a probe to deactivate the switch

and open the door.
J
erry Ecklhart

Texas

SARGENT AND
GREENLEAF WINNER:
Security Screw
Removal

On a recent re-key, I went to the back

door to re-key the "On-Off" switch that

activates or deactivates the electro-

magnetic lock on the door. The switch

was held in the box by security screws

(a pin-style hex head) and I didn't have

the proper tool to remove them.

I went back to my truck, found the

proper sized Allen wrench, put it in the

vise and very carefully drilled into the

face of the Allen wrench. I didn't actually

drill a hole into the wrench but made a

sort of concave (bowl-shaped)

depression in the end of the Allen

wrench.

When I got back to the switch plate, I

found that I was able to get just enough

"bite" on the security screw to remove it,

disassemble the lock and rekey it. I used

the same tool to reassemble the switch.

Now I have a "security" type Allen

wrench and a standard Allen wrench all

in one. Jerry Dionisio

Colorado
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A-l SECURITY
PRODUCTS WINNER:
Supra Garage Door
Opener

Sometime ago, I built my own
combination garage door opener. The
hard part was mounting the internal

parts in an attractive, weatherproof
package. That's when I came up with the

idea to mount a Supra key box with a

secondary switch inside on the outside

wall by the garage door. I drilled a hole

through the back of the case and
through the wall of the garage. To
activate the garage door opener from

inside the garage, there is already a

simple momentary contact switch

(doorbell type). Simply connect your

outside switch in parallel with the first

(i.e., install the second switch as if the

first were not there).

To prevent someone from removing

the box to get at the switch wires, go to

the inside wall where the wires enter the

garage and pull the switch wires

through until there is no slack. Cut one

wire and strip both ends. Solder the end

of the wire that goes to the inside switch

to one end of a paper clip. Wrap the

other wire lightly (enough to maintain

contact) around the other end of the

paper clip. Insulate with tape.

If someone knocks the box off the

wall, the wire that is wrapped around the

paper clip will pull loose and break

contact which will not allow the opener

to operate.

Now the customer has a combination

protected garage door opener and a

place to store a spare key.

Tom Swirsky

New Jersey

ILCO KEY BLANKS (100)

WINNER:
Quick Interchangeable Core
Replacements

I do a fair amount of interchangeable

core work and try to sell IC as

replacements for single shear line locks

whenever possible. Consequently, I try

to keep various sized sets partially

combinated and ready to go. What I do

is pre-key a number of IC cylinders for

the first four chambers - even the

control keys. If I sell a single core or a

dozen, I can rapidly pin the two (or in

the case of seven pins) three remaining

chambers.

By pre-keying cylinders in this

manner, I'm able to quickly respond to a

customers need for one, two or ten

cylinders after a quick evaluation of the

job site. And, by pre-keying a number of

cylinders, it is not difficult to generate

KD, KA or master keyed systems of

various sizes.

To keep the keys that I generate for

these systems from being easily

duplicable, I use a Best/ Falcon keyway,

since this keyway cannot be duped at

Walmart or most hardware stores.

Steve Phillips, CPL
Illinois

PRO-LOKPK15m W PROFESSIONAL PICK

5 * SETWINNER:
Key Blocker Removal

On a recent call, I found that the

building contractor had forgotten to take

the plastic key blocker out of a Weiser

lock set so that when the homeowner
inserted their key, it would not go all the

way in. He tried to force it and the block

jammed up in the back of the keyway.

Because of the situation I was unable

to pick the lock and I didn't want to drill

it. So, using a spiral extractor and a small

propane torch, I heated the end of the

extractor, shoved it into the plastic key

blocker and let it set for a moment and

cool. Now all I had to do was pull the key

blocker out of the keyway.

The homeowner, builder and I were

all happy that I didn't have to drill the

lock or replace it.

M ichael L.Searl

California

TECH TRAIN TRAINING
VIDEO WINNER:
Strike Marking Tool

If you're ever

installing a knobset or deadbolt and

drilled your cross bore and edge bore

holes only to find that you have
misplaced or forgotten your strike

marking tool, I have an easy way for you

to mark the strike.

First, close the door. Then insert a

pencil stub, pen or awl through the cross

bore hole and into the edge bore hole.

Angle the pencil, pen or awl so that the

tip or point will scribe a mark along one

side of the edge bore hole on the jamb.

Open the door and where you see the

half circle scribed on the jamb, place a

quarter (a quarter is exactly one inch in

diameter) into that half circle and use

your pencil, etc. to completely draw the

circle around the outside edge of the

quarter.

Now, simply use your spade bit or

hole saw to cut out the latch bolt hole

which is perfectly centered.

RussEswick

Kentucky

Continued on page 98
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SIEVEKING PRODUCTS
GM E-ZWHEEL
PULLER WINNER:
Plastic Coated Tools
We buy our picks

without handles and use a product

available at most hardware stores called

DIP to put a handle on them. D.I. P. is a

liquid plastic material that can be used to

coat a number of tools, etc.

D I P is easy to use, but you can't be in

a hurry when working with it. It takes

two to four "dippings" to get the

necessary build-up and the material has

to cure between each coat. Before using

DIP, I suggest you read the directions.

We use bright colors which aids in

finding the pick or tension tool when it is

dropped, especially in low-light

conditions. Also, we cut down the tang

on our tension wrenches so that we can

use them at the top of the keyway. This

positioning provides more even turning

pressure as long as you are careful not to

bind the first pin. Howard Fulks

Oregon

MAJOR
ajar manufacturing

JANUFACTURING, INC. PDOniJPTQ

WINNER:
Key Machine Calibrator

Before becoming a locksmith, I spent

thirty years in the electronics industry

M§

and after reading Bob Shearer's tip for

a key machine calibrator in the April,

1998 Technitip Column, I thought I

would send you my version. (See
illustration 4.)

The following are the parts (less key

blanks) you will need to construct a

simple key machine calibrating device

and should cost you about twenty bucks.

All parts were acquired from Radio

Shack.

Dl Red Lead RS#276-086, $2.49

D 2 Yellow Lead RS#276-205, $2.99

Rl, R2, 330r Pack of five RS#271-
1113, $0.49

1- Pack of Test Lead RS# 278-1156,

$3.99

1- 9V Battery Connector RS#270-325,

$1.39

1- Project Box RS#RS641907664,
$2.39

1- Pack of Terminal Strips RS#276-

688, $1.29

l-SwitchRS#275-612,$2.89

First cover two key blanks with heat

shrink tape as shown in the illustration

and scrape off about a quarter inch of the

heat shrink tape from the top of each

blade where it will make contact with

either the copy stylus or the cutter

wheel.

Put the blanks in the vises and put

the red lead on the bow of the guide key

and the yellow lead on the bow of the

Red lead

LED - Red

R - 330Q

_+ <

R - 330Q

- LED -Yellow

Yellow lead Bow of cutter
key blank

^ Key machine
frame

Trim heat shrink off top
of blank to expose metal

Illustration 4.

TM

The world's largestproducer of

automotive locks and keys.

Click here for more information
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cutter blank. Attach the black lead to the

frame of the key machine and raise the

carriage until the blank, or blanks, come
into contact with the guide or cutter.

Ideally, both blanks should touch and

both LEDs light at the same time.

However, if you have color coded your

wire leads to the LEDs, you can tell

which way to adjust your machine. This

will also allow you to determine high

spots in your cutter wheel.

Photograph A

You can, if you desire, add an On/ Off

switch, but as long as the leads do not

touch, the LEDs will not light and run

the battery down when the calibrator is

in your toolbox.

Photograph A, shows what the

finished calibrator looks like. You
assemble the calibrator according to the

wiring diagram in the illustration. Simply

assemble two terminal strips in the

bottom of the box for connecting the

resistors and LEDs. Drill two holes in

the top to bring the LEDs out and three

holes in the side for each lead (Red,

Yellow and Black). Be sure to tie a knot

in each lead before bringing the lead

through the hole. This will prevent the

leads from pulling loose.

Rod Springfield

Texas

§! SLIDE LOCK'S "Z"TOOL
OPENING SETWINNER:
PickGun Needle
Replacement

Illustration 5, shows
how to modify a diamond pick to repair a

broken pick gun when no replacement

parts are readily available.

Cut the handle off the pick about 3"

back from the tip and file the top and

bottom of the blunt end to fit into the

pick gun. Then file a slot (or, if you

S
File here

to fit screw

Illustration 5.

prefer, drill a hole) so the screw of the

pick gun will slip into the new tip and be

able to tighten the "jaws" together to

hold the new pick.

The entire process takes about five

minutes. Jim Elkins

Kuwait

THE SIEVEKING AUTO
KEY GUIDE WINNER:
Presto Lock Opening

I had a customer with

a locked suitcase which

had Presto Locks on it

and needed it opened.

After looking the situation over, I tried

inserting a Star 6BE1 blank in the

keyway. Surprisingly, the blank entered

the keyway. I cut the blank down as you

can see in Illustration 6, and
impressioned a new key for the

customer.

The whole process was quick and the

customer was "impressed" too!

Dan Stacey

New York

as. 1995

iff

ASH
Inc.

ASP - Your Auto Service

Centerfor the World

Click here for more information
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Best blank cut
down & impressioned

Illustration 6

JET KEY BLANKS (50)

WINNER:
Pivot Pin
Replacement

The pivot pin in the

Adams Rite cam was missing and I had

to put the 1850 M S lock with a paddle

handle back into service immediately.

Illustration 7, shows the pins location.

Not having a new cam handy, I threaded

a 1/2" x 6-32 flat head machine screw

into the pivot pin hole. This made an

excellent temporary repair until a new
cam could be ordered and installed.

Larry Johnson

Wisconsin

LA GARD WINNER
Schlage Control Key
Substitution

When called upon to

service Sch age interchangeable core

locks with no control key available,

Cam Plug

Illustration 7

Replaced with
a 6-32 flat

head screw

here's a way to quickly make a key using

a six pin blank.

You need a working key to copy and

the master key is the best choice. Insert

the master in the copy machine of your

duplicator and either use a micrometer

or spacer to hold the shoulder of the

working key .040 back from the

shoulder guide of the machine.

Index the copy key as usual (don't

hold it back from the shoulder guide)

and cut. The cutter will cut off the

shoulder of the copy key and the cuts

will be properly spaced. Just be careful

not to cut any further than the last cut on

the copy key. If you do, you will ruin the

new control key by cutting into the ramp.

Finally, cut the bottom shoulder of

the blank back at a 45° angle and your

new control key should work like a

dream. Tom Taylor, CPL
E-Mail

HIGH TECH
TOOLS WINNER:
Key Blank
Dogging Device

The dogging device on a Kawneer
Panel Line Exit Device (the kind that is

built right into the narrow style glass

door) broke and the customer needed to

be able to dog the unit open during

business hours until a replacement part

could be ordered.

As a quick fix, I used a TEC screw to

attach a seven pin key blank to the

aluminum panel next to the push panel.

To "dog" the unit open, I simply pushed

the exit device in, flipped the "Key
Operated" dogging device over the end of

the push bar, and released the push bar.

There was enough "back pressure"

from the push bar to "wedge" the Key
Operated dogging device in place

thereby dogging the unit in the open

position. This worked until permanent

repairs could be made.

J ay Christie

North Carolina
EH

We have it all

Quality, Value,

& Service,

Click here for more information
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One World, Slightly Used' Side
We've all heard the phrase,

"There's nothing new under the

sun," but whoever came up with that

"truism" obviously wasn't at a certain

salvage company in Uvalde, Texas,

when a large flatbed truck wheeled
onto the property. Kicking up dirt and

gravel, it cautiously turned into the

narrow drive and sighed to a stop.

Don was working on a front door

lock on the office building, at the time,

and casually glanced up at the sound

of hydraulic brakes. Then he did a

double-take, his mouth dropping open

in amazement.

There on the truck, securely

cushioned and guyed down with

cables to prevent movement, rested an

enormous globe of the world. Still

gaping, Don looked up ...and up. The
globe, itself, was some twenty-five feet

in diameter, and it was mounted on a

five-foot-high base, bringing the overall

height to about twice that of the office

building. The signs labeling it as an

"Oversize Load" were putting it mildly.

"Where you want it?" the truck

driver nonchalantly called to Don.

"Beats me," Don replied vaguely,

still having trouble believing what he

was seeing.

The salvage company's owner,
stepped from the office and began
giving the trucker directions as to

where to park. Then he went back
inside to arrange for a means of safely

transferring the globe from the truck

to the ground.

"We sure don't want this thing

getting away from us," he said into the

telephone. "All I need is a twenty-five

foot metal ball rolling off down the

highway. ...No, I have no idea what it

weighs. ...Well, what am I supposed to

do, put it on my bathroom scale?"

It took the rest of the day, but the

proper equipment and men to do the

job were finally located, so by nightfall

the huge world globe was sitting

proudly on its base, dwarfing the office

building of the salvage company and

grabbing the attention of passers-by.

104 • The National Locksmith

"Where in the world did you find

it?" Don asked him.

"Aw, I picked it up at an auction,"

the owner replied.

Originally outside thejohnson
Space Center, when that facility

underwent massive remodeling it was
decided that the old globe had to go in

favor of more modern decor. Along
with other replaced furnishings and

decor, the globe and its base had been

auctioned off to the highest bidder.

The bid price was seven thousand
dollars — a bargain, compared to its

original cost.

Following the sale, the proud new
owner rented a truck, loaded his prize,

and drove it off, down the road. Then
tragedy struck. A highway collision

resulted in the death of the owner and

demolishment of the truck. However,

the globe remained unscathed. Due to

mitigating circumstances surrounding

the collision, the globe ended up in a

police auction.

The salvage company
owner got wind of the

situation and always
looking for the unusual,

decided it would make an

interesting addition to his

salvage yard, whether he
ever sold it, or not. He had

little competition in bidding

(After all, what is the

average person going to do

with a twenty-five foot globe

of the world?), so he
managed to get it for a

paltry five hundred dollars.

Several months later,

the man was in our store

getting some keys made.

"What ever happened to

that huge world globe?"

Don asked. "I didn't see it

when I was by your place

the other day." Don
chuckled as he buffed the

keys. "Somebody steal it

one night?"

"I was the one who stole

it," the man answered.

I -

J .

by
Sara

Probasco

"F unniest thing, a lady came by a couple

weeks ago, wanted to know if it was for

sale. "Sure," I told her. "Everything I

have is for sale at one price or another."

I was about to quote her a price, when
she told me not to be inflating the price

on her, that she knew what it had
originally cost the space center, but she

had been at their auction and knew
what it went for there, too. In fact, she

said she was the runner-up bidder at five

thousand dollars. She asked, would I

take that for it now?"

The woman had learned of the

previous owner's fatal collision and

had been trying to track down the fate

of the globe ever since, finally learning

of the purchase and subsequent
moving of the globe to Uvalde.

"And you had bought it for only five

hundred dollars? What did you tell

her?" Don asked.

"Oh, I said I was afraid I'd have to

have more than five thousand for it.

After all, I had the expense of moving it,

"After checking your credit references, I'm afraid

I owe you an apology, Mr. J ones... I'm sorry --

that I even considered giving you credit!"
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getting it set up, and all that. It's no

small thing, moving a twenty-five foot

globe around, you know. Besides, I'd

gotten sort of attached to it. I was
figuring on keeping it, using it as an

attention-getter around the yard, leaving

it to my grandkids, some day. Where
else you gonna see something like it?"

"Yeah, yeah. You can cut the sad-

story sales pitch," Don chided. "So,

what did she say?"

"She offered me fifty-five hundred,

said that was her best offer, take it or

leave it. She was real determined
about it."

"...And?"

"I took it, of course. I've learned a

couple things in my life. One of them
is, there are only two ways to argue

with a determined woman, and neither

one works. Besides, any time I can get

that kind of mark-up, I figure the day

hasn't been a total loss."

"But what about the attention-

getter, your grandkids, all that?"

"Something else will come along.

Always does. That's what I love about

this business." He thought for a moment,

then added, "In fact, just the other day

somebody was telling me about a tug

boat with wheels on it some guy has for

sale, over 'round San Angelo. They say

it's good on the road or in the water.

Think I'll see what he wants for it. It's

nice to have one-of-a-kind stuff sitting

around the yard. Keeps folks coming by."

"What do you suppose the woman
wanted with that globe?" I asked Don
when he told me about it.

"There is absolutely no telling."

"Maybe her husband was an

astronaut, or maybe somebody in her

family originally designed it, "I

suggested.

"M aybe she has a big bald spot in

her backyard, like we do, and she's

been looking for something to put there

so she won't have to plant more grass."

We were never able to discover

who the lady was, where she lived, or

what she did with the globe. I like to

think it's perched atop a shop,

somewhere, enticing the curious

inside or sitting regally in a landscaped

area beside the entrance to an

impressive office building, catching

admiring glances of passers-by.

At any rate, I doubt you'll find it at a

second-time-around shop. After all,

that old world has already been
around, and around, and ... EH

The Innovation You

Expect, with the

Flexibility You Need!

Click here for more information
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The
National Locksmith

Sampler CD

A Monthly Review of

Technical Manuals

The Sampler CD, which is the latest software

product released by The National Locksmith,

contains hundreds of pages of interesting and

valuable information. The contents are broken down into

four categories which include: Product Catalog, INSTA-
CODE Demo, 1997 Technitips, and TNL: 1930's-1940's.

The complete Product Catalog is broken down into nine

different categories: General Locksmithing, Automotive

Service Manuals, Safe Opening Manuals, Lock Service

Manuals, Auto & Safe Associations, Codes and Software,

The National Locksmith Magazine, New Products and an

Order Form that can be printed and sent in.

After selecting a category and clicking on a specific

book, you will be given some basic information: A
photograph of the cover, author, price and a summary of

the book. By clicking on the cover you can instantly view

10 sample pages that will give you drill points,

transponder programming information, automotive lock

techniques and much more. You even have the ability to

zoom in on the page, thereby allowing you to view the

photographs and text in full detail.

The second category, INSTA-CODE Demo, gives you the

opportunity to see the newest code program available. After

downloading the program you will be able to experience first

hand the many features offered by this code program. On-

screen instructions will walk you through the installation,

and the full INSTA-CODE M anual is included. The demo
works with Windows 95/ NT and Windows 3.0/ 3.1.

The full year of 1997 Technitips containing valuable

tips and tricks has also been added onto the CD. The tips

are key word searchable, thus enabling you to find a tip on

any subject you wish instantly.

Finally, as a special collector's item, 12 complete issues

of The National Locksmith dating from 1935-1945 are

included. From cover to cover, you will be able to see the

changes that have taken place in the locksmithing field in

the last 65 years. The articles and the advertisements

make for fascinating reading.

The price of the Sampler CD is $9.99 plus $5.00

shipping and handling. For more information call or write:

The National Locksmith, 1533 Burgundy Parkway,
Streamwood, IL, 60107, Phone: 63(^837-2044, Fax: 630837-1210.
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^The Bookmark^ Samples: The National Locksmith Sampler CD

Buttons for the Product Catalog, magazine pages from the
1930'sand 1940s, Technitipsand thelnsta Code Demo.

T he Product Catalog opening screen.

Buttons let you view any category of book in the Product Catalog. View the selections in any category.

C lick on a book and get more details. Click on the book cover and you get sample pages.
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Samples: The National Locksmith Sampler CD The Bookmark

An interactive order form helps you find your selections. Thelnsta Code Demo and manual are included on the CD.
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As a Special Collector's item, you can read twelve complete issues of T he N ational Locksmith from the 1930s and 1940s.

EH
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was looking out the shop's front

window facing Main Street not

wanting to face the day. It had
been years (like about twenty) since I

had taken a real vacation. All of those

years working as hard as possible and

today it hit me. I was worn out! I

wanted the pleasure of not picking up

a tool and not listening to a hardship

or complaint. I vowed that very
moment I would start taking

vacations, I just didn't have the time

nor the money set aside to do it now.

was burned out and had no idea what I

was doing. Getting in my car, I drove

home where my astonished family

simply stood there with their mouths
open as I told them what I had done. It

was on the way home that I decided to

invent my "One Day Vacation."

Going past the family, I went
directly to the telephone and un-

plugged it from the wall jack, giving

instructions as I went. "I know you
can't believe what is happening right

now, but I can't take another day of

dollars? I really do need to get a hair

cut!" I handed him a twenty and told him

to get lost and I would see him tonight. I

handled the rest of the family in the

same manner and they all took off for

the mall and other points unknown. I

was alone enjoying the warm water of

my shower. It was wonderful!

The shower was finished, the

house was empty, and it was time for a

great breakfast. Driving to the
pancake house was pleasant, as I

thought of how I had abused myself

by Don B. Dennis, CPL

It was seven o'clock in the morning

and I picked up the receiver of the

telephone. "I have decided to take

today off," I said to the lady on the

other end. "You ladies handle the calls

as best you can and I'll come by
tomorrow morning and pick them up."

The business was in the hands of

the answering service and I really

didn't care what they told the people. I

110 • The National Locksmith

work. Not today. Under no cir-

cumstances is this phone cord to find

its way back into that plug! I'm taking

the day off and will not be disturbed

by anyone!" I declared.

I turned off my pager and tossed it

into the kitchen sink and proceeded

upstairs to take a shower. M y son poked

his head around the corner and asked

"Is this not a good time to ask for a few

over the years. All of those parking lot

car openings in the foulest of weather

and the busted hands. Not to mention

all of the other aches and pains in the

knees, ankles, elbows and back from

all of the long hard hours of safe

drilling. Everything had taken its toll.

The eighteen hour days and lack of

healthy meals meant only that my
body was a wreck. My mind was
probably not far behind!
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No doubt about it.

Vacations are a must! Not
the running off to

some class and
trade show type of

vacation. That would be

work related and I never

seem to take the time

to relax on events like

that. I was considering how all

of this was nothing more than

a circus of madness.

Over one of those break-
fasts that had everything, I

decided to treat myself to a massage
at a local spa. My goodness, it was
great! First a steam bath and shower
followed by a massage. My body
was relaxed and I was a happy
person! I returned home with a

smile on my face. The dog took note

and ran off to the corner of the
yard. That dog wasn't too smart to

start with.

I then found the "old" hammock
that I had never set up. I had received

it for Christmas five years ago and
was surprised it hadn't rotted. The
dog with his tail between his legs,

gingerly came to rest beneath the

hammock. I eased into it, under the

shady maple tree, enjoying a pitcher

of margaritas for the rest

of the afternoon. I did

little else that day.

The next day I felt a

bit hung over, but I felt

good about the "one day

vacation." It taught

me of the impor-
tance of balancing one's life.

Work is important. Money is

important. Friend's are important.

Family is important. Customers are

important. I am important! I had
forgotten the "I."

I did not feel guilty for taking only

one day off. I had not broken the

budget to do it. I did not have a

backlog of work waiting upon my
return. There were no airline tickets

to pay for. No in-laws to get mad at.

No wasted time and stress over trying

to create "bonding time" or "quality

time" with the family. Just one
beautiful day to spoil myself and to be

selfish. I didn't even have time to

worry about lurking disasters or what

customer was going to create mischief

for me the next day.

Everyone is different and what
I may do someone else will be
bored with. It is a matter of doing

what suits your
fancy. It is your
vacation.

Since that first experience, my one
day vacations are well planned

and I have great fun making them
work for me. Not that they're really

structured. We all have lists that we
keep. There are shopping lists,

grocery lists, job

lists, a

garden or
flower planting

lists, and
so many
other lists that

is impossible to

list all of the

lists. At my desk, I

have a list of things I

may want to do on the

next one day vacation.

If the list gets too long,

it means my one day is

long overdue. M aybe I'll

take two days to catch up.

Don't you just love it!

Take an extra day off to

catch up on goof off

time. Wow! What a

great way to keep
your perspective of

the world. Life is too

short so don't
forget to enjoy it!

Take a day and
smell the roses!

EH

HPC, Inc.

Designing Excellence and Manufacturing Quality

since 1956

Click here for more information
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A showcase of locksmith service vehicles
If you think your vehicle has what it takes to be featured here, send photographs and description

The National Locksmith, Road Rally, 1533 Burgundy Parkway, Streamwood, Illinois 60107-18
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Owner: Allen's Locksmith Service,

Raleigh, NC

Model: 1995 Chevy G20
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Claremont, NH

Model: 1993 Aeromate Van
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Installation Tools

The Professionals Choice

Click here for more information
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The M ercedes M L-320 was introduced

mid-year in 1997. This is the first Sport-

Utility vehicle built by M ercedes to be sold

in the USA. (See photograph 1.) The M L-

430 will go on sale late in 1998. The M L-320

and M L430 are virtually identical as far as

the bodies are concerned. The real

differences between the two vehicles are

the engine and drive train choices as well

as many interior differences.

Both vehicles are equipped with side-

impact airbags that are mounted inside of

the front doors. However, all of the wiring,

the airbag itself and all other components
of the airbag system that are inside of the

door are very well protected. A sheet-metal

guard is placed above the airbag

mechanism and should prevent the

possibility of damaging the airbag system

with a car opening tool.

Both of the doors are equipped with

four-track high-security "sidewinder" style

locks. When the vehicle is shipped from

the factory, a plastic plug comes inserted

into the keyway of each lock. The owners

are encouraged to use the wireless remote

transmitters to lock and unlock the doors.

Apparently M ercedes wants these exterior

locks used only as a back-up for the remote

system in case of a failure or a dead
battery. For this reason, the owner may not

even be aware that the vehicle is equipped

with exterior locks at all.

All four doors are equipped with vertical

inside lock buttons. The vertical linkage

rods on the front doors are unshielded and

can be easily attacked with the TT-1017
tool. (See illustration A.) Because of the

shielding around the airbag system there

should be no problem at all using this tool

to unlock the vehicle. However, avoid any

unnecessary probing within the door.

To unlock the vehicle, begin by
wedging open the door just forward of the

inside lock control button. (See photograph

2.) Carefully insert the tip of the tool so

that you can grasp the linkage rod from the

outboard side of the door. Once the shaft of

the tool is in contact with the weather-

stripping, rotate the tool so that the hooked

126 • The National Locksmith

2. To unlock the vehicle, begin by
wedging open the door just forward
of the inside lock control button.

3. Carefully insert the tip of the tool

so that you can grasp the linkage rod
from the outboard side of the door.

TT-1017 tool

A. The vertical

linkage rods on
the front doors
are unshielded
and can be
easily attacked
with the TT-
1017 tool.

Quick Reference Guide

Vehicle:
1998 Mercedes M L-320 and

ML-430
Direction Of Turn:

Clockwise (Passenger Side)

Tool: TT-1017

Lock System:
Four-Track High Security

plus Transponder

end is below the glass and to the rear of the

inside lock control linkage.

Hook the vertical linkage rod by twisting

the tool toward the inside of the vehicle and

pulling forward on the tool at the same time.

Watch the inside lock button for movement
as you probe for the linkage rod. Once the

tool has hooked onto the linkage rod, pull

forward and upward at the same time in order

to unlock the vehicle. (See photograph 3.)

Always use care while inserting and

removing any car opening tool. Careless

use of the TT-1017 tool can break the

window glass. Be particularly careful that

the hooked end of the tool is not wedged
against the glass, and make sure that it does

not become hooked onto the lower edge of

the glass. EH
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by Gerry Finch

^his installment of the series

will explain how to deter-

mine the pins to put into the

interchangeable cores.

The A-2 Keying System

The following information pertains

to the A-2 system, the main focus of

this article. The A-2 system is a 10 step

system with increments of .0125".

Bottom Pins

0-110,1 -.122, 2 -.135, 3-147,4
- 160, 5 - 172, 6 - 185, 7 - 197, 8 -

.21, 9 -.222

Pinning Interchangeable Core
Cylinders is very different than

pinning standard pin tumbler
cylinders. Considerably more pins

are used in the pinning process. Ten
lengths of bottom pins and eighteen

different wafers are used in the A-2

system. From these eighteen wafers,

the master pins, control pins and top

pins are selected. Only ten of these

wafers can be used as top pins. They
are numbers four through thirteen.

Controlling The Pin Stack Length

Absolute control of the total length

of all pin stacks in a chamber is a

must. Sufficient room must remain in

each chamber after the insertion of all

128« The National Locksmith
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the

pins so the

springs when they are

compressed are not crushed

and equal compression is applied

by each spring to each stack of pins.

To accomplish this the exact length

of a stack of pins in any chamber has

been determined. The exact length

each stack of pins must equal is .397".

Pinned properly, each stack will

equal .397" thousandths of an inch.

(See illustration 1.)

Making up a pinning chart or

laying out a master key system
using decimal fractions such as

shown in illustration 1, would be

entirely too clumsy so we use the

coded number assigned to each pin

to control the length of each pin

stack. When converted to code
numbers .397" equals 23. The total

of the coded numbers of all pins in a

stack must equal 23 regardless of

the number of pins in a stack.

Poit4-

Servicing

Interchangeable

Cores:

Arrow-Best-Falcon

are available from most of the

manufacturers of cores as well as

from outside sources.

A-l Security manu-factures a gauge

that has the A2, A3, and A4 all on the

same gauge. If you don't have a keyDetermining the same 9 au9e -
IT You aon r nave a Ke>

Pinning of the Core

To pin up the core

you must know the

bitting of the control

key, top master key
and the change key.

This information can

be obtained from the

bitting list for the

system. If you are

determ i n i ng the
bitting from keys, you

can use a key gauge
to d ete rm i n e th e c u t 1- When pinned properly, each stack will equal 397"

depth. These gauges thousandths of an inch.

&--
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gauge, measure the depth of cuts with

a micrometer or dial calipers and

convert the measurement you get to

the coded number of the cut by

comparing the decimal fraction

measurement to the coded number of

the cut shown in illustration 2. As we
stated in the previous article,

determining the pins to put into the

core and creating master key systems

must be done using the coded
numbers of the pins and cuts.

Determining the pins to put into

the core can be done in

several different ways. I

have found that for

persons who do only a few

cores a week, or a month,

remembering the rules to

determine the pins can be

very difficult. For those

A2 SYSTEM
DEPTH
OF CUT

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

.318

.306

.293

.281

.268

.256

.243

.231

.218

.206

who work with them each day it

becomes quite easy and it is possible

to do all the figuring mentally.

To give those who pin cores only

occasionally the opportunity to work

with the same accuracy as the latter

type of individual, years ago I

created the Pinning Chart shown
in illustration 3, and recently

updated it. This chart does not

require that the rules of pinning be

memorized. Just follow the
direction given on the chart and you

A2 INTERCHANGEABLE CORE PINNING CHART

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A

1 . Write TOP MASTER bitting

2. Write CHANGE KEY bitting

3. Select BOTTOM Pin

4. Select MASTER Pin

5. Record BOTTOM and MASTER Pins at D1 and D2

B

1. Write CONTROL Key Bitting

2. Add (+) 10 to Control Key 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

3. This is the CONTROL Number

4. Add A3 & A4 and Write here

5. Subtract B4 from B3.These are
the CONTROL PINS.

6. Record CONTROL PiNS at D3

c

1 . Total Allowable Pins 23 23 23 23 23 23 23

2. Write Control Number from B3

3. Subtract C2 from C1 . These are
the Tod Pins.

4. Add A3 & A4 and Write here

D

PINNING CHART
1. BOTTOM PINS

2. MASTER PINS

3. CONTROL PINS

4. TOP PINS

5. Sum of D1 , D2, D3 & D4
should equal 23. VERIFY

23 23 23 23 23 23 23

2. Comparing the dec-
imal fraction meas-
urement to the coded
number of the cut

COPYRIGHT © 1997 BY G. L. "GERRY" FINCH

Permission is granted to copy this chart for personal use only.

3. This chart does not require that the rules of
pinning be memorized.

can't go wrong. It doesn't require

any advanced mathematics either,

only very simple addition and
subtraction. This chart also will

provide a record you can keep and

use if you should ever need to rekey

the core again.

^^^omplete each section, A
_ through C, transferring your

bottom pins, control pins and

top pins to section D as instructed.

If you have followed and completed
the instructions as instructed when
you add the columns in section D
each should total 23. If they do not,

go back over each step checking all

your figures. Each column (pin

stack) must equal 23. I have found

that most of the mistakes made are

in the transfer of figures from one
section to another or mistakes in

addition or subtraction.

I also created a slide chart for

pinning the A2 system. This can be

carried to the job site and does not

require you to write out your
pinning unless you wish to keep a

record. It is currently sold by LAB
and NT Falcon. The chart is shown
in illustration 4.

The slide chart will show you the

pins for a master keyed system and

also non-master keyed systems. It

gives you the pin stack for one
chamber at a time. The slide must

be reset for each chamber. It is very

easy to use. Again you will need to

know the bittings of the control key,

top master key and the change key.

We will use the following example to

explain the use of the chart.

Let's assume that our 3 bittings in

the first chamber are as follows, the

control key is a 4, the top master

key is a 7 and the change key is a 5.

N ote that the chart is two sided.

€•
HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

Click here for more information

The market leader

in locking systems

for security, safety,

and control.
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4. This chart can be
carried to the job
site and does not

require you to write

out your pinning.

ITabI
PINNING CHART
For A-2 SYSTEM

INTERCHANGEABLE
CORE CYLINDERS

Nasco Drl^e

rO. titw ana
Terrxville, CT0G.'£*
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5. At the top
of the chart

there is a
section that

lists all the

possible

control key
bittings.
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6. Using the

same
technique
we used
above, we
see that our
pins are a 4
bottom pin,

a 4 master
pin, a 11
control pin

and a 4 top
pin for a
total stack
height of 23.

Illustration 5, is an enlarged view

of the center portion of the chart. At

the top of the chart there is a section

that lists all the possible control key

bittings. U nder it is a place to set the

proper number for the systems top

master key. Note that it reads "Top

M aster Key 5 - 9 This side, - 4

other side", so we use this side to

determine the pinning for our core.

Had our master key bitting been any

number from to 4 we would use

the other side of the chart.

e have moved the slide so

that the number 7, the
__ _ bitting of the master key in

the first chamber is under the
number 4 which is the bitting of the

control key. Next locate the change
key bitting, a 5 in the vertical column
below the control and master key.

JO • The National Locksmith

The proper pins to place in this

chamber will be located directly to

the right of this bitting. In this

example they are a 5 bottom pin, a 2

master pin, a 7 control pin and a 9

top pin for a total stack height of 23.

Couldn't be simpler. Again there are

no rules to remember. Let's do one
more example.

For the second chamber our

control key is a 9, the master is a 4

and the change key an 8. Looking at

illustration 6, and using the same
technique we used above, we see

that our pins are a 4 bottom pin, a 4

master pin, a 11 control pin and a 4

top pin for a total stack height of 23.

Determining the Pins Mentally

I believe that anyone who is

called upon to pin a core, regardless

of his or her experience or whether

he pins 20 cores a day or one core a

year, should have a method which

enables him to do a fast, accurate

and professional job. The methods I

have shown you up to this point will

make this possible.

For the individual who pins cores

everyday and does not want to

bother using some pinning aid,

there is a method of determining the

proper pinning in your head without

the use of pencil or paper. If you

have difficulty remembering rules

and facts about a system, this

method probably isn't for you. It's

worth a try however.

First there are some facts you
must be thoroughly acquainted with

Continued on page 132
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and have committed to memory.
They are as follows:

1. When selecting the bottom
pin, select the bitting from the

master or change key that is the

smallest number.

2. When selecting the master pin

add enough to the number you
chose for the bottom pin to create

the number of the highest bitting

(largest number) between the

master and change key. (See
illustration 7.)

MASTER KEY
CHANGE KEY
Bottom Pin

Master Pin

7. When selecting the master pin add
enough to the numberyou chose for

the bottom pin to create the number
of the highest bitting between the

master and change key.

3. To determine the control pin a

number called the control number is

used. This control number is

obtained by adding 10 to the control

key bitting. Thus if 3 is the control

key bitting, our control number for

this chamber is 13. (3+10).

4. To determine the top pin the

number for a proper stack length

must be known. The number for the

A-l system is 23.

Remember you are pinning one (1)

chamber at a time. Here are the

mental calculations you must perform:

1. Determine the bottom and master

pins. Remember the bottom pins are

the smallest number and can be from

either the master key or change key.

Next, to arrive at the master pin, add

enough to the bottom pin number to

create the larger number between the

master and change key. Hold the

answers mentally.

2. Now convert the control key

bitting to the control number by

adding ten (10) to it.

3. Now select the largest of the

two numbers between the master

and change key and subtract it from

132* The National Locksmith

the control number. The result of

your subtraction is the control pin.

4. Subtract the control number
from the number 23. The product of

this will be the top pin to load into

the core.

Now let's go through the exercise

using our mind and memory only.

Remember we are doing only one
chamber at a time.

A. F irst we see or are told that the

bitting of the master key is a 7 and

the change key is a 5. We choose 5

as our bottom pin and 2 as the

master pin.

J. Next we are informed that the

control key bitting is a 3. We
mentally add 10 to it and remember
that 13 is our control number.

C. Next we select the largest

number from the master or change

key. The largest number is from the

master key and is a 7. We subtract

this number from the control number
which is 13 and our answer is 6. A
number 6 wafer is our control pin.

D. The last step is to subtract the

control number 13 from 23. Our
answer is 10. A number 10 wafer is

our top pin.

E. Add your numbers 5 (bottom

pin), 2 (master pin), 6 (control pin),

and 10 (top pin). If your answer is 23

you have chosen correctly.

This is really a simple fast and

efficient way to determine the

pinning of a core once you have
become proficient in pinning the

cores. If you have committed the

necessary facts to memory this

procedure is not nearly as difficult

as it would appear. However, if you

dislike memorizing facts, the other

methods and charts that we have

discussed are for you.

Keeping Pinning
Records For a System

Illustration 8, shows a key bitting

array (K.B.A.) for an I.C. master key

system. Every bitting in the system

is shown in the array, including the

control key. Just as every possible

proper bitting is shown in the K.B.A.

the pinning for each of these bittings

can be recorded and shown on a

single page.

eeping adequate and

vm accurate records of the
m systems you are servicing

and maintaining is an absolute must.

It can also be a very time consuming
task and can generate mounds of

paper work if not handled properly.

Shown in illustration 9, is a chart

that will save you time and help to

minimize the number of records
you maintain.

One of the first things we learn

when we create pinning charts is

that it is only necessary to list the top

master key and the change key. It is

unnecessary to list the master keys

of the various levels below the top

master key. The bittings for these

keys will be included in the top

master and the individual change
key and shown as the master key

and change key constants in a

properly created system.

To use the chart it is only

necessary to fill in the proper pins as

shown in illustration 10. You can

obtain these pinnings by using your

slide chart or the chart shown in

illustration 2.

Look at the first column of the

chart. We have written the bittings 5,

7, 9 and 1. These are the only possible

change key bittings under the top

master key in that chamber. Check
the K.B.A (illustration 8) and you will

see the connection. Check the

remaining columns and you will see

that they are also the same as the

corresponding column in the K.B.A.

Depending on the level and size of

the system that was created using

this K.B.A. there are theoretically

4,096 possible different pinnings

possible. However this will all depend

on the way the master key was
selected. We will not go into master

keying here. You should understand

Continued on page 134

KEY iirtlMG AEHAT

COHTROl KEY
"5 M K

A 9 4 1 4 1

3 4 6 7 4

5 7 2 9 6
7 a 9 a i a 1

9 4 1 6 3 D
1 6 35 5-2

8. A key bitting array (K.B.A.) for

an I.C. master key system.
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NATIONAL
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

National Auto Lock

Service, Inc. offers

a wide range of

equipment and

services for the

Automotive

Locksmith. From

tools and hard to

find key blanks to

transponder pro-

gramming, we can

take the mystery

outofcarservice.

Weacceptcredit

card orders, and

can ship COD.

Contact us for the

latest in automo-

tive technology.

www.laserkey.com

Imedecol
iHir-iH SECURITY I 00 KS & - 5*r

TlK
Natural

Lockauithl

Job Name: Location:

CONTROL KEY

MASTER KEY :

P I N C H A IV B E R S

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CO
o
z
1=

CD

>
LU

LU
O
Z
<
X
o

B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P.

M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P.

C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P.

T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P.

B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P.

M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P.

C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P.

T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P.

B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P.

M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P.

C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P.

T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P.

B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P. B.P.

M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P.

C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P.

T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P.

B.P. = Bottom Pin M.P. = Master Pin C.P. = Control Pin T.P. = Top Pin Form designed by: G.I. "Gerry" FINCH

9. This is a chart that will save you time and help to minimize the number of
records you maintain.

.nHMamo. PEPT. OF ENERGY Location:_WASIELANDSt NVL.

CONTROL KEY 694141
.MASTER KEY : 5 8> 5 74

p I N C H A M B E R S

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CO
CD
z
t
CO

LU
^
LU
O
Z
<X
o

5

B.P. B.P.

7

B.P.

2

B.P.

9

B.P.

6
B.P.

-

B.P.

M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P.

C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P.

T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P.

7

B.P.

2

B.P.

9

B.P.

4
B.P.

1

B.P.

&
B.P.

-

B.P.

M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P.

C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P.

T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P.

9

B.P.

4

B.P.

1

B.P.

6

B.P.

3

B.P. B.P.

-

B.P.

M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P.

C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P.

T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P.

1

B.P.

6
B.P.

3
B.P.

a
B.P.

5

B.P.

2

B.P.

-

B.P.

M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P. M.P.

C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P. C.P.

T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P. T.P.

B.P. = Bottom Pin M.P. = Master Pin C.P. = Control Pin T.P. = Top Pin Form designed by: G.I. "Gerry" FINCh

10. To use the chart it is only necessary to rill in the proper pins.

master keying well before attempting

to key and service I . Cores.

The chart shown in illustration

10, is the pinning for an entire

system. The control key and grand

master key are shown above the

chart. You need only determine the

change key bitting for the core you

desire to pin up and then select the

proper pins shown next to them.

The charts shown in illustration 3

and illustration 9 in this article are

available for personal use in the

"Servicing Interchangeable Cores -

Book One (Arrow-Best-Falcon)"

available from this publication or the

author. The slide chart shown in

illustration 4, is available from Lab

Security, Falcon Lock or the author.

Next month we will discuss

various ways of removing the core

from the housing and picking the

core to the control shear line when
the control key is not available, jjjg
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A Peek at Movers & Shakers in the Industry

ATTENTION MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS:
Would you like your company and products to be profiled in Thru The Keyhole? Please call Editor, Greg Mango, at (630) 837-2044.

STl
Garnett L. Hegemanjr. recently

retired after two distinguished
careers, most recently as a magistrate

for the State of M ichigan. In an earlier

career he was superintendent of

schools in Inkster, M ichigan.

He was principal of Inkster High
School in suburban Detroit back in

1979 when he made his desperate
request that was to have such a

profound impact on the lives of so

many people around the world.

"Jack, we need your help in

stopping false fire alarms. They create

havoc... which we don't need or want."

J ackWho?
He was speaking to Jack Taylor,

founder of Safety Technology
International, Inc. of Waterford,
Michigan. At the time Jack was

Manufacturers &
Distributors-

Interested in

Mailing List Rental from
The National Locksmith®?

Contact Circulation

Manager: Tom Dean

(773) 348-6358
to learn how we
can help you with

your direct mail needs.

J ack Taylor, President of STl.

owner/ operator of the burglar alarm

company that maintained and
monitored the alarm system for the

high school and the two men shared a

common interest in science and
technology.

Jack was intrigued by the problem

and appreciated the severity of it. As
Garnett puts it now, "We were
between a very large rock and a hard

place."

So Bad That...

"Things were so bad our custodian

felt he had to disconnect our manual

pull stations. Then a state fire marshal

threatened me with jail if I didn't turn

them back on. So, I did, of course. And
the false alarms got progressively

worse. We needed help."

An inventor by nature,
J
ack went to

work on his friend's challenge. And
the rest is history.

Today, the unique and patented

STl Stopper ® II device is on duty

helping stop false fire alarms in

schools, colleges, and training schools

from coast to coast. ..as well as

hotels/ motels, hospitals, nursing
homes, correctional facilities, stores

and commercial buildings of almost

every type around the world.

Stopper II remains No. 1

Safety Technology International,

Inc. the company Jack founded has

offices in Waterford, Ml and
Birmingham, England. STl is a

recognized leader in the security/ fire

alarm industry and now manufactures

and markets more than 45 products to

help stop false fire alarms, vandalism

and theft of fire equipment. But
Stopper II remains its number one
seller.

During his long distinguished

careers, Garnett Hegeman
accomplished much. But for Jack
Taylor, the men and women of STl

and hundreds of thousands of others

around the world, his most significant

accomplishment came in the form of a

desperate call for help. EH
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Q. I have a padlock imprinted with "Wil-Boh". I can't get the

cylinder out. Can you help?

A. This padlock made by Wilson Bohannon Company,
requires you to remove the pins on the side of the padlock.

Remove the last pin by drilling it out. At that time, just pick

the lock to remove the cylinder.

Q. I attended your seminar in Montana and you gave out the

trial combinations for Cole cabinets. Would you please give

them to me again, as I can't find my copy?

A. Here are some of the trial combos to try on Cole cabinet

products: 1645-76, 41-70-01, 66-95-26, 91-20-51, 40-70-07, 1840-70.

Q. What are the mobile home master key cuts for Weiser Locks?

I know you have given them before, but I cannot find them

anywhere.

A. Everywhere! This has probably been the most asked

question in the last 10 years. H ere goes, one more time:

46557 68987 49789 69898 69797 47979

48987 69889 67889 47797 67999 49779

49788 46667 68986 48998 69778 49978

49997 48997 69777 49876 69999

getQ. I have quite a few Dudley combination locks. How can I

the combinations?

A. To get the combination for a Dudley combination padlock,

drill a small hole between the letters "D" and "L" on the back

of the lock. Line up the discs and read the combination. To
repair, just put some solder in the hole. Dudley not only went

out of business, they also left without a trace.

Q. How do I find the combination on an
Slaymaker Padlock?

A. Draw two lines on the back of the padlock as

indicated by the dotted lines in drawing. Where
the two lines intersect, drill a small hole. This

hole will be placed on top of the locking dog. In

the drawing, the point marked "A" is the shaft

for the disks. The point marked "B" is the

rivets holding the case together. The point

marked "D" indicates where the shackle shelf

is located. The point marked "C" is where the

drilled hole should be.

Scatter Shooting

while remembering

. . . Murray Kramer

Q. I have heard a great deal about the "Quick 8" tool. What is

it, and how can I get one?

A. This tool is probably one of the most popular to come out

in a long time. It removes the ignition lock on a Ford 8-cut

without any damage. You can produce a first key and
reassemble the lock in about 20 minutes. The tool is made of

hardened steel and works great. Call me at 888-801-2003 and

I'll tell you how to get one. Here's how it works!

Tools Required: Flat Head Screwdriver, Small Probe, Large

Probe, Rake Pick, Hook Pick, Drill

Step 1: Insert a flat head screwdriver between the face cap

and cylinder. Gently pry off the removable face cap. (No
damage to cap.)

Step 2: Insert the jig flush into the core. Jig can only be

inserted one way. (Guides will only fit into top two cavities.)

Step 3: Insert arbor into jig and drill approximately 1/4 inch.

Back out arbor to remove chips from pilot hole and bit. Re-

drill until arbor becomes flush with jig. Remove jig.

Step 4: Insert a hook pick into drilled hole and apply light

tension to top of sidebar. Insert a rake into keyway and begin

raking wafers. Sidebar will start to move inward. When
debar is completely in, remove rake from wafers. Holding

debar in with hook pick, turn cylinder clockwise while

keeping light pressure on cylinder. Slowly remove pick

from sidebar and turn lock clockwise to

accessory. (Note: Buzzer Clip must be lifted up

to complete turn.)

Step 5: To remove lock from steering column,

snap face cap on plug and insert probe into

access hole. Depress retainer and slide lock

from column. (Note: Access hole is located at

bottom of steering column.) EH

Yours For Better Security,

Bill Reed

If you have a question for Bill Reed, would like to talk to him

concerning anything in this column, or want to attend a

Bill Reed seminar at one of the locations listed below, you may
contact Bill directly on his toll free number at: (888) 801-2003.

Aug. 1 Kansas City, MO
Aug. 15 Memphis, TN
Sept. 26 New Braunfels, TX
Oct. 11 Chicago, IL

Oct. 17 Omaha, NE
Nov. 7 Salt Lake City, UT
Nov. 21 Tulsa, OK
Dec. 5 Orlando, FL
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Aiphone Appoints
N ew H ea d of

Marketing

Aiphone Intercom

Systems has appointed Heidi

Curnow as M arketing

M anager, responsible for

National Marketing and

Promotions. Curnow will also

act as the company liaison for

all publications which

Aiphone Intercom Systems

advertises in.

For more information

phone 425-455-0510, or fax

425-455-0510

Marks USA Expands
Custom Lockset
Division

M arks USA has developed

a product line which provides

commercial locksetsthat

meet and exceed the most
stringent UL and

BH MA/ AN SI specifications.

A brochure is now available

listing detail specifications for

available locksets which have

been developed for New
York City and Los Angeles

School Systems, the Chicago

and New York City Housing

Authorities and other

municipal and commercial

applications.

For application assistance

or brochure contact M arks

USA at 516-225-5400 or FAX:
516-225-6136.

American Lock®Adds
Three New Regional
Managers

American Lock Company
announces the appointment

of Tim Britt, Christopher

Taylor, and Pete M iller as the

three new regional managers
in the company's

Professional Security Group.

All three can be reached by

calling American Lock

headquarters in Crete, IL at

1-800-323-4568.

Direct Security Supply
Distributes DynaLock

Direct Security Supply has

been selected as a DynaLock
Corp. master distributor for

the DynaLock product line of

magnetic and

electromechanical locking

devices. Direct offers

DynaLock's electronic

hardware product lines in all

available finishes, voltages

and configurations.

MLAN J Officers
Announced

At the May 18, 1998

meeting of The Master

Locksmiths Association of

New Jersey, held at the

DoubleTree Hotel in

Somerset, NJ, they

announced their new officers

for 1998-1999. They are as

follows:

President:

Daniel F. M cGlynn, CM L

Vice President:

M ichael Ambrosi, CRL
Secretary:

Joseph Lavigne, CRL
Treasurer:

Patricia C. Carno, CPL
Sargent At Arms:

Thomas King

Chaplan:

Robert Cornine, CM L

Convention Vice-President:

Charles Green, CRL

DoorKing Appoints
Chuck Fink

DoorKing Inc. has

announced the opening of

the company's newest

satellite sales office,

DoorKing Southeast, 1613

Fairmount Dr., Sebring,

Florida 33870. At the same
time DoorKing has

announced the appointment

of Chuck Fink as Regional

Sales M anager for F lorida,

M ississippi, and Louisiana.

M r. Fink will be working out

of the new sales office in

Sebring and can be reached

at 941471-9339 or faxed at

941-471-3837.

Continental
I nstruments Appoints
Langbaum Associates

Continental Instrument

LLC announces the

appointment of Langbaum
Associates as the

representative for its full line

of state-of-the art Access

Control systems. Langbaum
will be responsible for a

territory comprised of N ew
York, New Jersey, Eastern

Pennsylvania, M aryland,

Virginia and the Washington

DC area.

Lockmasters'
Training Information
On Video

The new Lockmasters'

video demonstrates the

proper procedures for

opening and repairing GSA
Red Label security

containers. Learn how to

remove the dial, how to drill

the container with the M as-

Hamilton X-07 lock and how
to open the container using

the hole saw method.

For more information

contact Lockmasters at 1-800-

654-0637.

DynaLock Corp.
Donates Training
Materials

DynaLock Corp. has

donated classroom training

materials to Acme School in

Worth, Illinois. The company
has provided the schools'

locksmith training program

with an array of electric

locking products. DynaLock
also provides the security

industry with training

instructors and seminar

speakers.

American Security
Distribution
I ntroduces CD-Rom
Catalog

American Security

Distribution introduced its

catalog on CD-Rom. Through
the CD-ROM catalog,

customers may utilize their

computers to view a total of

30,000 items in three

categories: lock and supply,

access control and electronic

security. Customers may
order the CD -Rom by calling

800-854-8775.

Detex Corporation
Celebrates 75 Years

Founded in 1923, Detex

Corporation is celebrating its

75th year of manufacturing

high-quality industrial

security hardware products

and Watchtour systems.

Detex has continuously

expanded its product line to

include sophisticated security

hardware products, access

control products, and state-of-

the art electronic Watchtour

systems.

LSA Announces
Election Results for
1998-2000

The Locksmith Security

Association of M ichigan

(LSA) is pleased to present

the officers who will carry the

business of the association

into the millennium. These
well qualified members are:

President:

M r. Jimmy Mowry
Vice President:

M r. Larry Walker

Secretary:

M r. M ichael Buda
Treasurer:

Dr. Frances Katz

Sargent at Arms:

M r. Robert Noble

Meilink Names Grant
H art As Accounts
Manager

Grant Hart is the newly

appointed National Accounts

M anager of M eilink Safe

Company. Responsibilities

will include theO.E.M .

market, and the majority of

the East and Gulf coast

territories. Hart, who is a

member of the American

Society for Industrial

Security, is bringing M eilink

more than 14 years of

industry experience.

EH
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Nissan
Y0001-8000, Part 2

Key Blanks:

Curtis: DA28

llco: X124

llco: EZ: DA28

J
et: DA28

Silca: DAT14

Number of Cuts: 8

MACS.: 2

Key Gauged: Shoulder

Cut to CutSpacings: .085"

Cut Depth Increments: .020"

Notes: Key is double sided. Same cuts on both sides.

*

Spacings: HPC 1200CM
1 - .118 Code Card: XF67
2 -.203 Stop: Soulder
3 -.288

4 -.373 Framon:

5 - .458 Cuts Start at: .118

6 -.543 Spacing: .083

7 -.628 Block #5
8 -.713 Key Clamping Info:

Depths: Curtis:

1 =.276 Cam:DM-3
2 =.256 Carriage: DM-3C
3=236
4=216 A-l Pack-A-Punch

PAK-NSK

Y4001

Y4002

Y4003

Y4004

Y4005

Y4006

Y4007

Y4008

Y4009

Y4010

Y4011

Y4012

Y4013

Y4014

Y4015

Y4016

Y4017

Y4018

Y4019

Y4020

Y4021

Y4022

Y4023

Y4024

Y4025

Y4026

Y4027

Y4028

Y4029

Y4030

Y4031

Y4032

Y4033

Y4034

12133132

32213124

21223334

32122334

21124224

43334232

24213431

11312421

44231213

11322223

22213312

23423433

34213234

24321121

11233444

12222443

24433222

43123133

44233244

11211343

13324221

31342324

11312444

31123321

31124223

32234211

13423324

21313213

12422131

32134434

32321113

21324343

42344342

42133232

Y4035

Y4036

Y4037

Y4038

Y4039

Y4040

Y4041

Y4042

Y4043

Y4044

Y4045

Y4046

Y4047

Y4048

Y4049

Y4050

Y4051

Y4052

Y4053

Y4054

Y4055

Y4056

Y4057

Y4058

Y4059

Y4060

Y4061

Y4062

Y4063

Y4064

Y4065

Y4066

Y4067

Y4068

22324333

22133122

23343122

12221123

31132444

23343243

43321344

24423434

44213112

44433231

12343443

33443124

24213442

32213133

32134324

42244422

24431242

43312344

43232211

43421244

11331122

21311233

12311224

33312123

43342332

24324221

44224431

32321311

34424223

24343244

43132443

13213332

43344323

11243124

Y4069

Y4070

Y4071

Y4072

Y4073

Y4074

Y4075

Y4076

Y4077

Y4078

Y4079

Y4080

Y4081

Y4082

Y4083

Y4084

Y4085

Y4086

Y4087

Y4088

Y4089

Y4090

Y4091

Y4092

Y4093

Y4094

Y4095

Y4096

Y4097

Y4098

Y4099

Y4100

Y4101

Y4102

23224331

43243242

22123343

24323442

43111224

34213124

22434212

32122132

32243233

12244344

24432342

21123344

12232433

32234233

31232243

42322344

24312424

21323313

11132123

12311123

44213424

12134312

21243431

31223243

34322213

13422444

43324343

34233434

42242343

13233213

31123231

43223224

43123324

43212233

Y4103

Y4104

Y4105

Y4106

Y4107

Y4108

Y4109

Y4110

Y4111

Y4112

Y4113

Y4114

Y4115

Y4116

Y4117

Y4118

Y4119

Y4120

Y4121

Y4122

Y4123

Y4124

Y4125

Y4126

Y4127

Y4128

W129
Y4130

Y4131

Y4132

Y4133

Y4134

Y4135

Y4136

12443242

42244334

31234432

34311334

12332342

12213344

23421213

21322123

42312134

23132111

22442332

21322442

42133331

21322111

22233121

13233112

22444323

43221244

13213242

43124424

13323213

22111333

43342224

43212244

43431133

12333321

13242112

11344342

34231324

43342132

32423121

33121132

13123123

32311244

Y4137

Y4138

Y4139

Y4140

Y4141

Y4142

Y4143

Y4144

Y4145

Y4146

Y4147

Y4148

Y4149

Y4150

Y4151

Y4152

Y4153

Y4154

Y4155

Y4156

Y4157

Y4158

Y4159

Y4160

Y4161

Y4162

Y4163

Y4164

Y4165

Y4166

Y4167

Y4168

Y4169

Y4170

34334322

12221311

11234324

13213431

13431231

32234442

44421342

42423111

43422331

12212343

12344332

32342312

13442334

34312443

34421343

32223444

42223423

23244421

23334223

23442342

13112312

23342134

34221244

23311321

44334332

43122444

23313424

34332342

13323112

23124343

22132433

21312243

32111343

13213442

Y4171

Y4172

Y4173

Y4174

Y4175

Y4176

Y4177

Y4178

Y4179

Y4180

Y4181

Y4182

Y4183

Y4184

Y4185

Y4186

Y4187

Y4188

Y4189

Y4190

Y4191

Y4192

Y4193

Y4194

Y4195

Y4196

Y4197

Y4198

Y4199

Y4200

Y4201

Y4202

Y4203

Y4204

31321244

11343442

13311342

24342133

12421311

43223444

31342112

42213123

42423311

42421133

23123331

32211124

33423432

12334432

31122131

42432331

12422113

32432312

11213444

11133133

32242113

32123311

24211244

13122421

34223323

23224423

31124243

31122133

22321132

12342334

13323312

12422423

44323213

33131223
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Y4205 42113122 Y4268 42221113 Y4331 24324432 Y4394 23234244 Y4457 32242131 Y4520 24344313

Y4206 23211124 Y4269 12432112 Y4332 12232334 Y4395 21233324 Y4458 34324244 Y4521 13213321

Y4207 44312334 Y4270 34223422 Y4333 33124344 Y4396 32434211 Y4459 44321312 Y4522 21244423

Y4208 43423442 Y4271 22112123 Y4334 12133224 Y4397 31112213 Y4460 31342443 Y4523 32311134

Y4209 32222434 Y4272 42124443 Y4335 43213232 Y4398 34421321 Y4461 32123113 Y4524 24334431

Y4210 32211133 Y4273 31232311 Y4336 34232312 Y4399 31221113 Y4462 31223331 Y4525 12224331

Y4211 44212434 Y4274 43244212 Y4337 43342312 Y4400 43321113 Y4463 42132242 Y4526 22433112

Y4212 12331222 Y4275 42122423 Y4338 44212311 Y4401 11211233 Y4464 32132113 Y4527 12431211

Y4213 13212243 Y4276 34222434 Y4339 23313312 Y4402 32242333 Y4465 34224221 Y4528 42334233

Y4214 44321334 Y4277 43123111 Y4340 34334223 Y4403 13443324 Y4466 43213212 Y4529 11221213

Y4215 42133111 Y4278 42344421 Y4341 13134433 Y4404 42231332 Y4467 43311233 Y4530 24432311

Y4216 22333221 Y4279 44232131 Y4342 42242244 Y4405 13133423 Y4468 33231121 Y4531 24324333

Y4217 13333212 Y4280 33232234 Y4343 12343243 Y4406 11232133 Y4469 32434431 Y4532 43131222

Y4218 23123313 Y4281 32324431 Y4344 12343122 Y4407 31222231 Y4470 34311224 Y4533 11133434

Y4219 32234242 Y4282 11342313 Y4345 31112444 Y4408 23312322 Y4471 43113424 Y4534 43223332

Y4220 33342212 Y4283 42442323 Y4346 23221323 Y4409 34433131 Y4472 34312221 Y4535 23312423

Y4221 23442111 Y4284 44323312 Y4347 34342134 Y4410 33322221 Y4473 34223424 Y4536 11222332

Y4222 24343121 Y4285 43422311 Y4348 13222244 Y4411 23321322 Y4474 21233423 Y4537 23432444

Y4223 22133421 Y4286 44212234 Y4349 44423423 Y4412 31122443 Y4475 24432234 Y4538 33433242

Y4224 13342212 Y4287 24422123 Y4350 21131132 Y4413 44322324 Y4476 43331224 Y4539 22112334

Y4225 32423343 Y4288 24321134 Y4351 11133423 Y4414 24223234 Y4477 13133223 Y4540 33122113

Y4226 22122133 Y4289 44221234 Y4352 44321231 Y4415 43321311 Y4478 23113334 Y4541 31222442

Y4227 43321131 Y4390 42443223 Y4353 31122113 Y4416 43111233 Y4479 32342433 Y4542 22332321

Y4228 12342112 Y4291 13324432 Y4354 12331231 Y4417 43112333 Y4480 42334211 Y4543 13433242

Y4229 13243122 Y4292 13434423 Y4355 23422344 Y4418 13442123 Y4481 13212212 Y4544 12343423

Y4230 22121343 Y4293 13342124 Y4356 44432234 Y4419 31213334 Y4482 22243331 Y4545 23223213

Y4231 33244321 Y4294 43233212 Y4357 34421224 Y4420 12122311 Y4483 24311311 Y4546 32112333

Y4232 22313344 Y4295 31132123 Y4358 21133422 Y4421 12332344 Y4484 33124331 Y4547 32132322

Y4233 23343423 Y4296 43113433 Y4359 32311323 Y4422 21333442 Y4485 42113322 Y4548 11234423

Y4234 33234223 Y4297 31322434 Y4360 23112443 Y4423 44433123 Y4486 23442344 Y4549 31334442

Y4235 11342432 Y4298 31123123 Y4361 11213421 Y4424 42134213 Y4487 24322124 Y4550 34244311

Y4236 44323112 Y4299 11334244 Y4362 44334233 Y4425 44343312 Y4488 22121321 Y4551 42123323

Y4237 13323211 Y4300 43313112 Y4363 42231132 Y4426 12442331 Y4489 42223311 Y4552 42433431

Y4238 33243223 Y4301 34434431 Y4364 43313442 Y4427 32312324 Y4490 32234332 Y4553 23423334

Y4239 32311242 Y4302 24243124 Y4365 21221244 Y4428 21134421 Y4491 33421243 Y4554 32432211

Y4240 43122123 Y4303 23432244 Y4366 22112444 Y4429 21331123 Y4492 22111344 Y4555 21342242

Y4241 22321332 Y4304 23442333 Y4367 24424231 Y4430 32244212 Y4493 23333442 Y4556 12444311

Y4242 31312421 Y4305 42213334 Y4368 23112322 Y4431 33111331 Y4494 42321121 Y4557 21133424

Y4243 42344223 Y4306 31342121 Y4369 24421133 Y4432 32434233 Y4495 12312234 Y4558 23332434

Y4244 33342344 Y4307 32443442 Y4370 34442212 Y4433 21344433 Y4496 34332344 Y4559 11324243

Y4245 22312332 Y4308 32221323 Y4371 11224332 Y4434 13122322 Y4497 12211124 Y4560 23124424

Y4246 34344222 Y4309 32312223 Y4372 21244331 Y4435 13124342 Y4498 21121333 Y4561 21321324

Y4247 44433422 Y4310 22123134 Y4373 33122131 Y4436 22122443 Y4499 22332121 Y4562 21234422

Y4248 43422122 Y4311 23423132 Y4374 24244321 Y4437 22313243 Y4500 43113211 Y4563 34332423

Y4249 32121131 Y4312 42431134 Y4375 24234223 Y4438 42342421 Y4501 12423323 Y4564 43243222

Y4250 31344232 Y4313 44334211 Y4376 13124432 Y4439 32124442 Y4502 11334424 Y4565 13442132

Y4251 32242342 Y4314 11222442 Y4377 44344313 Y4440 24342111 Y4503 31211321 Y4566 42312123

Y4252 23133134 Y4315 32123131 Y4378 43312122 Y4441 22213231 Y4504 23243211 Y4567 11222343

Y4253 31312444 Y4316 23132432 Y4379 33111223 Y4442 44222211 Y4505 12332423 Y4568 23442423

Y4254 33111234 Y4317 33423131 Y4380 13243234 Y4443 32112122 Y4506 32212444 Y4569 31133423

Y4255 12343322 Y4318 12243334 Y4381 11243231 Y4444 32331132 Y4507 24431134 Y4570 21231232

Y4256 44421331 Y4319 11323244 Y4382 32311222 Y4445 34242212 Y4508 33242132 Y4571 33324223

Y4257 43344224 Y4320 13444222 Y4383 34222243 Y4446 13132224 Y4509 31231134 Y4572 44311331

Y4258 43432231 Y4321 12213124 Y4384 23311213 Y4447 23223424 Y4510 34311123 Y4573 44423313

Y4259 11322121 Y4322 13243342 Y4385 32334434 Y4448 23424313 Y4511 13122344 Y4574 24433424

Y4260 43421323 Y4323 24433334 Y4386 23243213 Y4449 11233431 Y4512 33112312 Y4575 31121233

Y4261 13223432 Y4324 33213231 Y4387 43433232 Y4450 33242343 Y4513 31222134 Y4576 33422121

Y4262 12312342 Y4325 34243312 Y4388 12434334 Y4451 43312331 Y4514 24423133 Y4577 43213434

Y4263 23324422 Y4326 44422134 Y4389 31242343 Y4452 21334212 Y4515 13321224 Y4578 34223213

Y4264 12213234 Y4327 24243331 Y4390 11344421 Y4453 21243312 Y4516 21311334 Y4579 43322332

Y4265 43113422 Y4328 34322422 Y4391 24311342 Y4454 11213424 Y4517 32324321 Y4580 22124432

Y4266 43431113 Y4329 44323211 Y4392 24213321 Y4455 13421234 Y4518 33322443 Y4581 21343313

Y4267 43121324 Y4330 43112122 Y4393 22442244 Y4456 34443242 Y4519 44213233 Y4582 21213232
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Y4583

Y4584

Y4585

Y4586

Y4587

Y4588

Y4589

Y4590

Y4591

Y4592

Y4593

Y4594

Y4595

Y4596

Y4597

Y4598

Y4599

Y4600

Y4601

Y4602

Y4603

Y4604

Y4605

Y4606

Y4607

Y4608

Y4609

Y4610

12233223

12433322

12112133

43431234

33113421

44233433

12442322

34232213

32242344

22332134

11122324

24443324

11231242

12124334

13133434

34322231

43211322

12443222

33432212

21344422

42343312

32331242

12312344

32422443

34433122

23311242

23421231

13324421

Y4611

Y4612

Y4613

Y4614

Y4615

Y4616

Y4617

Y4618

Y4619

Y4620

Y4621

Y4622

Y4623

Y4624

Y4625

Y4626

Y4627

Y4628

Y4629

Y4630

Y4631

Y4632

Y4633

Y4634

Y4635

Y4636

Y4637

Y4638

12231232

12112432

24322111

12324424

42312323

11331124

43322343

33243423

24332211

42332332

33422321

24422312

42232432

33231222

13421122

42122331

34324233

21121322

42223133

43243132

31322432

11224424

23421233

32443242

22333443

22313423

21342321

23313244

Y4639

Y4640

Y4641

Y4642

Y4643

Y4644

Y4645

Y4646

Y4647

Y4648

Y4649

Y4650

Y4651

Y4652

Y4653

Y4654

Y4655

Y4656

Y4657

Y4658

Y4659

Y4660

Y4661

Y4662

Y4663

Y4664

Y4665

Y4666

24333421

24324421

13343213

22111324

12132133

22124342

31242244

44324243

22444211

33122331

33424323

12243332

23223211

42323343

33232434

31311342

24312213

11222131

23243321

33113443

32242234

44333113

34212433

43122332

33134422

12224423

11221234

22234344

Y4667

Y4668

Y4669

Y4670

Y4671

Y4672

Y4673

Y4674

Y4675

Y4676

Y4677

Y4678

Y4679

Y4680

Y4681

Y4682

Y4683

Y4684

Y4685

Y4686

Y4687

Y4688

Y4689

Y4690

Y4691

Y4692

Y4693

Y4694

Y4695

21233434

24433332

34324424

21123331

43131231

22131223

31212342

22233123

43342433

33123422

44224224

42334242

32322321

24213123

13112332

13433213

23134432

13234223

34433342

23113112

23443132

21133112

12222331

32132423

42423122

34422333

33211224

32423123

32442421

Y4696

Y4697

Y4698

Y4699

Y4700

Y4701

Y4702

Y4703

Y4704

Y4705

Y4706

Y4707

Y4708

Y4709

Y4710

Y4711

Y4712

Y4713

Y4714

Y4715

Y4716

Y4717

Y4718

Y4719

Y4720

Y4721

Y4722

Y4723

Y4724

32334234

43122343

33221221

34223211

13342221

33112211

11232432

43342211

44234331

32231133

32221343

11122434

34242113

31134334

43344312

43221332

12243242

22442121

23244311

22313223

33243232

24333221

43312232

23121324

31231211

33321123

21244324

13242312

34212231

Y4725

Y4726

Y4727

Y4728

Y4729

Y4730

Y4731

Y4732

Y4733

Y4734

Y4735

Y4736

Y4737

Y4738

Y4739

Y4740

Y4741

Y4742

Y4743

Y4744

Y4745

Y4746

Y4747

Y4748

Y4749

Y4750

Y4751

Y4752

Y4753

13234211

42342212

21133444

42213431

13224323

32231331

13232234

33321321

12112421

22443212

12421121

43231133

44333212

21223244

21122442

32433113

22311243

13311234

24442224

12434224

21344233

12344224

42312442

32134344

34433234

23442122

23332124

31324234

34422131
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Y4754 22133322 Y4817 42313122 Y4880 33123424 Y4943 22432131 Y5006 24234324 Y5069 12424432

Y4755 31133434 Y4818 23423424 Y4881 42113232 Y4944 44321132 Y5007 31231321 Y5070 31211323

Y4756 22333122 Y4819 31223324 Y4882 13422112 Y4945 22132431 Y5008 33244233 Y5071 32112324

Y4757 23343311 Y4820 43223134 Y4883 33423124 Y4946 34422423 Y5009 22322434 Y5072 32224443

Y4758 42213442 Y4821 44211231 Y4884 31213442 Y4947 24433312 Y5010 31344311 Y5073 42431242

Y4759 21342422 Y4822 44433312 Y4885 22442431 Y4948 23344433 Y5011 44232331 Y5074 24322333

Y4760 23234431 Y4823 43443431 Y4886 42223111 Y4949 21123133 Y5012 42231233 Y5075 12334311

Y4761 42212234 Y4824 43132234 Y4887 32213432 Y4950 13342234 Y5013 31212344 Y5076 32442131

Y4762 12432431 Y4825 23113332 Y4888 42443313 Y4951 31322124 Y5014 44334222 Y5077 43113242

Y4763 42321134 Y4826 13211312 Y4889 32232112 Y4952 23122321 Y5015 24332231 Y5078 12343311

Y4764 34242342 Y4827 22443443 Y4890 44332233 Y4953 34422234 Y5016 23111242 Y5079 12244313

Y4765 31312332 Y4828 23331132 Y4891 22124421 Y4954 13342423 Y5017 23223343 Y5080 44324342

Y4766 22244334 Y4829 43123122 Y4892 31221234 Y4955 32113444 Y5018 31113234 Y5081 24224312

Y4767 12423431 Y4830 43232433 Y4893 23422243 Y4956 32443244 Y5019 12342343 Y5082 32221132

Y4768 24423221 Y4831 34431322 Y4894 23433423 Y4957 42113423 Y5020 42312343 Y5083 43422421

Y4769 42443232 Y4832 31132312 Y4895 44324322 Y4958 33123224 Y5021 23321223 Y5084 31224343

Y4770 32134234 Y4833 42233233 Y4896 11343321 Y4959 33223124 Y5022 12421134 Y5085 13421333

Y4771 22444312 Y4834 34431133 Y4897 24331221 Y4960 22122333 Y5023 21123324 Y5086 32224333

Y4772 42122311 Y4835 21134434 Y4898 23332432 Y4961 21221332 Y5024 43321223 Y5087 22421344

Y4773 11322443 Y4836 32211122 Y4899 23423332 Y4962 33311243 Y5025 44422332 Y5088 32442133

Y4774 23134223 Y4837 23122213 Y4900 11334321 Y4963 34231212 Y5026 21332443 Y5089 43332443

Y4775 24312321 Y4838 13113234 Y4901 34324213 Y4964 24311234 Y5027 32232231 Y5090 43432211

Y4776 24313223 Y4839 34432244 Y4902 21311224 Y4965 31112244 Y5028 31331342 Y5091 33311232

Y4777 33322344 Y4840 42134424 Y4903 23111244 Y4966 32221321 Y5029 23312243 Y5092 24311223

Y4778 24423111 Y4841 42133221 Y4904 44234232 Y4967 42233242 Y5030 32122121 Y5093 23433434

Y4779 42431123 Y4842 12242443 Y4905 43224432 Y4968 42311311 Y5031 13313324 Y5094 43133422

Y4780 42432212 Y4843 21213434 Y4906 11213233 Y4969 13322443 Y5032 31123323 Y5095 42332321

Y4781 22443111 Y4844 13122122 Y4907 23443323 Y4970 33443111 Y5033 32132331 Y5096 44213422

Y4782 24211332 Y4845 42443124 Y4908 43442432 Y4971 21332421 Y5034 43332421 Y5097 32344222

Y4783 42313113 Y4846 32233421 Y4909 22134224 Y4972 32312221 Y5035 44243313 Y5098 23344213

Y4784 33134242 Y4847 34442221 Y4910 13244334 Y4973 43221123 Y5036 11322344 Y5099 22211213

Y4785 22113221 Y4848 21134324 Y4911 42233332 Y4974 11322322 Y5037 33423322 Y5100 33221131

Y4786 44222433 Y4849 22421133 Y4912 23213212 Y4975 24431123 Y5038 34223343 Y5101 32434222

Y4787 31233213 Y4850 32422111 Y4913 33442433 Y4976 34443222 Y5039 42231244 Y5102 44211123

Y4788 42112242 Y4851 32443312 Y4914 43443332 Y4977 31231123 Y5040 44332242 Y5103 42442433

Y4789 21333312 Y4852 13322221 Y4915 33424433 Y4978 13223331 Y5041 12421332 Y5104 34442234

Y4790 32223134 Y4853 34431221 Y4916 44331212 Y4979 13332231 Y5042 31122243 Y5105 11132422

Y4791 34321322 Y4854 31224424 Y4917 44224433 Y4980 13211123 Y5043 43113343 Y5106 12223312

Y4792 12432442 Y4855 34322132 Y4918 23231212 Y4981 13123433 Y4044 42322443 Y5107 44433121

Y4793 21132432 Y4856 31213431 Y4919 33212113 Y4982 22132442 Y5045 23312311 Y5108 11333443

Y4794 21234312 Y4857 13222433 Y4920 33443212 Y4983 22211132 Y5046 23211322 Y5109 32444311

Y4795 12123423 Y4858 42323112 Y4921 31112233 Y4984 44331344 Y5047 11212231 Y5110 23344422

Y4796 12344321 Y4859 13123323 Y4922 34422113 Y4985 44313344 Y5048 11122432 Y5111 23221132

Y4797 13433211 Y4860 44222233 Y4923 23312313 Y4986 12332243 Y5049 34332243 Y5112 23342233

Y4798 21343212 Y4861 33312242 Y4924 22422134 Y4987 34424313 Y5050 23133132 Y5113 33442442

Y4799 22312112 Y4862 32234231 Y4925 44211312 Y4988 12233133 Y5051 34312223 Y5114 34211221

Y4800 13434234 Y4863 21131321 Y4926 12223442 Y4989 11324342 Y5052 12243244 Y5115 23112232

Y4801 33434234 Y4864 43134443 Y4927 13213334 Y4990 12434424 Y5053 34324332 Y5116 12113334

Y4802 11332233 Y4865 43344332 Y4928 22444332 Y4991 24342122 Y5054 42213244 Y5117 13342113

Y4803 42131322 Y4866 22311232 Y4929 24313421 Y4992 42313421 Y5055 42313443 Y5118 13232434

Y4804 42132112 Y4867 13311223 Y4930 12321324 Y4993 24244213 Y5056 42332121 Y5119 11331331

Y4805 43333112 Y4868 12433423 Y4931 13444323 Y4994 12324332 Y5057 21342233 Y5120 11244222

Y4806 42422321 Y4869 13433244 Y4932 22424312 Y4995 31233244 Y5058 24224424 Y5121 24312433

Y4807 21322321 Y4870 43331211 Y4933 13423421 Y4996 44321332 Y5059 32212343 Y5122 23131134

Y4808 13213123 Y4871 33113223 Y4934 24322421 Y4997 42423432 Y5060 24424224 Y5123 32443233

Y4809 24213334 Y4872 43123432 Y4935 11332242 Y4998 32233234 Y5061 34322312 Y5124 32134232

Y4810 12443433 Y4873 31233312 Y4936 13432421 Y4999 23112311 Y5062 33312422 Y5125 43211313

Y4811 13212443 Y4874 13442242 Y4937 32322112 Y5000 31321224 Y5063 12333224 Y5126 22312231

Y4812 11324322 Y4875 42311342 Y4938 33342234 Y5001 13432443 Y5064 44422343 Y5127 31232443

Y4813 13331124 Y4876 31224312 y4939 43112324 Y5002 24313443 Y5065 32134322 Y5128 42432421

Y4814 23134211 Y4877 43243334 Y4940 43221224 Y5003 13122211 Y5066 31332321 Y5129 33344432

Y4815 22342331 Y4878 43334234 Y4941 21244221 Y5004 21133233 Y5067 12433434 Y5130 23224344

Y4816 33112242 Y4879 32312432 Y4942 43311334 Y5005 21243213 Y5068 33123312 Y5131 13322122
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Y5132 44213433 Y5195 42433233 Y5258 21243321 Y5321 31344313 Y5384 23121221 Y5447 13331122

Y5133 34211333 Y5196 31134211 Y5259 21343342 Y5322 22443423 Y5385 12233212 Y5448 43323322

Y5134 13344432 Y5197 43122112 Y5260 33213444 Y5323 24331234 Y5386 12232244 Y5449 43133444

Y5135 11244431 Y5198 13423342 Y5261 44242211 Y5324 22133111 Y5387 34222133 Y5450 43123223

Y5136 11132433 Y5199 24313342 Y5262 43123342 Y5325 24334224 Y5388 12434213 Y5451 24424323

Y5137 42433134 Y5200 33233442 Y5263 42131331 Y5326 23111334 Y5389 24334433 Y5452 43222333

Y5138 24223133 Y5201 43224421 Y5264 12312232 Y5327 24233233 Y5390 23342213 Y5453 24223434

Y5139 32442322 Y5202 22312134 Y5265 32231324 Y5328 21343113 Y5391 34344211 Y5454 22343343

Y5140 33224343 Y520311232234 Y5266 21334342 Y5329 22344322 Y5392 43334421 Y5455 13444211

Y5141 32242243 Y5204 21331233 Y5267 33234423 Y5330 33113324 Y5393 44233442 Y5456 13424332

Y5142 44432232 Y5205 21221123 Y5268 33134222 Y5331 33442231 Y5394 22213444 Y5457 44224332

Y5143 11332422 Y520633431222 Y5269 32132232 Y5332 12112342 Y5395 34442223 Y5458 34224223

Y5144 23423112 Y5207 32334421 Y5270 32232132 Y5333 23122231 Y5396 13431244 Y5459 31342322

Y5145 42231242 Y5208 21322233 Y5271 31331124 Y5334 32443433 Y5397 21231344 Y5460 21313323

Y5146 24442321 Y5209 43242432 Y5272 34312434 Y5335 44312213 Y5398 32131134 Y5461 42422134

Y5147 33434232 Y5210 22332444 Y5273 23113321 Y5336 31132433 Y5399 34324231 Y5462 32222113

Y5148 32113213 Y5211 44332422 Y5274 23122433 Y5337 22334242 Y5400 12221134 Y5463 24233242

Y5149 21133242 Y5212 13322344 Y5275 21311332 Y5338 22123424 Y5401 43223334 Y5464 32332324

Y5150 23111222 Y5213 43332131 Y5276 34431234 Y5339 23113231 Y5402 43443211 Y5465 13112433

Y5151 24244233 Y5214 33122243 Y5277 13132244 Y5340 32434433 Y5403 13323444 Y5466 21334243

Y5152 22324434 Y5215 24433121 Y5278 32442342 Y5341 33431231 Y5404 23312133 Y5467 13432113

Y5153 22133232 Y5216 24312244 Y5279 23344431 Y5342 22134442 Y5405 42343321 Y5468 21313444

Y5154 13224422 Y5217 24243111 Y5280 24211213 Y5343 21332234 Y5406 43332234 Y5469 22311331

Y5155 31324443 Y5218 24221344 Y5281 43133424 Y5344 42242132 Y5407 43244331 Y5470 22211321

Y5156 42211334 Y5219 23431243 Y5282 33222334 Y5345 33231132 Y5408 43133112 Y5471 34434233

Y5157 32422342 Y5220 32311213 Y5283 31244231 Y5346 34233421 Y5409 31132233 Y5472 12134432

Y5158 43123234 Y5221 21331244 Y5284 34431331 Y5347 21332122 Y5410 21223132 Y5473 12112434

Y5159 43232134 Y5222 42113133 Y5285 23312212 Y5348 31311212 Y5411 43332122 Y5474 32124334

Y5160 13134442 Y5223 24342324 Y5286 44212113 Y5349 13221344 Y5412 13322223 Y5475 13233244

Y5161 31232212 Y5224 34331211 Y5287 43443213 Y5350 43431221 Y5413 13342243 Y5476 21323243

Y5162 32324433 Y5225 12132421 Y5288 21112322 Y5351 43311123 Y5414 24233332 Y5477 11344333

Y5163 22244244 Y5226 33124423 Y5289 13244244 Y5352 44421243 Y5415 43224322 Y5478 24423243

Y5164 13322322 Y5227 12423121 Y5290 44431321 Y5353 44331133 Y5416 33134231 Y5479 43324422

Y5165 34221134 Y5228 23333242 Y5291 34342233 Y5354 13442233 Y5417 34234224 Y5480 11222134

Y5166 11332433 Y5229 21112234 Y5292 33422134 Y5355 23133224 Y5418 21124332 Y5481 34233234

Y5167 22324324 Y5230 31134233 Y5293 12132443 Y5356 13313212 Y5419 11324423 Y5482 34211344

Y5168 44311311 Y5231 33224211 Y5294 42333122 Y5357 12442421 Y5420 31113331 Y5483 11213433

Y5169 22234324 Y5232 33342223 Y5295 21342134 Y5358 31232344 Y5421 31243211 Y5484 33213112

Y5170 33324434 Y5233 23344233 Y5296 31331322 Y5359 44313423 Y5422 13113434 Y5485 23332111

Y5171 34312324 Y5234 24422112 Y5297 31122223 Y5360 12424421 Y5423 24431321 Y5486 13443122

Y5172 42243322 Y5235 22433442 Y5298 13242233 Y5361 42331221 Y5424 21223321 Y5487 42111342

Y5173 42432443 Y5236 11211224 Y5299 24423122 Y5362 43134423 Y5425 11243322 Y5488 42232434

Y5174 34212312 Y5237 12422133 Y5300 32232444 Y5363 44213224 Y5426 34434211 Y5489 43442212

Y5175 31213244 Y5238 13342223 Y5301 32222131 Y5364 13431233 Y5427 13232432 Y5490 13423434

Y5176 34242234 Y5239 42313342 Y5302 44333243 Y5365 44322423 Y5428 21324422 Y5491 22233424

Y5177 12444223 Y5240 44332433 Y5303 12242113 Y5366 24433231 Y5429 22243311 Y5492 44333423

Y5178 32213234 Y5241 13113331 Y5304 31132422 Y5367 13221211 Y5430 12113332 Y5493 32132124

Y5179 42333443 Y5242 13331131 Y5305 23123432 Y5368 34321223 Y5431 23423233 Y5494 33342124

Y5180 24211132 Y5243 23244344 Y5306 23233122 Y5369 12242342 Y5432 12231344 Y5495 43112113

Y5181 42334222 Y5244 43313222 Y5307 12211322 Y5370 23312124 Y5433 43121342 Y5496 32113222

Y5182 42324443 Y5245 42234243 Y5308 31342331 Y5371 34222131 Y5434 13313311 Y5497 13431242

Y5183 44313243 Y5246 31131322 Y5309 22432434 Y5372 32223334 Y5435 11243121 Y5498 44324423

Y5184 13421124 Y5247 24224343 Y5310 33243443 Y5373 42312242 Y5436 34431311 Y5499 24211242

Y5185 44342331 Y5248 22331234 Y5311 23432132 Y5374 44231224 Y5437 33312442 Y5500 44232133

Y5186 24312233 Y5249 32233344 Y5312 13223324 Y5375 43323223 Y5438 22132233 Y5501 33434423

Y5187 33324324 Y5250 33424431 Y5313 21312211 Y5376 13222444 Y5439 42342234 Y5502 13232232

Y5188 12243233 Y5251 32342431 Y5314 42334231 Y5377 22432324 Y5440 33123112 Y5503 44331113

Y5189 21331231 Y5252 32321322 Y5315 24442211 Y5378 32133422 Y5441 43342431 Y5504 42442231

Y5190 23132434 Y5253 33221113 Y5316 44223423 Y5379 42344333 Y5442 44312321 Y5505 33443423

Y5191 32332113 Y5254 32124321 Y5317 43311224 Y5380 42113113 Y5443 44313223 Y5506 43344321

Y5192 43433221 Y5255 32424434 Y5318 12431232 Y5381 11323323 Y5444 42342423 Y5507 33123442

Y5193 42342221 Y5256 42312211 Y5319 43124323 Y5382 33442112 Y5445 21131222 Y5508 21132342

Y5194 24331342 Y5257 11234443 Y5320 33442323 Y5383 24223111 Y5446 31121123 Y5509 22443331
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Y5510 22123312 Y5573 12331233 Y5636 12443244 Y5699 42112312 Y5762 13321323 Y5825 23423422

Y5511 42313322 Y5574 34342213 Y5637 43321322 Y5700 21122244 Y5763 23132212 Y5826 32432224

Y5512 12443312 Y5575 22234423 Y5638 22131342 Y5701 32242133 Y5764 33221234 Y5827 34322121

Y5513 21224443 Y5576 33243113 Y5639 13222431 Y5702 23324323 Y5765 33223113 Y5828 42131324

Y5514 33212342 Y5577 13123233 Y5640 13422231 Y5703 12433131 Y5766 42342223 Y5829 23122444

Y5515 22434324 Y5578 11321334 Y5641 23424331 Y5704 13312424 Y5767 43243233 Y5830 42313124

Y5516 32134331 Y5579 43212112 Y5642 21324323 Y5705 44324311 Y5768 44423331 Y5831 42124322

Y5517 21331121 Y5580 24433422 Y5643 22422343 Y5706 43324323 Y5769 11212431 Y5832 11342324

Y5518 13332424 Y5581 21131231 Y5644 11311342 Y5707 42442121 Y5770 12442133 Y5833 13344322

Y5519 22344324 Y5582 42344234 Y5645 24324434 Y5708 13123343 Y5771 31123233 Y5834 31133344

Y5520 24213244 Y5583 44322342 Y5646 43122424 Y5709 42243223 Y5772 33113311 Y5835 24421344

Y5521 34222113 Y5584 11331213 Y5647 11331324 Y5710 32433232 Y5773 34432332 Y5836 13334242

Y5522 21344231 Y5585 31344243 Y5648 33233121 Y5711 13221223 Y5774 43244324 Y5837 33122443

Y5523 31344344 Y5586 11133344 Y5649 24233112 Y5712 12344242 Y5775 21113213 Y5838 21234334

Y5524 21224333 Y5587 32133424 Y5650 12444232 Y5713 32244423 Y5776 44311212 Y5839 23432422

Y5525 33224442 Y5588 13242213 Y5651 22432432 Y5714 24234344 Y5777 21313424 Y5840 44322122

Y5526 12134342 Y5589 33223131 Y5652 44234311 Y5715 32444223 Y5778 31244222 Y5841 23112432

Y5527 33213424 Y5590 43232431 Y5653 12311332 Y5716 23123342 Y5779 23342112 Y5842 24323343

Y5528 23131224 Y5591 11342311 Y5654 13422334 Y5717 44243342 Y5780 32133444 Y5843 23421132

Y5529 13422431 Y5592 24221311 Y5655 22423432 Y5718 32133112 Y5781 32312434 Y5844 13343224

Y5530 23211313 Y5593 42223421 Y5656 31242132 Y5719 23334432 Y5782 42332444 Y5845 11234232

Y5531 32344334 Y5594 31113434 Y5657 23243323 Y5720 42333344 Y5783 13331243 Y5846 42121321

Y5532 44222431 Y5595 43243244 Y5658 42432113 Y5721 31233111 Y5784 11122342 Y5847 12211313

Y5533 23322213 Y5596 33122133 Y5659 13112424 Y5722 23443332 Y5785 12112124 Y5848 44233121

Y5534 21134344 Y5597 21323324 Y5660 42244224 Y5723 44431213 Y5786 11223342 Y5849 21321133

Y5535 43244423 Y5598 43234244 Y5661 21313421 Y5724 43311332 Y5787 23432213 Y5850 13332224

Y5536 31243243 Y5599 22432243 Y5662 43423224 Y5725 12422443 Y5788 31112224 Y5851 43443422

Y5537 23422432 Y5600 43343322 Y5663 34442313 Y5726 44334242 Y5789 34442311 Y5852 23221213

Y5538 42122131 Y5601 44422422 Y5664 44223311 Y5727 33132424 Y5790 42212113 Y5853 21124313

Y5539 11223443 Y5602 34433124 Y5665 44211343 Y5728 13244343 Y5791 42322113 Y5854 34432132

Y5540 34224443 Y5603 22442312 Y5666 21244432 Y5729 12331242 Y5792 44234234 Y5855 32131224

Y5541 21332342 Y5604 21224243 Y5667 13213244 Y5730 23433131 Y5793 24334312 Y5856 33123132

Y5542 43312113 Y5605 24421221 Y5668 21342334 Y5731 44222132 Y5794 23243442 Y5857 32232211

Y5543 34442243 Y5606 11324311 Y5669 13344331 Y5732 42122113 Y5795 23124323 Y5858 23432433

Y5544 23331213 Y5607 13324434 Y5670 22213424 Y5733 11321231 Y5796 44231211 Y5859 44322243

Y5545 31234243 Y5608 12134211 Y5671 13424233 Y5734 33444224 Y5797 24433123 Y5860 13332132

Y5546 21323342 Y5609 34312432 Y5672 22312123 Y5735 13342232 Y5798 44243234 Y5861 31133223

Y5547 32244331 Y5610 23313123 Y5673 32432444 Y5736 31112334 Y5799 23332221 Y5862 33243344

Y5548 42312422 Y5611 24233213 Y5674 22343242 Y5737 43124233 Y5800 11122312 Y5863 21134322

Y5549 42311212 Y5612 43224324 Y5675 42234342 Y5738 31131331 Y5801 22423131 Y5864 42131232

Y5550 11344223 Y5613 12331244 Y5676 21132434 Y5739 31331131 Y5802 12242234 Y5865 21321331

Y5551 42442112 Y5614 43312443 Y5677 23123133 Y5740 23342334 Y5803 12133222 Y5866 42131122

Y5552 31334321 Y5615 23443431 Y5678 13133122 Y5741 11212443 Y5804 24343312 Y5867 13133243

Y5553 24332424 Y5616 13112132 Y5679 21342131 Y5742 31332444 Y5805 12443233 Y5868 43213243

Y5554 43121331 Y5617 42322131 Y5680 12112223 Y5743 32431243 Y5806 42233334 Y5869 33124223

Y5555 11331243 Y5618 12232134 Y5681 13242433 Y5744 21321342 Y5807 44312433 Y5870 22233134

Y5556 21134234 Y5619 11212333 Y5682 24243322 Y5745 34312421 Y5808 33113434 Y5871 13133421

Y5557 23131123 Y5620 24432344 Y5683 21323124 Y5746 21244322 Y5809 31223443 Y5872 42233433

Y5558 42443342 Y5621 34423213 Y5684 24443122 Y5747 34423211 Y5810 42122443 Y5873 13242442

Y5559 13422424 Y5622 13422323 Y5685 21323423 Y5748 12133433 Y5811 33244231 Y5874 43133242

Y5560 23243224 Y5623 43122431 Y5686 42423124 Y5749 13424312 Y5812 42213231 Y5875 33223221

Y5561 42122133 Y5624 43232442 Y5687 43243343 Y5750 44224312 Y5813 24231213 Y5876 32113123

Y5562 21113444 Y5625 22213112 Y5688 33132134 Y5751 32122134 Y5814 11133243 Y5877 32131123

Y5563 22244343 Y5626 23311312 Y5689 33423113 Y5752 23123324 Y5815 12423123 Y5878 24332224

Y5564 42121343 Y5627 44243122 Y5690 42132424 Y5753 21312342 Y5816 44232432 Y5879 42431121

Y5565 43124244 Y5628 44433134 Y5691 21233124 Y5754 21132122 Y5817 21123432 Y5880 42442431

Y5566 22444321 Y5629 11234331 Y5692 43343243 Y5755 12223123 Y5818 42331234 Y5881 34442232

Y5567 13444312 Y5630 42421344 Y5693 11323442 Y5756 22133432 Y5819 23112133 Y5882 42112211

Y5568 12224344 Y5631 31312231 Y5694 32423312 Y5757 21123122 Y5820 11223324 Y5883 12233322

Y5569 13122313 Y5632 32112113 Y5695 32123423 Y5758 43423323 Y5821 13134212 Y5884 43111343

Y5570 11232434 Y5633 43234433 Y5696 23343421 Y5759 12132223 Y5822 43233232 Y5885 13422224

Y5571 44321233 Y5634 23234433 Y5697 32432123 Y5760 11213224 Y5823 21112313 Y5886 24332132

Y5572 33132231 Y5635 34211324 Y5698 34212332 Y5761 44242134 Y5824 12334234 Y5887 12132324
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Y5888 32442122 Y5952 32324424 Y6016 23444212 Y6080 13243243 Y6109 12321342 Y6138 24234443

Y5889 23121342 Y5953 23112421 Y6017 43121234 Y6081 34243213 Y6110 42243133 Y6139 34242333

Y5890 24312431 Y5954 34342112 Y6018 43212134 Y6082 22311311 Y6111 12444313 Y6140 21113222

Y5891 12433122 Y5955 22133221 Y6019 33433211 Y6083 32322343 Y6112 32231212 Y6141 32244221

Y5892 42123433 Y5956 13212313 Y6020 24422231 Y6084 34213423 Y6113 11122344 Y6142 33442332

Y5893 43343423 Y5957 43333224 Y6021 44344331 Y6085 34311332 Y6114 44423324 Y6143 34434222

Y5894 34423134 Y5958 13443223 Y6022 42342124 Y6086 42244323 Y6115 34244313 Y6144 43231212

Y5895 31134222 Y5959 32234424 Y6023 42421311 Y6087 21123234 Y6116 42323444 Y6145 13321343

Y5896 11343323 Y5960 13343211 Y6024 24234322 Y6088 24332312 Y6117 24223421 Y6146 22133342

Y5897 22124434 Y5961 33324243 Y6025 23121331 Y6089 12432233 Y6118 24323211 Y6147 31122333

Y5898 34334432 Y5962 44312424 Y6026 42124324 Y6090 33433244 Y6119 42244343 Y6148 43223244

Y5899 22344212 Y5963 23323344 Y6027 13344324 Y6091 43222434 Y6120 23111332 Y6149 13231121

Y5900 23122123 Y5964 33312211 Y6028 33112424 Y6092 11334332 Y6121 42323312 Y6150 11243132

Y5901 34443312 Y5965 31122221 Y6029 34231232 Y6093 43422234 Y6122 23311132 Y6151 43232244

Y5902 42343442 Y5966 21342111 Y6030 43423431 Y6094 33434212 Y6123 23431124 Y6152 42222334

Y5903 44212342 Y5967 12442342 Y6031 31133243 Y6095 32342242 Y6124 42213323 Y6153 33211334

Y5904 11132431 Y5968 34222342 Y6032 31133421 Y6096 13434212 Y6125 33424321 Y6154 23432112

Y5905 33342221 Y5969 12233243 Y6033 32233113 Y6097 33211134 Y6126 23333422 Y6155 24443223

Y5906 43131233 Y5970 12433342 Y6034 32213423 Y6098 34212242 Y6127 12442333 Y6156 11244422

Y5907 12113321 Y5971 12113231 Y6035 33422343 Y6099 23122424 Y6128 22121123 Y6157 43134243

Y5908 34433111 Y5972 21312234 Y6036 32431223 Y6100 34324224 Y6129 21213243 Y6158 13222233

Y5909 12331121 Y5973 34213342 Y6037 24422334 Y6101 34221121 Y6130 22312343 Y6159 22313443

Y5910 21223111 Y5974 31124333 Y6038 13443342 Y6102 12232442 Y6131 44322223 Y6160 33432421

Y5911 22123112 Y5975 33431134 Y6039 23124244 Y6103 13421211 Y6132 22213233 Y6161 33122221

Y5912 42433132 Y5976 43234431 Y6040 33231244 Y6104 33321134 Y6133 12212213 Y6162 23311211

Y5913 22132112 Y5977 31243112 Y6041 21332311 Y6105 33232113 Y6134 12312113 Y6163 33111342

Y5914 32244324 Y5978 13431134 Y6042 44324313 Y6106 23443213 Y6135 31132431 Y6164 31132442

Y5915 23433122 Y5979 33231231 Y6043 12442111 Y6107 43313213 Y6136 34423231 Y6165 32332212

Y5916 42132332 Y5980 43213324 Y6044 24423311 Y6108 44213134 Y6137 21332232 Y6166 12334232

Y5917 22131322 Y5981 33112132 Y6045 21112232

Y5918 33212232

21313242

Y5982

Y5983

24313122

43124442

Y6046

Y6047

24323112

Y5919 33124243

Y5920 21134232 Y5984 42243311 Y6048 22343112 i
Y5921 13211231 Y5985 44331232 Y6049 42313313 A1
Y5922

Y5923

22313122

24422431

Y5986

Y5987

23231232

21132311

Y6050

Y6051

12433234

12234224 i SCHWABCORR
Y5924

Y5925

42342243

34342334

Y5988

Y5989

13423133

24334213

Y6052

Y6053

22331221

23344231

_
Hre pruterirbri fbt your vital records.

Y5926 21223433 Y5990 22123442 Y6054 24312224

Y5927 31213231 Y5991 43244221 Y6055 44211233

Y5928 42124432 Y5992 43231232 Y6056 43131242

Y5929 13134224 Y5993 23213232 Y6057 23324211

Y5930 31331311 Y5994 32334212 Y6058 11344232

Y5931 31331122 Y5995 31234342 Y6059 43324211

Y5932 31243124 Y5996 42124342 Y6060 12233342

Y5933

Y5934

Y5935

42234421

11132442

42211332

Y5997

Y5998

Y5999

33234443

11244433

24323213

Y6061

Y6062

Y6063

22233321

22211323

32431122
It's not safe

Y5936

Y5937

42344232

22133443

Y6000

Y6001

24422323

11122234

Y6064

Y6065

44333324

24312132 Uliless it's
Y5938

Y5939

Y5940

24244231

43131244

21244223

Y6002

Y6003

Y6004

21324211

32424333

33422332

Y6066

Y6067

Y6068

32134212

12122134

34234213
Schwab Safe.

Y5941 13211233 Y6005 22334231 Y6069 32124422

Y5942 23123111 Y6006 34422133 Y6070 23322231

Y5943 44431121 Y6007 11232232 Y6071 11224343

Y5944 32231232 Y6008 24321334 Y6072 13212311

Y5945 13212434 Y6009 31223342 Y6073 43221121

Y5946 24313113 Y6010 44432131 Y6074 23433234

Y5947 24422424 Y6011 12343421 Y6075 12232431

Y5948

Y5949

22433332

24434232

32422124

Y6012

Y6013

Y6014

12434321

23134434

22343244

Y6076

Y6077

Y6078

24431121

23122431

24424431

m( Click here for more information 11
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Y6167 12312122 Y6230 12321331 Y6293 42134244 Y6356 34432422 Y6419 11132233 Y6482 32113211

Y6168 34424331 Y6231 42342232 Y6294 11334233 Y6357 23122343 Y6420 32331213 Y6483 42113443

Y6169 34443233 Y6232 11323343 Y6295 13223443 Y6358 24333443 Y6421 23213324 Y6484 31344423

Y6170 33342423 Y6233 32332124 Y6296 32342422 Y6359 32434312 Y6422 32421343 Y6485 12324312

Y6171 22443133 Y6234 31321323 Y6297 24233334 Y6360 22423124 Y6423 21331132 Y6486 22443432

Y6172 12123322 Y6235 32121324 Y6298 24213231 Y6361 31123433 Y6424 43343311 Y6487 24432232

Y6173 32342321 Y6236 32344211 Y6299 23243134 Y6362 43342321 Y6425 22442321 Y6488 34242111

Y6174 13442343 Y6237 31312323 Y6300 22234443 Y6363 11212243 Y6426 13231231 Y6489 43342422

Y6175 12423444 Y6238 23213434 Y6301 34432213 Y6364 32344343 Y6427 13122423 Y6490 22434432

Y6176 42422332 Y6239 32132111 Y6302 12442344 Y6365 42233112 Y6428 31224211 Y6491 32311312

Y6177 24442334 Y6240 13423221 Y6303 23223442 Y6366 33222244 Y6429 33132211 Y6492 42321334

Y6178 23124233 Y6241 42124421 Y6304 12422324 Y6367 12233331 Y6430 34322323 Y6493 23123122

Y6179 33222112 Y6242 31234421 Y6305 22132132 Y6368 11313344 Y6431 43223112 Y6494 42322311

Y6180 43334212 Y6243 31213323 Y6306 42442332 Y6369 22313342 Y6432 42113243 Y6495 24333122

Y6181 21322332 Y6244 31331243 Y6307 44223234 Y6370 31233442 Y6433 13224334 Y6496 33322113

Y6182 32133242 Y6245 24312312 Y6308 43211333 Y6371 32332432 Y6434 43222432 Y6497 13244224

Y6183 22432133 Y6246 11243311 Y6309 43322224 Y6372 11321332 Y6435 32111244 Y6498 42312334

Y6184 42223434 Y6247 13423111 Y6310 22123132 Y6373 32432332 Y6436 33442244 Y6499 23132122

Y6185 11242211 Y6248 11334211 Y6311 33342113 Y6374 44334231 Y6437 23124442 Y6500 11224442

Y6186 21243224 Y6249 21313244 Y6312 44232234 Y6375 33243324 Y6438 13213231 Y6501 23444221

Y6187 11224211 Y6250 23343124 Y6313 42234434 Y6376 42322313 Y6439 24231312 Y6502 42423113

Y6188 34322433 Y6251 24211323 Y6314 42443423 Y6377 32233432 Y6440 12333123 Y6503 43443224

Y6189 43332232 Y6252 33112332 Y6315 23333424 Y6378 22111234 Y6441 13421223 Y6504 34234312

Y6190 32444232 Y6253 22133124 Y6316 24434423 Y6379 34423433 Y6442 42131124 Y6505 23333444

Y6191 31334244 Y6254 12123421 Y6317 33322131 Y6380 12442423 Y6443 22443221 Y6506 22112442

Y6192 32233311 Y6255 21234433 Y6318 34242344 Y6381 31312442 Y6444 42113124 Y6507 33423234

Y6193 34243211 Y6256 12432121 Y6319 31131122 Y6382 24233433 Y6445 43344242 Y6508 21323113

Y6194 43222243 Y6257 24321312 Y6320 31131232 Y6383 34432433 Y6446 13443232 Y6509 24243311

Y6195 34242131 Y6258 44243243 Y6321 23122332 Y6384 12424434 Y6447 24324243 Y6510 24234331

Y6196 44432122 Y6259 11244211 Y6322 34211232 Y6385 42132321 Y6448 21122323 Y6511 31134422

Y6197 34211243 Y6260 43242331 Y6323 23322132 Y6386 42221344 Y6449 33431123 Y6512 43423121

Y6198 21123342 Y6261 13432223 Y6324 13334222 Y6387 13321123 Y6450 13431123 Y6513 23421244

Y6199 33324322 Y6262 44221223 Y6325 11321132 Y6388 33324342 Y6451 42233211 Y6514 34223312

Y6200 42422343 Y6263 34433421 Y6326 24432122 Y6389 12124422 Y6452 13234443 Y6515 13113344

Y6201 12313224 Y6264 23244313 Y6327 42233213 Y6390 22323321 Y6453 32113424 Y6516 22111223

Y6202 21322343 Y6265 23243112 Y6328 12334421 Y6391 21133431 Y6454 23422434 Y6517 21112443

Y6203 12321133 Y6266 32113433 Y6329 43322132 Y6392 23234233 Y6455 42211213 Y6518 13223342

Y6204 33432443 Y6267 24324223 Y6330 42423131 Y6393 22344221 Y6456 42431321 Y6519 21211322

Y6205 34242133 Y6268 12431342 Y6331 13132444 Y6394 42132211 Y6457 31311234 Y6520 31221344

Y6206 33423443 Y6269 11342443 Y6332 23343223 Y6395 13344212 Y6458 44432324 Y6521 13443124

Y6207 42224433 Y6270 21333424 Y6333 21321243 Y6396 42212342 Y6459 13333421 Y6522 32112322

Y6208 12323322 Y6271 12422342 Y6334 12443134 Y6397 31334424 Y6460 22133331 Y6523 32433221

Y6209 42334422 Y6272 44433431 Y6335 12213423 Y6398 43213311 Y6461 12322132 Y6524 34232332

Y6210 24334442 Y6273 13212432 Y6336 34223442 Y6399 21123223 Y6462 12231122 Y6525 23322312

Y6211 24443342 Y6274 31131324 Y6337 11311223 Y6400 21332133 Y6463 23234442 Y6526 43423244

Y6212 11311234 Y6275 31132132 Y6338 12443321 Y6401 22333344 Y6464 34322334 Y6527 32212334

Y6213 42112332 Y6276 23113323 Y6339 32421132 Y6402 33223344 Y6465 23121234 Y6528 42233244

Y6214 13421324 Y6277 34442124 Y6340 34243321 Y6403 43112322 Y6466 13243124 Y6529 13432124

Y6215 43313211 Y6278 12433331 Y6341 43432224 Y6404 32223112 Y6467 32434231 Y6530 33131232

Y6216 43432123 Y6279 32321324 Y6342 22342342 Y6405 44233123 Y6468 31121244 Y6531 43322312

Y6217 43132423 Y6280 43342242 Y6343 12243343 Y6406 43232213 Y6469 34422443 Y6532 43312223

Y6218 43224311 Y6281 44212232 Y6344 21134331 Y6407 32321313 Y6470 44242332 Y6533 12444234

Y6219 32211322 Y6282 34434231 Y6345 43233131 Y6408 23243121 Y6471 44244323 Y6534 43124231

Y6220 22323123 Y6283 33223432 Y6346 23233131 Y6409 13312321 Y6472 24442123 Y6535 21122132

Y6221 12213342 Y6284 33422244 Y6347 33424334 Y6410 42121323 Y6473 33132224 Y6536 34324442

Y6222 24243223 Y6285 12443112 Y6348 43112234 Y6411 32312313 Y6474 44343321 Y6537 43233122

Y6223 43224434 Y6286 13231222 Y6349 43221134 Y6412 11312343 Y6475 11343213 Y6538 32111242

Y6224 43442234 Y6287 23132131 Y6350 12432134 Y6413 24433431 Y6476 23223312 Y6539 31324221

Y6225 34432321 Y6288 44311342 Y6351 23221231 Y6414 21333242 Y6477 32112234 Y6540 13333221

Y6226 21234244 Y6289 12231234 Y6352 21334423 Y6415 13324243 Y6478 12324442 Y6541 34324312

Y6227 21213324 Y6290 33311311 Y6353 13422213 Y6416 42233312 Y6479 21122334 Y6542 34322134

Y6228 13324223 Y6291 43211221 Y6354 22324342 Y6417 33113234 Y6480 13243331 Y6543 34233113

Y6229 32113422 Y6292 13312213 Y6355 22331342 Y6418 42113421 Y6481 13334231 Y6544 22332433
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Y6545 24342331 Y6609 33443221 Y6673 42211242 Y6737 44312224 Y6801 43244322 Y6865 24421122

Y6546 43442223 Y6610 43233221 Y6674 32111222 Y6738 12334434 Y6802 21334221 Y6866 24311313

Y6547 23342343 Y6611 23343324 Y6675 11242134 Y6739 42212344 Y6803 43322213 Y6867 11133122

Y6548 21333213 Y6612 23233221 Y6676 23131121 Y6740 33442422 Y6804 43321313 Y6868 32342134

Y6549 13313344 Y6613 24243133 Y6677 12324343 Y6741 34342343 Y6805 22243133 Y6869 32432321

Y6550 32222133 Y6614 44223223 Y6678 43213112 Y6742 33431242 Y6806 12244212 Y6870 43113332

Y6551 23243231 Y6615 33431244 Y6679 31113344 Y6743 22343123 Y6807 43333121 Y6871 43223321

Y6552 43313321 Y6616 23233111 Y6680 22311212 Y6744 13424422 Y6808 21132133 Y6872 23134421

Y6553 21342213 Y6617 42124311 Y6681 13332112 Y6745 23211221 Y6809 13123422 Y6873 24432432

Y6554 22421333 Y6618 24443232 Y6682 24324322 Y6746 23431223 Y6810 44322221 Y6874 44321211

Y6555 22343422 Y6619 42123343 Y6683 13332244 Y6747 42313221 Y6811 44231134 Y6875 12244423

Y6556 22434322 Y6620 32431124 Y6684 24331124 Y6748 34324343 Y6812 23444333 Y6876 42324432

Y6557 13112343 Y6621 34312322 Y6685 34423132 Y6749 24321132 Y6813 32231344 Y6877 31121134

Y6558 11132242 Y6622 33342243 Y6686 43211344 Y6750 42244312 Y6814 12331132 Y6878 33213224

Y6559 12133442 Y6623 31234434 Y6687 12313343 Y6751 44242312 Y6815 13423122 Y6879 11313223

Y6560 42224431 Y6624 13311313 Y6688 44232434 Y6752 42321312 Y6816 42311223 Y6880 33424211

Y6561 42234221 Y6625 32232433 Y6689 21133244 Y6753 11322113 Y6817 22443421 Y6881 32442344

Y6562 23112342 Y6626 32212442 Y6690 42113223 Y6754 13312433 Y6818 42243443 Y6882 44242242

Y6563 33213422 Y6627 12432424 Y6691 42344311 Y6755 21333244 Y6819 22124331 Y6883 32433344

Y6564 13443313 Y6628 31321343 Y6692 13112213 Y6756 13213323 Y6820 32223132 Y6884 42322133

Y6565 33234232 Y6629 44422123 Y6693 24342322 Y6757 32211313 Y6821 13211224 Y6885 24321213

Y6566 12423343 Y6630 44243124 Y6694 24313322 Y6758 12223431 Y6822 23333244 Y6886 31342342

Y6567 44342322 Y6631 22124344 Y6695 12244331 Y6759 23113431 Y6823 34224333 Y6887 13324324

Y6568 42133113 Y6632 23432431 Y6696 24443124 Y6760 33442121 Y6824 22324423 Y6888 21113422

Y6569 42433242 Y6633 11322431 Y6697 42123424 Y6761 24443313 Y6825 11344311 Y6889 13312244

Y6570 12343124 Y6634 23434422 Y6698 33134431 Y6762 34312423 Y6826 43442313 Y6890 34242243

Y6571 32233443 Y6635 24234423 Y6699 42432124 Y6763 12242333 Y6827 43124321 Y6891 44233224

Y6572 22111331 Y6636 42421122 Y6700 42433213 Y6764 33224323 Y6828 33423223 Y6892 34231344

Y6573 12442122 Y6637 31212331 Y6701 33432113 Y6765 43344213 Y6829 32223321 Y6893 42332242

Y6574 42211244 Y6638 31312343 Y6702 42134312 Y6766 31133311 Y6830 12423312 Y6894 21121324

Y6575 23431131 Y6639 12343223 Y6703 24221333 Y6767 11233233 Y6831 23243433 Y6895 44311234

Y5576 23223121 Y6640 12322312 Y6704 13133131 Y6768 42431132 Y6832 32334342 Y6896 32111334

Y6577 21331242 Y6641 32444313 Y6705 32431344 Y6769 23211333 Y6833 43224342 Y6897 11333344

Y6578 31311223 Y6642 23422313 Y6706 24331322 Y6770 34213313 Y6834 31324432 Y6898 31221223

Y6579 11313243 Y6643 23443422 Y6707 11234234 Y6771 23113312 Y6835 12134434 Y6899 32244432

Y6580 24432324 Y6644 23321324 Y6708 12431113 Y6772 33423344 Y6836 33132121 Y6900 33113344

Y6581 42213312 Y6645 42333311 Y6709 31222312 Y6773 42213444 Y6837 32132243 Y6901 34224243

Y6582 32342233 Y6646 43312324 Y6710 44422211 Y6774 13313243 Y6838 23123234 Y6902 12232213

Y6583 32212132 Y6647 13324322 Y6711 12432334 Y6775 42224332 Y6839 12242133 Y6903 21131244

Y6584 11234311 Y6648 24221133 Y6712 32422344 Y6776 13132213 Y6840 24434234 Y6904 31321123

Y6585 11343211 Y6649 43321324 Y6713 34344323 Y6777 22244323 Y6841 42433211 Y6905 31133131

Y6586 33422422 Y6650 22233132 Y6714 12313112 Y6778 22243423 Y6842 44431132 Y6906 13344221

Y6587 31124443 Y6651 13233123 Y6715 43244432 Y6779 13122331 Y6843 43132232 Y6907 31234221

Y6588 11322133 Y6652 22433231 Y6716 34443134 Y6780 32213221 Y6844 24334334 Y6908 13442213

Y6589 22113432 Y6653 34332324 Y6717 43113112 Y6781 23113134 Y6845 13224244 Y6909 23122112

Y6590 21221134 Y6654 44432243 Y6718 44432432 Y6782 13322131 Y6846 13312233 Y6910 42123312

Y6591 23443334 Y6655 32442333 Y6719 11211334 Y6783 23431122 Y6847 34213221 Y6911 42132134

Y6592 43423343 Y6656 32432244 Y6720 24332112 Y6784 42221311 Y6848 22431231 Y6912 42431213

Y6593 24442132 Y6657 34212431 Y6721 23112434 Y6785 23113442 Y6849 23133222 Y6913 42131131

Y6594 33232243 Y6658 22421124 Y6722 24332244 Y6786 12313442 Y6850 12123434 Y6914 32443134

Y6595 42442312 Y6659 44313122 Y6723 34443321 Y6787 34223233 Y6851 43223132 Y6915 42123134

Y6596 24343321 Y6660 34443112 Y6724 31224442 Y6788 43342233 Y6852 21223213 Y6916 13233442

Y6597 21234431 Y6661 42311234 Y6725 43213122 Y6789 21132131 Y6853 31332242 Y6917 34331134

Y6598 34223121 Y6662 33443432 Y6726 22213433 Y6790 34232233 Y6854 44213222 Y6918 22433422

Y6599 33223243 Y6663 23432442 Y6727 34322444 Y6791 32312212 Y6855 13221333 Y6919 32443321

Y6600 12332324 Y6664 22234331 Y6728 42332233 Y6792 13211343 Y6856 42342113 Y6920 24324324

Y6601 23422331 Y6665 31133212 Y6729 33122223 Y6793 31132242 Y6857 33324423 Y6921 34233432

Y6602 42333111 Y6666 24421234 Y6730 22231134 Y6794 23321313 Y6858 22433334 Y6922 22233444

Y6603 24224211 Y6667 33233224 Y6731 32224432 Y6795 34334311 Y6859 32443112 Y6923 31213444

Y6604 21133211 Y6668 34432112 Y6732 21124433 Y6796 11312242 Y6860 12212334 Y6924 22443322

Y6605 31134242 Y6669 23423442 Y6733 23333211 Y6797 42132121 Y6861 44313421 Y6925 32232334

Y6606 24213323 Y6670 23323111 Y6734 24422213 Y6798 44223421 Y6862 21131233 Y6926 22334422

Y6607 21124211 Y6671 21133121 Y6735 44342342 Y6799 13221133 Y6863 43211324 Y6927 31321321

Y6608 43113244 Y6672 32421321 Y6736 23421323 Y6800 42132231 Y6864 24423432 Y6928 33243212
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Y6929 11212313 Y6992 13234423 Y7055 42344313 Y7118 22312442 Y7181 34321313 Y7244 22231321

Y6930 42433244 Y6993 24431132 Y7056 12231124 Y7119 24213312 Y7182 44322344 Y7245 42421124

Y6931 44322443 Y6994 42232113 Y7057 44223133 Y7120 21323121 Y7183 32123421 Y7246 42321132

Y6932 31221311 Y6995 42231213 Y7058 13231132 Y7121 42332433 Y7184 24424334 Y7247 44324331

Y6933 32312133 Y6996 24233211 Y7059 42423443 Y7122 44322322 Y7185 23213122 Y7248 34224432

Y6934 21113433 Y6997 13221322 Y7060 23113233 Y7123 33421221 Y7186 21233421 Y7249 32311343

Y6935 33311212 Y6998 23243123 Y7061 31332422 Y7124 22433424 Y7187 34223123 Y7250 11312323

Y6936 31131124 Y6999 32432422 Y7062 11133421 Y7125 33212344 Y7188 42113324 Y7251 43312421

Y6937 44313443 Y7000 32232134 Y7063 24233244 Y7126 33243131 Y7189 42331124 Y7252 43124213

Y6938 12212132 Y7001 12112423 Y7064 32212213 Y7127 33131124 Y7190 12311222 Y7253 23433111

Y6939 12433124 Y7002 13444332 Y7065 34212444 Y7128 31123343 Y7191 44224343 Y7254 21133123

Y6940 31121334 Y7003 11321233 Y7066 21211313 Y7129 44312233 Y7192 31123424 Y7255 43133213

Y6941 12112344 Y7004 32311132 Y7067 43342134 Y7130 42432221 Y7193 33423423 Y7256 31122124

Y6942 44213132 Y7005 31312311 Y7068 43124334 Y7131 23134232 Y7194 22423113 Y7257 42421322

Y6943 24333344 Y7006 42433321 Y7069 32224421 Y7132 43312432 Y7195 23324321 Y7258 33344324

Y6944 42331342 Y7007 32443121 Y7070 33344322 Y7133 44431224 Y7196 24322423 Y7259 44233424

Y6945 24211321 Y7008 13224233 Y7071 13212113 Y7134 12242111 Y7197 33432423 Y7260 44432133

Y6946 34433223 Y7009 21131242 Y7072 11232113 Y7135 32122321 Y7198 34432431 Y7261 32312423

Y6947 43123443 Y7010 13423243 Y7073 11313321 Y7136 23243132 Y7199 13432423 Y7262 32421323

Y6948 13244323 Y7011 21231124 Y7074 42112433 Y7137 34442113 Y7200 22344342 Y7263 34221343

Y6949 44211224 Y7012 22131232 Y7075 32112313 Y7138 12344433 Y7201 13424213 Y7264 13212234

Y6950 24224442 Y7013 33243432 Y7076 22434331 Y7139 44232232 Y7202 42112132 Y7265 34312243

Y6951 24442242 Y7014 31112321 Y7077 33321121 Y7140 42342131 Y7203 42331322 Y7266 23424421

Y6952 43112313 Y7015 34322431 Y7078 32113242 Y7141 42421333 Y7204 34242232 Y7267 13224213

Y6953 43343122 Y7016 24433134 Y7079 12211333 Y7142 32312322 Y7205 13123134 Y7268 21344222

Y6954 42442422 Y7017 44311223 Y7080 22132332 Y7143 22313113 Y7206 22134424 Y7269 12344213

Y6955 23112223 Y7018 44333421 Y7081 21231221 Y7144 31132112 Y7207 24331331 Y7270 13223423

Y6956 34232242 Y7019 33443421 Y7082 33233424 Y7145 44313342 Y7208 23343111 Y7271 43242443

Y6957 12311244 Y7020 13422311 Y7083 43123124 Y7146 12342244 Y7209 24231224 Y7272 34312311

Y6958 12113323 Y7021 22333124 Y7084 42324333 Y7147 12424333 Y7210 43312221 Y7273 32112232

Y6959 33432221 Y7022 13134424 Y7085 43132124 Y7148 44423221 Y7211 12422111 Y7274 22113322

Y6960 21133332 Y7023 43244223 Y7086 43422333 Y7149 12334212 Y7212 34423424 Y7275 22433444

Y6961 13432221 Y7024 42443111 Y7087 34422324 Y7150 44244312 Y7213 31342344 Y7276 44231123

Y6962 32442423 Y7025 42213112 Y7088 13232243 Y7151 22443234 Y7214 22231123 Y7277 32332434

Y6963 24233312 Y7026 12443123 Y7089 11242131 Y7152 43133431 Y7215 33322311 Y7278 44334422

Y6964 33442431 Y7027 24313124 Y7090 24433233 Y7153 32243431 Y7216 43432244 Y7279 12344422

Y6965 21243134 Y7028 43212312 Y7091 22323424 Y7154 21124343 Y7217 21224432 Y7280 24213444

Y6966 11344234 Y7029 42343213 Y7092 33121323 Y7155 23421343 Y7218 43323344 Y7281 43332423

Y6967 32424423 Y7030 22324311 Y7093 43423123 Y7156 13233224 Y7219 34433324 Y7282 44332431

Y6968 33242211 Y7031 34233344 Y7094 42332422 Y7157 23342121 Y7220 11332442 Y7283 12132113

Y6969 33211332 Y7032 23112124 Y7095 34431324 Y7158 31324421 Y7221 43222131 Y7284 13432111

Y6970 13124434 Y7033 32432433 Y7096 33112433 Y7159 21332344 Y7222 42232342 Y7285 12244221

Y6971 44433233 Y7034 22113342 Y7097 31133122 Y7160 43422131 Y7223 21332423 Y7286 23323443

Y6972 23424432 Y7035 13123424 Y7098 33421133 Y7161 44422233 Y7224 43442221 Y7287 31134231

Y6973 23433124 Y7036 11221312 Y7099 42423322 Y7162 23123223 Y7225 34432442 Y7288 11332334

Y6974 23442432 Y7037 32423433 Y7100 24211211 Y7163 44312244 Y7226 31211312 Y7289 22331122

Y6975 32243422 Y7038 22112321 Y7101 44321224 Y7164 23223123 Y7227 12433111 Y7290 34243224

Y6976 34423334 Y7039 32113343 Y7102 44433242 Y7165 44221344 Y7228 11243223 Y7291 23333112

Y6977 13322113 Y7040 31244431 Y7103 32444234 Y7166 23211344 Y7229 12434332 Y7292 34423332

Y6978 12343324 Y7041 12213313 Y7104 21334443 Y7167 43112232 Y7230 34442324 Y7293 43323443

Y6979 12223444 Y7042 34422342 Y7105 21124431 Y7168 32424324 Y7231 12331311 Y7294 13331223

Y6980 32244322 Y7043 32311211 Y7106 22433123 Y7169 12311323 Y7232 23321243 Y7295 21334344

Y6981 12242344 Y7044 11122421 Y7107 12422124 Y7170 11324331 Y7233 43334243 Y7296 23211324

Y6982 33424424 Y7045 31312242 Y7108 32123322 Y7171 32213342 Y7234 43121133 Y7297 44244332

Y6983 22312323 Y7046 34321324 Y7109 21113424 Y7172 32244223 Y7235 34212211 Y7298 13324423

Y6984 33342232 Y7047 44423421 Y7110 24431213 Y7173 33322234 Y7236 22311342 Y7299 11232342

Y6985 23331224 Y7048 32334243 Y7111 34233443 Y7174 24331131 Y7237 32342334 Y7300 11132132

Y6986 12212442 Y7049 43322422 Y7112 34433243 Y7175 43422133 Y7238 44433213 Y7301 21333422

Y6987 11334222 Y7050 33324311 Y7113 31211231 Y7176 34312313 Y7239 24313313 Y7302 12332212

Y6988 42443212 Y7051 33123244 Y7114 44234212 Y7177 32112311 Y7240 23423321 Y7303 31121224

Y6989 24424433 Y7052 32134443 Y7115 33443322 Y7178 22313313 Y7241 13213312 Y7304 44231321

Y6990 43344431 Y7053 43112311 Y7116 21132344 Y7179 12133231 Y7242 23323122 Y7305 31112422

Y6991 13313423 Y7054 13222132 Y7117 32431131 Y7180 42324421 Y7243 42112424 Y7306 33243421
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Y7307

Y7308

Y7309

Y7310

Y7311

Y7312

Y7313

Y7314

Y7315

Y7316

Y7317

Y7318

Y7319

Y7320

Y7321

Y7322

Y7323

Y7324

Y7325

Y7326

Y7327

Y7328

Y7329

Y7330

Y7331

Y7332

Y7333

Y7334

Y7335

Y7336

Y7337

Y7338

Y7339

Y7340

Y7341

Y7342

Y7343

Y7344

Y7345

Y7346

Y7347

Y7348

Y7349

Y7350

Y7351

Y7352

Y7353

Y7354

Y7355

Y7356

Y7357

Y7358

Y7359

Y7360

Y7361

Y7362

Y7363

Y7364

Y7365

Y7366

Y7367

Y7368

Y7369

Y7370

43322231

43422113

44223111

24323444

31122324

12223332

44224211

44332442

12132234

23322121

23323221

31231121

42344243

21244234

13434432

24324423

44423342

24421333

43322121

23443224

33421344

12311134

13112134

21312344

42243423

43422423

21233234

32223433

21131334

33342432

33443234

43113321

34342121

12112331

32233243

44244213

13342432

22324313

31134431

13233121

34222111

31243322

22333311

23421224

23343344

44221133

13311322

22233431

31123312

11342121

31243121

33123431

24331311

24331122

43223433

21324334

44242233

21223231

44332231

34311244

31123134

23334234

34332212

43133211

Y7371 34331123

Y7372 42432423

Y7373 11344344

Y7374 24432131

Y7375 23123443

Y7376 23243334

Y7377 33231242

Y7378 43213223

Y7379 34243323

Y7380 24321231

Y7381 43222113

Y7382 44223434

Y7383 44332334

Y7384 34443123

Y7385 34344312

Y7386 24432133

Y7387 43421123

Y7388 13342313

Y7389 13334422

Y7390 24344331

Y7391 11332123

Y7392 31233123

Y7393 33243221

Y7394 44242112

Y7395 12113431

Y7396 13112323

Y7397 31112231

Y7398 43113231

Y7399 24321233

Y7400 44344322

Y7401 23224443

Y7402 12113312

Y7403 11242332

Y7404 13243111

Y7405 43211243

Y7406 13213444

Y7407 24322342

Y7408 32234224

Y7409 22444224

Y7410 11322234

Y7411 12113134

Y7412 13124211

Y7413 23324334

Y7414 43342334

Y7415 24442233

Y7416 13421342

Y7417 43324334

Y7418 32434334

Y7419 13133432

Y7420 11344243

Y7421 12113442

Y7422 22112231

Y7423 23443343

Y7424 32213322

Y7425 43133121

Y7426 24421124

Y7427 34434312

Y7428 12312443

Y7429 33242134

Y7430 42243232

Y7431 12344233

Y7432 12211344

Y7433 32121342

Y7434 33122124

SRi and Steve Young are

working together to bring

gou the best in locksmith

tools and supplies.

Click here for more information
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Y7435 32232431 Y7498 13322331 Y7561 31134321 Y7624 34312124 Y7687 11343224 Y7750 24432434

Y7436 22244312 Y7499 13321121 Y7562 34213421 Y7625 44422112 Y7688 44222332 Y7751 32112443

Y7437 21313221 Y7500 24213112 Y7563 12134344 Y7626 13421321 Y7689 13231233 Y7752 12333222

Y7438 21311321 Y7501 34234422 Y7564 23233124 Y7627 33344212 Y7690 32443132 Y7753 33112323

Y7439 11244334 Y7502 24324311 Y7565 33131131 Y7628 21213223 Y7691 42123132 Y7754 32133244

Y7440 43333222 Y7503 24312444 Y7566 24311322 Y7629 43234233 Y7692 21332243 Y7755 33221223

Y7441 42443221 Y7504 44422433 Y7567 43233423 Y7630 43124422 Y7693 11242312 Y7756 22113423

Y7442 33311342 Y7505 13112431 Y7568 12433421 Y7631 43112443 Y7694 23124213 Y7757 22433121

Y7443 24421322 Y7506 13421131 Y7569 23233423 Y7632 34332113 Y7695 44331234 Y7758 32423134

Y7444 43133244 Y7507 12221343 Y7570 23131132 Y7633 22434221 Y7696 43234442 Y7759 42443331

Y7445 21243433 Y7508 23123124 Y7571 42131234 Y7634 34213443 Y7697 13312224 Y7760 31223234

Y7446 24322324 Y7509 24333124 Y7572 32324332 Y7635 34431243 Y7698 23231234 Y7761 42222433

Y7447 32133431 Y7510 12343111 Y7573 32344323 Y7636 33422123 Y7699 31121332 Y7762 34311134

Y7448 22344421 Y7511 11211332 Y7574 42322331 Y7637 13213112 Y7700 32132432 Y7763 11223423

Y7449 13422442 Y7512 43213344 Y7575 22131124 Y7638 21243442 Y7701 32432132 Y7764 31122432

Y7450 12312431 Y7513 21243323 Y7576 22121334 Y7639 22131331 Y7702 44213213 Y7765 43242113

Y7451 22122434 Y7514 43432422 Y7577 23113132 Y7640 42331131 Y7703 42431334 Y7766 43332243

Y7452 33234234 Y7515 34221321 Y7578 42211132 Y7641 22244213 Y7704 42333322 Y7767 43433234

Y7453 32224324 Y7516 33244222 Y7579 12211324 Y7642 13444321 Y7705 33422211 Y7768 43233434

Y7454 32122433 Y7517 32243312 Y7580 33211244 Y7643 31322423 Y7706 31112442 Y7769 23233434

Y7455 23443211 Y7518 21224421 Y7581 42234223 Y7644 22234311 Y7707 13242431 Y7770 11232311

Y7456 31231222 Y7519 11221344 Y7582 43234211 Y7645 34312133 Y7708 22423443 Y7771 11323211

Y7457 21231131 Y7520 22121134 Y7583 13244312 Y7646 11323213 Y7709 23332131 Y7772 34244331

Y7458 11322311 Y7521 43122442 Y7584 22124423 Y7647 31344432 Y7710 13424231 Y7773 13222332

Y7459 44222442 Y7522 12124311 Y7585 32212233 Y7648 21113343 Y7711 13312132 Y7774 22334312

Y7460 31231334 Y7523 21122233 Y7586 32321133 Y7649 13132422 Y7712 23243332 Y7775 33131122

Y7461 22431134 Y7524 32342111 Y7587 23342231 Y7650 12233122 Y7713 43212433 Y7776 42242332

Y7462 32232442 Y7525 33212331 Y7588 23112221 Y7651 32111332 Y7714 44213343 Y7777 33432124

Y7463 13244242 Y7526 42122111 Y7589 34311323 Y7652 21231122 Y7715 43123131 Y7778 22442123

Y7464 12432242 Y7527 34423112 Y7590 31133432 Y7653 42343323 Y7716 11323444 Y7779 22243113

Y7465 12344431 Y7528 12431312 Y7591 42432342 Y7654 12343344 Y7717 23334232 Y7780 22234234

Y7466 11333124 Y7529 22132321 Y7592 43123311 Y7655 21244232 Y7718 13124312 Y7781 42134334

Y7467 22433312 Y7530 44221311 Y7593 21244342 Y7656 44433132 Y7719 44222343 Y7782 22343312

Y7468 42232243 Y7531 24344322 Y7594 21243123 Y7657 33232443 Y7720 13231244 Y7783 31331223

Y7469 34213322 Y7532 33244431 Y7595 11243423 Y7658 33442312 Y7721 21342343 Y7784 13422132

Y7470 21234321 Y7533 43211232 Y7596 24234234 Y7659 13113221 Y7722 22443311 Y7785 23344222

Y7471 34424432 Y7534 34312212 Y7597 31231231 Y7660 24322243 Y7723 11323312 Y7786 31133443

Y7472 43134221 Y7535 13222442 Y7598 34212343 Y7661 21112434 Y7724 11221133 Y7787 23243242

Y7473 32321342 Y7536 13322313 Y7599 42231312 Y7662 21134213 Y7725 22334431 Y7788 44431334

Y7474 33121343 Y7537 32134423 Y7600 21343322 Y7663 12134421 Y7726 13122131 Y7789 43234242

Y7475 21213211 Y7538 43432433 Y7601 21233344 Y7664 24331243 Y7727 42123422 Y7790 34342231

Y7476 12421132 Y7539 42122333 Y7602 21334322 Y7665 12443121 Y7728 32134311 Y7791 23234242

Y7477 44212344 Y7540 23132133 Y7603 13442442 Y7666 12113233 Y7729 32133121 Y7792 21213344

Y7478 44332123 Y7541 34344332 Y7604 34321243 Y7667 13421113 Y7730 22213134 Y7793 12122433

Y7479 32222344 Y7542 23213243 Y7605 23433421 Y7668 23121133 Y7731 34231234 Y7794 43212231

Y7480 44321244 Y7543 32443123 Y7606 22244332 Y7669 42432223 Y7732 21344334 Y7795 43213133

Y7481 23434431 Y7544 42133324 Y7607 43313444 Y7670 32133211 Y7733 12213322 Y7796 32344224

Y7482 13442134 Y7545 34222344 Y7608 11311322 Y7671 42132224 y7734 24344324 Y7797 12421313

Y7483 43443231 Y7546 42333124 Y7609 24223131 Y7672 42223124 Y7735 33121321 Y7798 13242231

Y7484 34421334 Y7547 23442212 Y7610 32321331 Y7673 21333444 Y7736 22342333 Y7799 24433132

Y7485 22243443 Y7548 11232243 Y7611 33213134 Y7674 34233223 Y7737 34433212 Y7800 33222211

Y7486 44343323 Y7549 34224421 Y7612 11132212 Y7675 21343243 Y7738 22123332 Y7801 13321134

Y7487 43242212 Y7550 32121331 Y7613 13133443 Y7676 24424211 Y7739 11233334 Y7802 13112123

Y7488 43213331 Y7551 33122111 Y7614 23311343 Y7677 13132433 Y7740 33433224 Y7803 13224231

Y7489 23124334 Y7552 31233321 Y7615 12222333 Y7678 42232311 Y7741 13433224 Y7804 21311244

Y7490 13342311 Y7553 34234334 Y7616 43433122 Y7679 13124344 Y7742 13244332 Y7805 34424421

Y7491 12231131 Y7554 34334234 Y7617 23221233 Y7680 11323112 Y7743 32123434 Y7806 22113313

Y7492 44433321 Y7555 23422421 Y7618 22342421 Y7681 21113242 Y7744 43113334 Y7807 13232113

Y7493 12132423 Y7556 32133213 Y7619 32212244 Y7682 21223323 Y7745 43331134 Y7808 42242211

Y7494 33432223 Y7557 24423124 Y7620 43331222 Y7683 11334242 Y7746 13122133 Y7809 24221243

Y7495 12242243 Y7558 12332113 Y7621 34311222 Y7684 22113232 Y7747 43213124 Y7810 13222343

Y7496 21231234 Y7559 13431121 Y7622 44233134 Y7685 23322433 Y7748 34421312 Y7811 12431133

Y7497 13443443 Y7560 31331324 Y7623 23133442 Y7686 33211242 Y7749 32312243 Y7812 11342231
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Y7813

Y7814

Y7815

Y7816

Y7817

Y7818

Y7819

Y7820

Y7821

Y7822

Y7823

Y7824

Y7825

Y7826

Y7827

Y7828

Y7829

Y7830

Y7831

Y7832

Y7833

Y7834

Y7835

Y7836

Y7837

Y7838

Y7839

Y7840

Y7841

Y7842

Y7843

Y7844

Y7845

Y7846

Y7847

Y7848

Y7849

Y7850

Y7851

Y7852

Y7853

Y7854

Y7855

Y7856

Y7857

Y7858

Y7859

Y7860

Y7861

Y7862

Y7863

Y7864

Y7865

Y7866

Y7867

Y7868

Y7869

Y7870

Y7871

Y7872

Y7873

Y7874

Y7875

Y7876

43224313

11242242

22311234

11244224

21334324

43433423

44233321

32433311

11231224

12311321

13242334

31133322

13311133

43132111

32422313

24333111

32344244

43242342

42422123

32331224

11333311

34433432

12322433

44312431

23213223

13432234

44213211

24422442

22123431

32322132

13442323

13231242

21133334

33211222

22113212

42221133

34422124

23324433

33342131

42331311

42331122

11244244

34423233

31113221

12132331

21134443

31311322

42342432

34244212

23312342

43122312

32324442

23321342

22442211

12422344

44223122

13132123

32324312

23211243

43321342

12124313

31233224

13342133

24333311

Y7877 22331124

Y7878 22431311

Y7879 23231122

Y7880 33322432

Y7881 31332431

Y7882 21123443

Y7883 13243322

Y7884 44234432

Y7885 42244242

Y7886 44423243

Y7887 43233111

Y7888 33112431

Y7889 32331321

Y7890 42243324

Y7891 42334224

Y7892 44313113

Y7893 43311321

Y7894 12224443

Y7895 43123113

Y7896 22331322

Y7897 43313424

Y7898 13233134

Y7899 22313322

Y7900 13112444

Y7901 42221333

Y7902 21343423

Y7903 12342323

Y7904 12213443

Y7905 31243223

Y7906 31332442

Y7907 31234223

Y7908 34231122

Y7909 42332431

Y7910 42342313

Y7911 31322324

Y7912 23334421

Y7913 13122113

Y7914 44243331

Y7915 12212233

Y7916 21311242

Y7917 23113224

Y7918 44212331

Y7919 24431334

Y7920 13312312

Y7921 32443323

Y7922 42443322

Y7923 43224423

Y7924 34334232

Y7925 23332234

Y7926 31244433

Y7927 32423332

Y7928 13234234

Y7929 23332122

Y7930 32334423

Y7931 11222334

Y7932 33443311

Y7933 44313313

Y7934 23244331

Y7935 12123344

Y7936 43323111

Y7937 42332442

Y7938 21132223

Y7939 22342344

Y7940 13221243

Y7941

Y7942

Y7943

Y7944

Y7945

Y7946

Y7947

Y7948

Y7949

Y7950

Y7951

Y7952

Y7953

Y7954

Y7955

Y7956

Y7957

Y7958

Y7959

Y7960

Y7961

Y7962

Y7963

Y7964

Y7965

Y7966

Y7967

Y7968

Y7969

Y7970

Y7971

Y7972

Y7973

Y7974

Y7975

Y7976

Y7977

Y7978

Y7979

Y7980

Y7981

Y7982

Y7983

Y7984

Y7985

Y7986

Y7987

Y7988

Y7989

Y7990

Y7991

Y7992

Y7993

Y7994

Y7995

Y7996

Y7997

Y7998

Y7999

Y8000

22311223

24313221

43322323

22132231

21224324

32132212

12134232

13133124

42233442

44432322

42334433

12212244

43343124

23213331

13433442

22431123

32213313

31224323

32422432

12312333

24234232

43442243

34233311

32211221

24243232

23313224

34422111

23322334

44244321

31221133

23321133

34224324

34234244

21322132

43322334

12334342

44421133

43321133

31211343

13122443

12323344

43242333

32211333

23122442

44344212

22233231

33134224

32233212

34243112

21223424

43443222

23321331

23211232

31211224

31133342

32232244

43321331

44421221

11133232

43133123

EH

It's your
reputation.

Trust the
original.

Click here for more information
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September 1998
Planning Calendar
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DNESDAY THURSDA JURDAY

The National Locksmith

Closed

Labor Day 8 10

T.A.O.L.'s 25th Anniversary

Convention

Sept 11-13

Scarborough, Ontario

(888) 272-8265

11

M as-Hamilton X-07 Course

Sept 12-13 — San D iego, CA

Auditcon System 2100 Course

Sept 12- Minneapolis, MN
New Orleans, LA

Sept 19 -Colorado Springs, CO

San Francisco, C

A

12(606)253-4744X180

T.A.0.L.'s 25th Anniversary

Convention

Scarborough, Ontario

13

Lockmasters Training -

Professional Locksmithing

Sept 14-25

Nicholasville, KY

(800) 654-0637

Vindicator 40 Training

Lexington, KY

14(606)253-4744X180 15 16 17

Doyle Lock Supply Dealer

Trade Show & Education

Sept 18-20

Plymouth, M N

(800) 333-6953

18

Vindicator 40 Training

Chicago, IL

(606)2534744X180

MBA Training -Defeating

Dimple Key Locks & Combination

Lock Tech. II,— Sept 19-20

Nicholasville, KY

19 (888)622-5495

Doyle Lock Supply Dealer

Trade Show & Education

Plymouth, M N

Ozark Professional Locksmith

Fall Clinics -Sept 19-20

Eureka Springs, AR

20 (501) 524-3660 21 Rosh Hashanah 22 23 24

Mas-Hamilton X-07 Course

Sept 25-26

Lexington, KY

(606)253-4744X180

Mas-Hamilton Auditcon System

2100 Course -Detroit, Ml

25(606)253-4744X180

Reed Seminar

NewBraunfelsJX

(888) 801-2003

Mas-Hamilton Auditcon System

2100 Course- Billings, MT,

Boston, MA

26

27

Lockmasters Training -

5 Day GSA Training

Sept 28- Oct 2

Nicholasville, KY

(800) 654-0637

28 29 30 Yom Kippur

Click here

for more

information

ASP Covers

the World of

Auto Locks
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EL

a reference for

security personnel

Thi s materi al was excerpted from the

Mark Bates book titled Modern Safe

Locks. The book covers combi nati on
operati ng and changi ng procedures
for virtually every combination lock

both mechanical and electronic, that

you will encounter on a daily basis.

Modern Safe Locks is available for

purchase through The National
Locksmith.

Precision

MODEL:

DESCRIPTION:

RATINGS:

FACTORY
COMBINATION:

OPENING
PROCEDURES:

TO LOCK:

CHANGING
PROCEDURE:

TOOLS NEEDED:

NOTES:

P67 (1989 to late 1990)

Three wheel, key changeable combination safe lock.

Dial is numbered to 99 clockwise. Regular change.

UL Group 2

4XL to 50, IX R to open.

WHEN SET TO A 3 NUMBER COMBINATION:
a.4XLtolO
b. 3XRto20
c. 2XLto30
d.lXRtostop(96)

Turn dial left 4 times.

WITH THE SAFE DOOR OPEN...

a. Dial the existing combination to the changing index (steps a

through c under "Opening Procedures").

b. Insert change key and turn it left 1/4 turn.

c. Dial new combination to the changing index (steps a through

c under "Opening Procedures").

d. Turn change key right 1/4 turn and remove it.

e. Test combination at opening index (steps a through d under

"Opening Procedures").

Precision change key No. P672.

Ilco acquired the Precision company around 1990. The original

Precision change key is no longer available, but an Ilco #67-021

or S&G U8 will substitute nicely.
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Locksmith I

1 1 >f>

"Wcfould you like a large

order of fries with

your hamburger and Coke?" I

am sure you have heard that

from the order taker at your

favorite fast food stop, but have

you ever wondered why?
Because it works! The average

person finds it easy to say yes

to a suitable item presented in

the right way, and it is a lesson

that can add to our bottom line

as safe technicians.

As locksmiths we have door

viewers, extra keys, door

closers, and key chains to sell

to a customer so the ticket total

could be improved. To bean
expert safe technician you need

a bag of add-ons to increase

your sales while you are

making yourself invaluable to

your customer.

have a

couple

general

categories

of products

that can do
just the

trick for

you and
your

customers.

Cash Handling Products

Plastic or metal rolled coin trays. Trays

that are end marked with the

denomination of the rolled coins as well as

the value of a full tray.

Selling Point: Quicker safe count,

more organized use of storage space

Plastic coin counting tubes. Drop a

handful of coins in the funnel shaped tube

and pour off any excess through a slit in

the top and you have an exact roll of coins.

Selling Point: Quick preparation of

coin rolls or verification of incoming rolled

coins.

Paper pre-rolled coin wrappers for

counting tubes. Wrappers are roll crimped

at one end ready to slip over coins in

counting tube, supply items are a

continuing profit center.

Selling Point Allows a roll of coins to

be prepared in less than 10 seconds.

Plastic security deposit bags. Adhesive

or heat sealable bags are tamper proof

after sealed and serial numbered to assure

deposit is undisturbed in safe and in

transit until received by bank. Supply
items are a continuing profit center.

Selling Point: Count can not be
affected by person or agent delivering

deposit to bank without being detected,

protection for person that delivers bag to

bank.

Enhancement to Safe

Electronic locks. Allow user whatever

level of security or ease of operation they

require.

Selling Point: Ease of entry, audit

trail, remote activation if needed.

M edia converter. Converts a safe into a

media storage for videotapes, microfilm,

or computer discs or backup tapes.

Selling Point: Prevents damage to

these vital records in case of a fire by
providing the more controlled environ-

ment they require for safekeeping.

Bolt down kit. Provides the proper

means of attaching the safe to building

floor.

Selling Point: Prevents or delays

by Ray Hearn

thieves removing the safe from the

location.

Now that I have you thinking like a

hamburger magnate, maybe you can

come up with a few safe sale add-ons of

your own. Don't be afraid to offer your

customer an extra product, it just may
convince him that you really are the

expert.

The next time you sell a safe, sell more
than a safe. Sell supplies and accessories

for a long term return.

All the products mentioned can be
purchased from the following
companies:

MMF Industries, 370 Alice St., Wheeling,

IL 60090-5891, (708) 537-7890

Coin counting tubes and trays, pre-formed

coin wrappers.

CincySafeCo., 4385 Creek Rd, Cincin-

nati,OH 45241-2923, (513) 793-5635

Security deposit envelopes and some very

ni ce safes featuri ng the Vi ndi cator

electronic lock.

LaGard Inc., 3330 1 Kashiwa Street,

Torrance, CA 90505
, (310) 325-5670

Electronic and time delay locks. Order from

your distributor.

Vindicator Corp, 300 1 BeeCaveRd.,

Austin, TX 78746, (512) 314-1200

Electronic locks including audittrail. Order

from your distributor.

M as-Hamilton Group, 805-D Ne/vtown Circle,

Lexington, KY 40511, (606) 2534744
Electronic self powered locks including

military grade, and several audittrail, and

dual custody models.

Sargent & Greenleaf Inc., 1 Security Dr.,

Nicholasville, KY 40356-2159,

(606) 885-9411

Electronic locks including time delay timed

access, remote access, and keypad entry.

Availablefrom most distributors.

Fireking, P.O. Box559, New Albany, IN

47151,1(800) MEILINK
M edia converter for storage of computer

disks, film, microfilm, and backup tapes.

EH
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Industry Products

for a

Always on the cutting edge of

safe servicing tools and safe

related education, Lockmasters is

broadening its product line and is

now offering specialized tools other

than safe related products. "The
Keyless Garage Entry Tool" is one
of them.

PRODUCT:
The Keyless Garage Entry Tool

is designed to unlock virtually any
overhead residential garage door
that utilizes an automatic electric

garage door opener. It will open
just about any brand opener in less

than a minute and no special skills

are required.

When you first see the tool, it

looks like a car opening tool and
wonder how it works on garage
doors. Once you see it work, and
realize the simplicity, you will

wonder why you didn't think of

the idea.

CONSTRUCTION:
Made from spring steel, the

Keyless Garage Entry tool resembles

an oversized car opening tool. In fact,

I would bet that with a little ingenuity

and creativeness, this tool could

probably double as a car opening tool

on some models.

OPERATION:
All electric garage door openers

have an emergency release that will

disengage the arm attached to the

door from the drive chain or drive

shaft. This allows manual opening of

the door should the opener fail or

malfunction. The object of The
Keyless Garage Entry Tool, is to

grab and pull the emergency release

rope inside the garage on the

automatic opener and disengaging
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the linkage allowing the door to be

manually lifted.

To use The Keyless Garage
Entry Tool you stand in the center

of the door and insert the tool at

the top of the door, just to the right

or left of the vertical centerline. If

the door is too tight a relieve can

be created by pushing against the

door while maneuvering the tool.

Due to the flexibility of the tool, as

it is inserted through the top of the

door it will arch towards the
release rope.

After the tool is inserted, move the

hooked end towards the emergency
release rope. Catch the rope in the

hook and pull. This action should

release the linkage allowing the door

to be opened.

As you lift the door, leave the tool

attached to the pull rope and it will

be pulled into the garage where it

can be retrieved. The linkage can

then be snapped back into position

and the garage door opener will

operate as designed. The use of this

tool does require a little practice,

but once you get the hang of it, it

does work.

CONCLUSION:
This is a clever tool that is so

simple to use it is sure to cause a stir.

As always the cleverest tools are

usually the simplest in design,

function and operation, and this is no

exception. With a little creativity and

design a new method to bypass a

door is created.

Lockmasters is always looking for

new and innovative tools to add to its

product line. The Keyless Garage
Entry Tool is no exception.

If you've been looking for an easy

way to defeat overhead garage door

openers, this is it.

PRICE:
The price of The Keyless Garage

Entry Tool is $19.95.

CONTACT:
Lockmasters

5085 Danville Rd.

Nicholasville, KY 40356

Phone:800-654-0637

Fax:(606)885-7093

E-M ail: salesinfo@lockmasters.com

EH

IN SUMMARY:
DESCRIPTION: The Keyless Garage Entry Tool is designed to unlock
virtually any overhead residential garage door that utilizes an
automatic electric garage door opener.

COMMENTS: When you first see the tool, it looks like a car opening
tool and wonder how it works on garage doors.

PRICE: $19.95

TEST DRIVE RESULTS: An innovative approach to opening overhead
garage doors.
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